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The Newt Hot Born
Constructive Booster

Holland Since 1972

EIGHT

Hadsonville Ckurck

Grandmodier Gets
Custody of
'

(Mi

To SpoAsor Program

Maroons Defeat

Council A wards

The World Home Bible League
win be featured at a special meeting at First Christian Reformed
Church in Hudson ville, Thursday,
March 25, at 8 p.m. Speaker for
the occasion will be William Ackerman. A selectionof special organ and piano music will be
City Council i Wednesday night
played by Prof. Henry Rhea, an
outstanding musician from Phila- awarded a paving contract to
delphia. The league’s new motion West Shore ConstructionCo. of
picture, taken in five foreign counZeeland for its low bid of $77,715
tries, will also be shown.
in the 1954 paving program invol• The World Home Bible League
was organized in 1938 by William ving approximately30,000 square
Chapman, a Christian business- yards of surfacing.The West
man in Chicago. From a small Shore Co. was $6,214.05under the
beginning in the town of Walkeronly other bid which was entered
ton, Ind., where 245 homes were
canvassed and 46 Bibles placed, by Michigan Colprovia Co.
City Manager H. C. McClintock
the work has now spread to every
state and 23 foreign countries.
IT. COMDR. FRED 8. BERTSCH.
pointed out that on unit prices,
free-willoffering for the
son of Mrs. Fred S. Birttch, 114
this year’s West Shore bid was
Bibleless homes of the world will
South Short Dr* rtcoaUj wag proabout $6,300 under what it would
moted to the rank of commander be taken. The public is invited.

Grand ledge Fire

InQuarter-Fmak

To Zeeland Finn

GRAND RAPTOS (Spedal)-A*

*

(Special)

-

Mrs. Elizabeth Kovacs of Grand
Haven left today for Pennsylvania
to take into custody her granddaughter, Patricia Ann Kuntz, but
there was a question whether she
could do so immediately.
The child, daughter of Andrew
and Ethel Kuntz who were brutally
murdered in their Olive Center
farm home last April 10, was
awarded to the grandmother
Thursday in1 Pennsylvania Superior
Court, but the child’s maternal
aunt who previously had been
awarded custody of the child has
* filed an appeal.
Shortly after the double murder,
Ottawa Probate Court awarded the
child, then eight months old, to

'

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stackhouse of
Newtown Square, Pa. Mrs. Stackhouse was a sister of Mrs. Kuntz.
Almost immediately,Mrs. Ko-

vacs entered suit in Delaware
County Orphans Court to get custody of the child. The Kuntz couple
and their child had been living with
Mrs. Kovacs in Olive Center. Mrs.

Kovacs remarried sometime

after

the tragedy.
In an 11-page opinion, Judge E.
Leroy Van Roden of the Orphans
Court and Judge Henry G. Sweney,
presidentof the Common Pleas
Court, Thursday ruled that Mrs.
Kovacs has closer kinship with the
child and is entitled to custody be^ cause of inherent common law
rights as natural guardian.
Mrs. Kovacs was notifiedWednesday afternoon she could claim
custody.
At the time of the custody hearing last Jan. 8 in Media, Pa.,
Ottawa Probate Judge Frederick
T. Miles flew to Pennsylvania and
volunteered to testify.
Harpld Gregory, 25 - year - old
neighboringfarm hand in Olive
Center who confessed the double
murder, was declared insane and
was committed to the state hospital for the criminally insane at

t

PAGES-MCC TEN CENTS

Paving Contract

But Aunt Appeals
GRAND HAVEN

almost unbelievable comeback by
a determined Holland Christian
cage squad gave the Maroons •
79-66 quarter-finalvictory ova* •
potent Grand Ledge outfit at the
Grand Rapids Stadium Wednesday night. Coach Art
quint

TW

now moves into semi-final play
against St Johns on the Jodson

p.m.

Fleldhouse court at East Lansing,
Friday, at 5
*
After trailing by as much as 12
points in the second quarter, the

A

have been last year on similar bid.

In ctrtmoniosof (ho Ualrorglty of

Minnesotaat Minneapolis, He
presentlr is on the anlrersltr
staff, teachingnaral science. He

Ore to last Hot. 1. He enlisted In
the Hary while attendingHope
College and was at Pearl Harbor
when the Japs attached. Alter the
war he completed training as a
naral pilot. Coadr. Bertscb, his
wife and three children ate expected In Holland today for a
week’s visit with his mother dnd
his brother, Charles D. Bertscb
and family, 857 West 24th St.

performancewith

Wants Zoning

the following changes in the con-

struction of Civic Center at a
total cost of $4,249: two reverberation chambers for organ, $1,075;
opening in floor of stage and opening in storage lane under stage,
(Special) — A delega- $1,158; folding partition *in office

Codes Enforced
ZEELAND

tion of property owners from the

Park St area here attended Common Council meeting Monday
night to ask council help in watch-

and

installation of

SIXTEEN YOUNG MEN LEFT Grand Haven
Armory Wednesday afternoon for induction
armed forces in Detroit.Kneeling, left
to right, are Paul Vander Leek, Paul Mulder,
Donald Vander Kolk, Willard Nyenbrink,
into the

Harold Zylstra, Robert Heyboer;seated, Donald

Piersma, David Kempker, Kenneth Lubbers,
Lee Hower, Robert Elzinga; standing, Donald
Hitsman, Garth Cross, Wayne WycoH, Edward
Papp and Walter
(Sentinelphoto)

Wayne.

removableslid-

ing glass windows between office
and lobby, $720; rearrangementof
light fixtures and additional outlets in office, $40; empty raceway
system including speaker housings
in quditorium, $802; raceways and In
three speaker housings in exhibit
room, $105; convenienceoutlets
Several persons appeared in
for portable floodlights, $105; adJustice C.C. Wood’s court during
ditional outlet in dressing rooms
the last several
*
and storage room and kitchen, James Tharp, of 175 East 15th
$294.

Several

Appear

Rev. Betlem to Speak
At Immanuel Church

Car Strikes Man;

Tula

said.

Christian didn't accomplish the
feat against a second rate ball
chib. Grand Ledge was as fine a
club as Christian .has met all
season. They had plenty of poise
and boast of two of the best
guards in the state in John Betty
and Bill Brooks. Each boy has
averaged 19 point! a game this
season, with Betty getting 21 and

The Rev. John Betlem, pastor of
North Baptist Church of RochestThe group, eight owners repreer, N. Y., will speak at Immanuel
senting the area, cautioned CounChurch Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
Eugene Jackson, 29, of Hamilton,
and Wednesday.
cil that there are persons who
Drive
Rev.
Betlem
has been studying Tuesday was in "fair” condition at
would like to constructgarage
days.
astronomy for many years and is Holland Hospital where he is rehouses in the area contrary to
a member of the RochesterAcazoning regulations.
waived examination on a demy of Science.In his messages covering from Injuries received
A report of the Civic Center St.,
when he was struck by a car at
Mayor Robert De Bruyn on becharge of concealing stolen goods
he describes the wonders of the the Ninth St. and River Ave. inter* Brooks 20 against the Dutch.
advisory committee on objectives,
half of council thanked the deleand was bound over to Circuit heavens.
suggested rates for the use of
They didn’t fold In the face of
section Monday afternoon.
James Lugers, directorof the gation for callingattention to the Civic Center and endorsingem- Court to appear April 16 at 10
His topics for the week am as
the Maroon second half onslaught,
Driver
of
the
car,
Earl
SteggerOttawa County Red Cross fund matter and assured them that ployment of a building manager am The alleged offense involved follows: "Heaven and Earth;’’ da, 43, of 378 Howard Ave., told but couldn't cope with the Dutch
proper attention would be given
concealing six wool blankets from
‘The Evidence of Design,” 'The police Jackson was in the middle attack in the final quarter.
to promote, supervise and co-ordrive, said today that funds col- the zoning codes.
Camp Geneva.
Power of God;” 'The Foundation of the Intersectionwhen “he just
dinate
the
use
of
the
building
was
It would be difficult to alngla
lected have passed the half-way
In other action council discussed
Alvin Wassink, route 2, fcaid of the World" and ‘The Heavens
seemed to jump in front of my out any Christian performerWedopening two more platts on the tabled until an adjourned meeting fine and costs of $17.90 on a
mark in the 535,600goal.
Declare the Glory of God.” Rev.
of Council Monday, March 22, at
nesday night. They were all great
charge of setting traps during Betlem was bom in the Nether- car.” Steggerdawas not held.
He explained that the half-way West End that are being surveyed. 7 p.m.
Steggerda was driving north on In one spot or another. Carl EdeThe two sub-divisions,Westenclosed season. The alleged offense lands.
mark has been passed in virtually broek and Ver Plank, will be inThree communicationsfrom the
River Ave. and Jackson was cross- waards and Ken Scholtenwere
which occured March 8 involved
planning commission were preing the avenue from the north- terrific on the boards. Jim. Buurall townshipsand cities in the vestigated.
setting 22 muskrat traps in Park
sma, Ron Nykamp and Rich
west to the northeast side.
county. Zeeland city and Zeeland The opening of Lawrence 9t near sented. A recommendation to va- Township.
Shards turned in great floor
Hospital
authorities
said
Jackson
Township were the first units to the two platts also was discussed cate 31st St between Washington
Harvey Dunn, New Richmond,
Ionia.
pass theiiv goals.
received a head injury and abra- games, besides pouring In the
The proposed street would lead and Van Raalte Aves. was filed was sentenced to serve 20 days in Local
for considerationat a public hearsions on the face, left hand and points. John Mulder and Dave
He said a little more than $18,- right into one of the platts.
the county jail on a simple larknee. City police continuedtheir Vander Hill, both reserves,were
000 has been collected to date.
A report by one of the street ing April 7.
ceny charge. The alleged offense,
In good form. A look at the box
investigationtoday.
The figure includes an approxi- and sidewalk committee recom- The second recommendation involving under $25, occurred
Golf Instruction
score will testifyto the Christmate amount from Holland’s Sin- mended laying numerous side- that used car lots be uniformly during February at Webb Coal
ian team victory.Nykamp led
gle SolicitationPlan, a program walks throughoutthe city. Coun- heaped in accordancewith coun- Co.
A Holland Aura Is coach of this
with 22, followed by Edewaards
whereby deductions are made per- cil moved the City Superintend- cil’s policy to make fees nominal
Lawrence C. Culver, driving a year’s record-breakingClass C
was referred to the city manager,
with 18, Scholten, 15, Sharda, 14
iodically to cover Community ent L. W. Sears establish proper
William Mokma truck, paid $117.- Marine City team that won its
city attorney and city clerk for
and Buursma six. Edewaards got
Chest, Polio, Red .Cross and other grades for the stretches, before
10 on a charge of driving an quarter-finalgame Wednesday
drafting into an ordinance for
16 of his points on tip-ins la tha
further action is taken.
Beginninggolfers will have op- charities.
overloadedtruck on Van Buren and now moves onto I^nsing for
second half.
After the grades are established, consideration by council as a part St. in Georgetwon Township.
portunity to learn the fundament- Lugers urged Red Cross volun
state basketball tournament semiof the new ordinance code.
Grand Ledge scored 86 points
als of the game in classesdesigned teers to report to their captains oi Council indicatedmost of the
Traffic cases follow:
final play Friday night.
The
third recommendation callagainst
the Dutch defense which
sidewalks
would
be
approved.
by the Holland CommunityEven- to the Red Cross office as quickly
James W. DeFeyter, 102 East
He is Earl Borr, son of Mr. and
ed for the city manager and city
Donations are being sought from could not be classed as poor. The
as possible.
ing School.
Eighth St., speeding 55 in 45- Mrs. Matthew Borr of 9 East 15th
engineerto contact the highway
businesses and individualsto help easterners,coached by Ben Sierra,
J^ee Kleis, city champion, and
Mrs. Blanche Ef gers
department for a directionalsign mile zonet US-31 in Olive Town- St.
had a terrific offense, built around
Russell Hornbaker, Holland High
ship, $7; Lewis Fanjoy, Grand
finance
some chartered student
His team defeated Flint Utley,
for Lake Macatawa hotels and
their guards, who were almoat
School golf coach and former pro
Diet at Home in Bravo
Rapids, driving over center line 67-51, at Femdale Wednesday. buses to the Holland Christian-St.
motels. Manager McClintock rephenomenal shooters.They hit a
golfer, will be instructorsin group Pair Enters
causing accident, M-21 in Hol- And immediately after the game— Johns basketball game at East
terrific percentage from all angFENNVILLE (Special) - Mrs. ported he had already contacted land Township, $12; Marvin that is as soon as he settleddown
lessons beginning April 8 at Junior
Lansing Friday night.
highway
personnel
and
was
arles. Forward Jerry Russel also
Blanche
Eggers,
71,
died
at
her
High School gym.
Vredeveld, route 3, Zeeeland, somewhat— Earl called the glad
Persons or individualswho turned in h fine rebound game.
home in Bravo Wednesdaynight ranging for two reflectorizedspeeding 55 in 40-mile zone, M-21 tidings to his father here in HolBecause of the nature of the in- For Council
would like to help out are urged to
signs, one to be located approxiTuls was also appreciative of
following a long illness.She is
struction,classes will be limited
in Holland Township, $12; Roger land.
bring their contributionsto the the fact that he had an elaborata
mately
125 feet north of 17th St.
survived by two sons and a daughih size to about 20 persons. These
Emelander, route 3, Hudsonville,
It is believedto be the first time
Two ter, Ralph of Holland, Russell of on the west side of River Ave. and reckless driving, Georgetown a Marine City Basketballteam, Chamber of Commerce office as scoutingreport on the Comets,
classes will have both instructors ZEELAND (Special)
soon as possible.
the other the same distance south
thanks to Russ De Vette and
Township, $39.90.
working during the course and will Zeeland men have entered the route 3, Fenn ville, Mrs. Frank
has ever advancedto play in LanDonations are not expected to Harve Buter who watched the
of 17th St He said, however, that
have the benefit of lectures,dem- race for two year Council posi- Harrison of South Haven; three the information would have to be
Justin Gerben, route 1. Zeeland, sing.
cover the entire cost of chartering Comets in action against Maronstrationsand actual practice ses- tions in the spring electionsched- grandchildren; one brother, Edgar in general terms and suggested speeding 50 in 40-mile zone, $7;
Borr, 27, has been mentor at buses to the game, but rather will
shall last week.
Misel of Marcellus;four sisters,
sions.
Macatawa Tourist Accommoda- Lionel R. Alvarez, Grand Rapids, Marine City for three years, one cut down the amount it will cost 'Christian was obviously jittery
uled for April 5.
Mrs. Dora King and Mrs. Isabelle
The course is designed to include
excessive
speed
under
conditions,
as assistant. He also coaches track each student.
The two, Willard Klaver and Bush of Kalamazoo, Mrs. Nellie tions on three lines, or possibly
at the start of the game, while
six lessons which will cover such
Douglas Ave. in Holland Township and is assistantbaseball and footC. C. Wood, presidentof the Grand Ledge was having no
Otto Bosman, were appointedby Edmonds of South Haven and Mrs. Lake Macatawa Tourist Accomtopics as the grip and swing,
$12;
Harold
Zylstra, Hudsonville, ball coach.
modations.
Chamber, said chartered buses trouble hitting the hoop. Before
the City Nominating Committee ClarenceLaws of Otsego.
woods, irons, putting, approach
He was graduated from Holland will help keep student drivers off the game was three minutes old,
Council approvedlow bid enter- speeding 40 in 30-mile zone, M-21
headed by H.C. Miller. They will
The body will be at the Chapin Zeeland township, $7; Johannes High School and Western Michishots, golf rules and ettiquette,
the highway* that will be crowded the losers had built up a 9-1 lead.
oppose iincumbentsGeorg* Van pell Funeral Home until Saturday ed by East Jordan Iron Works for
Molenwyk, route 3, failure to gan College, where he was on the with basketball fans going to the
and other related fundamentals.
40
gutter
grates
at
a
cost
of
$13.19
The Dutch started to whitle the
Eenenaam and Peter De Kock when it will be taken to the Bravo
yield right of way, 112th and M- track team.
The classes will meet at two difeach. \
games.
margin as they regained their
whose registrationfor the primary
Community Chapel where services Approval was given the city 21, Holland Township, $12.
ferent times during the evening.
Earl is married and the father
blection wasn’t needed. u
poise, but never could get any
will be held at 2 p.m. with the
One class will start at 7 and go
of two children.
manager’s recommendationto
closer than six points. By tha
Klaver is a former Post Office
Rev. David Boyd officiating. Buruntil 8:15 and a second class will
end of the period, it was 18-12.
employe who retired recently, ial will be at Lakeview Cemetery move a 12 by 24-footbuildingfrom St. Patrick’s Luncheon
start at 8:30 and run until 9:45.
Westing Coal Co. property to
Grand Ledge really started to
while Bosman operates a local at South Haven.
Horizon
Groups
Plan
There wiU be clubs available for dairy.
north of the city, and to move an Held by Newcomers Club
pull away at the start of the secMrs. Eggers was a former 18 by 20-foot garage from the
the students, but most students
ond quarter and moved out to a
‘Best Dress Dance
In other nominationsAnthony
member of Bethel Chapter OES seminary grounds to north of the
will want to use their own clubs
St. Patrick’s Day provided a
24-12 lead, before the Dutch came
Mulder was named to run unopof Fenn ville. She was the widow city. Each will be subject to post- theme for the attractivetable
for increased familiarity.
Horizon Clubs are sponsoring a Plea of Guilty
to life. Christian still trailed30posed for City Treasurer. The
of Albert Eggers, Bravo merchant.
Registration for the course bedecorations
tor
the
Newcomers
"best
dress" dance Friday at 8:30
ing
$100
bond.
20 with half of the period gone.
treasurer term is two years. No
They had resided there about 40
gan Monday and will close when
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. Then sparked by some fine defenThe city manager also presented Club luncheon Wednesday in the p.m. in Holland High School
opposition was named for in- years.
classes are filled. Persons interhis monthly report for February Tulip Room of the Warm Friend gym. The affair will be an all- Edward T. Van Dusen, 31, pleaded sive work, the Dutch started to
cumbent City Assessor Nick Cook.
ested in enrollment should do so
covering police, fire, sanitation, Tavern. Hostesses were Mrs. Will school dance and takes the place guilty to a charge of escaping close the gap and finally did knot
Prior to the primary H.C. Dicksoon because a maximum of 40
health,building inspection,fire in- J. Scott and Mrs. Mildred Smith. of sweater dances usually held at
the count at 35-35 as the half gun
man and George Cabal had filed
from federal custody and waived
people will be admitted in the two
Guests included Mrs. Esther the Woman’s LiteraryClub.
spection, treasurer’s collections,
went off. Christian was setting a
for the Justice of Peace race to
Youtii
sections.For full information on
In charge of arrangements in- indictment on three other charges torrid pace and the ending of the
Civic Center, and Municipal Court. Chase, Mrs. Genevieve Centalella,
succeed Justice Isaac Van Dyke
fees and other detailscall the off- who is retiring.
A petition requesting a street Mrs. Eunice Klingenberg, Mrs. cluding decorations, tickets and of hiking stolen cars across state first half when it did, was a
lines in Federal Court Monday.
ice of Adult Education, 6-6676.
light at 29th St. and Lincoln Ave. Bill Ketchum, Mrs. Harvey chaperones is Mrs. E. H. Phillips’
break for the stunned Grand
Other members of the comVan Dusen consented to transfer
was referred to the city manager Springer, Mrs. Erma Ladiwig and group, with Mrs. Myron Van Oort
mittee were Anthony WinterLedge club.
the
three
Dyer
Act
charges
from
Mrs. Keith Miller, Mrs. Miller was assistant.Mrs. Harold J. Luth's
with power to act
The losers pulled ahead by four
halter, Bert Brower, Gerrit VeenJacob Dyhstra Speaks
where they originated to the disthe first president of the New- group is in charge of posters.
points at the beginningof the
boer and George De Vries.
Two Michiganfarm youths have Council granted a license for comers Club.
trict court here.
meeting of Mrs. Phillips’
third stanza before- the locals beTo Central Park Group
been assigned to countries in the Martin Dyke and Sons to conVan Dusen was awaiting sen- gan to roll. Christian soon took
Introduced to the group were group will be held tonight to
struct and repair sidewalks.
1954 InternationalFarm Youth Extence on one charge of taking a
King’s Kuples of Central Park Hope Organist to Give
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed prospective members: Mrs. S. D. make final plans at the home of
a 42-41 lead, and they never trailchange (IFYE) program.
stolen car across states lines and
Nicholas, Mrs. Peter Brander and Lois Ver Hulst.
Reformed Church heard a talk by
reed
three
letters
from
State
Sened again. The composed Dutch
Mhry Rogers of Palmyra, LenaSenior Recital, at fhapel
Mrs. Charles Stevens.
Jacob Dykstra at their March
Chaperones for the dance will another of impersonating a service nbw began to find the range and
wee County, wiD be the IFYE dele- ator Clyde Geerlings in reply to
Following the luncheon and bus- be Mr. ^nd Mrs. Phillips, Mr. and man when he sawed through bars pulled away iteadi’y. At the end
meeting Tuesday, evening In the
John Scholten, organist, will gate to Brazil.Norman Laakse of communications from council.
iness
meeting, cards were played Mrs. Van Oort, Mr. and Mrs. Ed of a second story window of the of the third period, they led 55church. Dykstra spoke of his work present his senior recital at Hope
Chatham, Alger Couhty, wiU be the CTty Attorney James E. Townsend
Ottawa County Jail in Grand
with Dutch immigrantsin Canada College Sunday at 3 p.m. in Hope IFYE delegate to Finland.
explainedthat Senate Bill 1102 and prizes awarded to Mrs. Max Nyland and Mr. and Mrs. Luth.
,
Haven Jan. 10.
Billings, Mrs. Dick Nicholson and
and expressed the great need for Memorial Chapel. The senior from
on
municipal
revenue
bonds
had
They picked up right where
Miss Rogers, a senior at the
U. S. Dist. Atty. WendeU A. they left off at the start of the
Reformed churches there.
Grand Rapids is a student of Mrs. University of Michigan, Ann Ar- been halted in committee but fur- Mrs. Ray A. Wymore.
Miles said Van Dusen is an escape
The
next
luncheon
will be held John C. Ter Beek, 86,
The speaker was assistedby his W. Cprtis Snow.
ther
consideration
was
being
given
payoff quarter, and they were
bor, has been a member of 4-H
artist who has broken out of three
wife, who showed colored slides
not to be denied. At one stage in
The public is invitedto the pro- Club for nine years. Laakso, en- the issue and Council authorized April 21 in the Warm Friend Diet After Long Illness
prisons, includinga federal reof their work in Canada.
Tavern.
gram.
the final period, the Maroons held
rolled at Northern Michigan Col- sending a representative to Lanformatorybefore the Ottawa Jail a 19 point bulge. Grand Ledge
Miss Jean Madderom,soloist,
His program will include “Cha- lege of Education at Marquette, sing when and if public hearings
John C. Ter Beek, 86, of 90 East
break.
provided special music. She was conne,’’ Louis Couperin; choral has been a 4-H Club member for are held.
continuedto scrap until the end,
14th St. died Wednesday afternoon
accompanied by Miss Joyce Van prelude, “Nqn Bitten Wir,” Buxte- eight years.
Communication from the Women of the Moose
but it was all over. Two Grand
at Holland Hospital following a
Lente.
Holland Christian (78)
Ledge players left on five perhude; ‘Toccato in E minor,” Paclingeringillness.
Two other Michigan 4-H Chib Liquor Control Commission re- Plan Family PoAuck
President Drew Miles conduct- helbel; “Fantasia and Fugue in G
FG F PF TP sonals in the closing stages.
Surviving are the wife, Maggie;
youths have received tentativeap- questing Council action on an aped the meeting and the Rev. Ralph minor,” Bach; four movements of pointments which may be confirm- plicationfrom Chester Skiles for
3 18
8
2
It was a great team victory for
Senior /egent, Mrs. Ruth three sons, Dick, John and Garry Edewaards,f
Menning led devotions.Russell Handel’s “ConcertoNo. 5,” "Son- ed for the 1954 program. John dropping Mildred Skiles from the Rummler, presidedat a regular Ter Beek, ail of Holland; four Sharda, f
14 the Dutch, and should serve as
4
4
5
Sybesma.vice president,introduc- ata Eroica,” Jongen; “Carillon,” First, of Ionia, and Rhoda Kelly, 1953 tavern SDM License was re- meeting of the Women of the daughters, Mrs. J. F. Van Dyke, Scholten, c
4 15 a fine sendoff for Lansing Friday.
6
3
ed the speaker. A report on pro- Bonset, and “Litanies,” Alain.
6 Athletic Director Raymond Hol3
0
0
of Lansing, expect to be assigned ferred to the city manager. The Moose Wednesday evening with Mrs. James Cook, Mrs. Richard Buursma, g
jects for the year was given by
<2
4
22
werda reported that no tickets
Skiles
tavern
is
located
at
154
29
members
present.
Nykamp,
g
10
Schaddelee
and
Mrs.
Ruth
Nonhof,
to Israel and Greece.
James Van Lente. Next project
Final arrangements were made all of Holland; 21 grandchildren; Vander Hill, f 0
1
1 would be on sale here for Friday’s
1
All delegates are scheduled to East Eighth St
will be a spaghetti supper on Victim Improved
The Hospital board submitted for the family St Patrick’s pot- 22 great grandchildren; two sis- Mulder, g
3 game. All must be purchasedIn
0
1
1
embark on the IFYE missions in
Eugene' Jackson, 29, of Holland,
April 9 at the Marquee.
Its 1954-55 budget which was luck dinner Friday night at 6:30 ters, Mrs. Janet Thompson of
Lansing, he said.
June.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Teusink formerly of Hamilton,who was
filed for future consideration.
Christian hit on II out of 21
at Moose Hall Women of the Grand Rapids and Mrs. John Fris Totals
13
16 79
33
and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Meat- seriously injured when struck by
Mayor Pro Tern Lavem Rudolph Moose have decided on the scho- of Zeeland.
foul tries, compared to It far
Grand Ledge (68)
man were in charge of the social a car at Ninth St and River Ave. Plan Bathing Pool
presided in the absence of Mayor larship nurse to be announced
4 22 for Grand Ledge.
2
5
Funeral services Will be held Shoemaker, f
1
hour. Refreshments were served Monday afternoon, is showing con- . GRAND RAPIDS - A $50,000 Harry Harringtonwho is vacation- later. Miss Bea Johnson was ap- Friday at 2 p.m. from the Ver Lee Russel, f
3 12
Box score;
5
2
by Mr. and Mrs. Jack Zwiers, Mr. tinued improvement in Holland therapeutic bathing pool will be ing in Arizona. Coundlmen absent pointed general chairman for the Funeral Home with the Rev. M. J. Dankenbring,c 3
8
5
2
and Mrs. Henry Pathuis and Mr. Hospital but his condition is such built at Mary Free Bed Guild Chil- were Raymond Holwerda and anniversary dinner committee.
Dr. S. Franklin Logsdon, pas3 20
Vander Werp of Ninth Street Brooks, g
9
2
and Mrs. Cecil Helmink.
that a long convalescence is indi- dren’s Hospitaland Orthopedic Bernice Bishop. The invocation
Announcementwas made of a Christian Reformed church, offi- Betty, g
3 21 tor of Immanuel Church, will
9
3
Speaker at the April 20 meeting cated. Jackson received severe Center, financed through a bequest was given by Councilman Anthony meeting of committee chairmen to ciating.Burial will be in Pilgrim Kelsey, f
1
1 speak at city-wide
O
1
will be Arnold Vander Meulen of head injuries when hit by a car from the estate of the late Dr. E. Nienhuis. Council adjourned at be held at the home of Mrs. Home Cemetery. Friends may’ call Miner, f
0
0 meetingsnext wee'
0
0
the Grand Rapids Haven of Rest driven by Earl Steggerda, 43, of Burton Newell, Grand Rapids dent- 8:20 p.m. until a further meeting Rummler, 181 West 22nd St on at the funeral home tonight from
Ontario. He will
Mission.
378 Howard
,
Monday at 7 p.m.
ist
March 29 at 8 p.m.
2T 12 20 66
7 to 9 p.m,
Totals
ing zoning regulations in the area.
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Wood’s Court
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Exchange
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.
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44-point
drive to coast to the win. The 79
point total is believed to be anew
school scoring record.
“I certainly was proud of
those boys out there tonight,”
Tula reported after the game. “It
took sheer determination,and that
goes to show you what a team can
do if it makes up its mind. Thoae
kids didn't quit out there, and In
a nutshell that’s your ball game,”

In other action, Council okayed

expects to be reassignedIn June.
Date of the promotionIs rotroac-

•

Hollandersthrilled the huge
crowd, including some 1,500 Holland fans, with a terrific drive to
knot the count at 35-35 at halftime. Then in the final half, the
locals turned in a magnifident

•

<

A
hr

Ave.
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Maroons Defeat

loliday

Week Presents Gay Time Zeeland

'or Tourists, Natives in Chile

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
following Zeeland high
school students attended a Western Michigan Traffic Safety Conference recently: Sally Boone,
Isla Heyboer, Eunice De Jonge,
Ron Wetherbee,Jack Faber and
Sherwin Broersma. This was a
one-day conference held in the

be held in Grand Rapids on March
31 and April 1 and 2. Refreshments were aervevd by the hostess.

The

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Lehman
announce the birth of a son, Marshall Kent at Holland Hospital
ders, but didn’t get it. Then a
The Women’s Missionary SocieVAIPAB^O^U^The Kung- small boy and girl rode out on
ty of the Reformed Church met
sholm moored offshore from the two tiny ponies. They were gaily
In
Finals
last Thursday afternoon tor the
harbor quay. Another ship had dressed In their country’s habit
March meeting with Mrs. H.
taken her place at the dock, so a The cowboys have large, sharp
Kempkers presiding and Mrs.
Coach Art Tula* Holland Christ- disgruntled captain had to anchor spurs on their boots about the size
Muskegon Y.W.CA. building Feb. John Bartels in charge of deher opposite the "Golden Bear," of a small buzz Yaw.
fain eager* qualified for state quarU.S. training ship that sails beCalves are shoved against the 19. Seven discussion groups were votions. Assisting the latter in
ter final play Saturday night when
tween San Diego and Chile.
wall by two horses and caught I held in the morning wherein each presentation of a program on the
they outlasted a tough Plainwell Our whole family walked down explained to one of our Chilean discussed a differenttopic. In the subject, "Christians Need Each
quintet,42-37 to cop the regional
tipsy gangplank to tenders and hosts, the differencesbetween our afternoona mock teen-age court Other" were Mrs. Lloyed Butler,
tourney crown at Kalamazoo Col- the first human we saw was a cowboys and theirs, how ours rope trial was staged. Five counties Mrs. John Klingenberg and Miss
lege's Treadway gym. The win huge black-hairedwoman who their steers and have smaller were represented by high school Myrtle Van Der Kolk. A vocal
was Christian's17th straight and might be compared to Bloody spurs and the host was rather sur- students. , Representativeswere solo, “Anywhere with Jesus" was
chosen to represent West Michi' sung by Bin. Clinton Klingentheir 21st victory of the season Mary’s fame in "South Pacific,” prised and almost disbelieving.
berg, accompanied by Min Van
compered with two defeats.
only this Mary was selling carnaLater, the cowboys brought girls gan in East Lansing.
The following juniors and sen- Der Kolk. A prayer session folAlthough the Dutchmen held tions. We hired a taxi and folknqpd out into the ring and danced handthe upper hand most of the way the other cars up to the Fiesta. kerchief dances with them. They tors of Zeeland High School have lowed and the meeting closed with
against the Plainwell Trojans, We had known that one of 12 wore their spurs so you know they recently won honors in the field the usual business procedure,
they had no pushover for their girls was to be chosen queen of the must be skilled and adroit at of Journalism which entitle them when several reports were heard
to awards at the annual Honor and announcementsmade of
final regional match. Coach Har- Fiesta and would rule during the dancing.
ley Pierce’s Trojans which had al- holiday week and then, she would
We left after the show for the Day program: Eunice De Jonge, coming metlnga irf the area of inready dropped highly favored go to Uraguay. This is like a ship because some Chilean friends Connie Miller, Darlene Berghorst terest to the local group. Social
Buchanan on Thursday night, had beauty queen contest in the states had invited us. A Mr. Reed, on the and Pat De Jonge, members of hostesses were Mrs. Louis Poll
the same idea Saturday against and the queen would be sent to Kungsholm had asked some of us the Peeper staff, the high school Mrs. Peter Rigterink, Mrs. Roy
publication.From the anual staff C. Maatman and Mrs. Gerrit
the Maroons. They were a scrapy Hollywood.
for dinner at the "Miramar," one
*
are Connie Miller, Bob Vanden
ball club which wouldn’t (Juit in
We had luncheon of red and of the nicer hotels.
Airman Alvin Rankens, training
Berg
and
Leone
Nykamp.
Studspite of the fact that they were white Chilian wine, soup, tamales,
The houses are simply lovely and
ents are elected for this honor ac- at the Air Base in Wichita, Kans.,
outclassedand trailed by as much steak and an apricot concoction.
the gardens are colorful and atas 10 points in the third quarter. Dad saw a group of picnickersdin- tractive and our hostess’ garden cording to the Quill and Scroll’s spent a ten-day furlough with his
The losers kept up the pressure ing off their boat under the lovely had a large fence covered with constitutionand they must meet parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Rankens.
scholastic requirements.
relentlesslyto the very end, and trees. I Joined them for a siesta
climbing geraniums.I learned afMr. and Mrs. Harold Veldhoff
The film, "Sands of Iwo Jima"
caused the Dutch plenty of anxious and picture taking.
ter seeing quite a few houses tKat
. ;v ;*?
a second world war story starring and other local relativesattended
moments. in the final minutes.
Then, there was a rodeo held in many are painted sort of a dark
John Wayne, was shown to the the funeral of Mrs. Sena BarOn the other hand, the Dutch a small, outdoor stadium. It had aqua inside throughout.
kel mother of Mrs. Veldhoff at
studentsof Zeeland High at
were not a sharp ball club Sat- circlesof seats built around the
Our hostess has three children,
school assembly program March Langeland Funeral Home and in
THE PETER STYGSTRA HOME qt 12 North
urday night They obviously showStygstra is picturedinspecting a large hole
ring with trees shelteringand en- two girls, both blond and a darkImmanuel church at Holland, last
ed the effects of two earlier games
10.
Division was badly damaged by fire early
burned in the kitchen floor directlyabove the
circling the stadium. The fence haired boy. They seemed very nice
The following senion of Zee- week Wednesday. Dr. S.F. Logson the spacious court and were that held in riders and cattle had
Wednesday. Loss was estimated at $5,500, with
furnace. Door at right leads to the living room,
and said they would see us the
land high school were chosen as don conducted the services, and
not psychologically"up” for the straw protectorsbuilt into the wall
next day for we had asked them
the worst damage in the kitchen, basement
which
was damaged by smoke and water. Door
burial
was
in
Pilgrim
Home
memben of the National Honor
Trojans. Christian had turned in
so that cattle and horses would aboard. We left rather early for
and attic. Stygstra and his wife escaped, along
behind Stygstra leads to bathroom. Note bathSociety: Eunice De Jonge, Ronald Cemetery in Holland.
a great game against Fremont not be hurt.
everyone was hungry.
with their pet dog, through a bedroom window.
room wall, completelyburned out.
the night before, and plainly In the center of the ring was a A delicious dinner was had by Knoper, Connie Miller, Leone Ny- The Junior Girls League meet
kamp, Robert Vanden Berg, ing of the Reformed church y/ss
showed Saturday night that the greased pole which small, native
.(Sentinelphoto)
all of mostly lobster and fillet
Donna Vander Laan and Mary held last week in the church paredge for another peak perfor- boys tried to shimmy up for 2,000
mignon. After dinner we danced to
Zwyghuizen.These were recently lors with Carol Johnson presiding
mance was lacking.
pesos (510). They tried everything, an excellentChilean orchestra.All
chosen on the basis of character, and conducting devotions. Mrs.
Once again, however, it was the
dusting the pole with sand, ladders, the men could rumba, which lightLoss
scholarship, leadershipand ser- Donald Stehower was in charge
versatile attack of the Maroons
standing on each other’s shoul- ened the evening.
vice. Members of this class, who of Bible Study, and an all memwhich paved the way for the
were chosen when they were Jun- ber program was presented, conDutch victory. With Plainwell usiors were: Sally Boone, Yvonne sisting of musical selections, group
ing a tight all-court press, ChristAt
to
Nyenhuis, Garry Ter Haar, and singing and readings, taking the
ian’s guards were pretty well botplace of the usual Mission Study.
Ronald Wetherbee.
tled up, particularlyJim. BuursJuniors recently chosen were Social hostesses were Donna
ma, who is a big threat with his
Anne De Free, Milton Essenburg Koops, Barbara Kemme, Karen
out court shooting. But with the
It’s newcomer time in Holland
Peggy Kole, John Van Dam, md Folkert and Mary Ann Lugten.
outcourt all tied up the PlainMr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
Jan Van Peursem.
well club couldn’t effectivelycon- again. During February, City
Man Smashes Window
These members were chosen by attended the March meeting of
trol the Dutch forward wall. So Hostess Huldah Bequette paid
the
Allegan
County
Rural
Letter
calls
to
13
new
families
which
the faculty and carry the highest
Coach Art Tula wisely called for
So He and Wife
r
Carriers Association last Saturhonor that can be achieved by
his Dutch to use the pivot with have moved here.
The newcomers include two
Escape From Blaze
high school student. They will be day evening at GriswoldMemorKen Scholten, the main cog. The
given small gold pins on Honor ial Building. After a cooperative
guards moved the ball into families from abroad. Mr. and
Fire caused by a defective oil
Day from the American Legion supper, the former, who was prohim with ease, and the big Mrs. Albert Kortman and their
Post 33 and American Legion gram chairman, introduced Mr.
furnace caused an estimated 55,500
center connected on a variety of 11 children from the Netherlands
Friely of the Swan Creek ExAuxiliary.
shots for eight baskets, four in are living at 343 West 22nd St.
damage to the Peter Stygstra
The recently organized Bible periment Station, who talked
each half. Meanwhile, Carl Ede- Mr. Kortman is employed by Holhome at 12 North Division Ave.
club of Zeeland high school held about the work there, illustrated
waards and Rich Sharda were land Transplanter Co. Mr. and
early Wednesday.
with
color
slides.
William
Van
its
first
meeting
Feb.
25
and
elect
Mrs.
Henry
Holthuis
and
two
doing their share from the other
Hartesvelt
tof
Fennville,
president
The extensive damage was worst
ed
following
officers:
Paul
Schipforward spots to keep the Tro- children of Germany are living at
per, president: Donna Harden- of the group, presided at the brief
East 14th St Holthuis is emjans guessing.Althoughthe Dutch
in the rear section of the house, inberg, vice president; Leone Ny- opening numbers of the program.
didn’t use their fast break often, ployed at Chris-Craft
cluding the basement,kitchen and
kamp; program chairman. These Meeting closed by businesssessMr. and Mrs. Arthur Menning
they tried it Just enough to acattic room above the kitchen. The
officers will serve until the club ions of the Men’s group and
count for several easy baskets and and two children and Mr. and Mrs.
remainder of the house, however,
Ladies
Auxiliary.
is
further
developed.
Kenneth
Frank
De
Vries
and
two
children
worry the Trojans.
was
badly damaged by smoke and
Louis is sponsor of the club.
The Rev. Emo Ausema of North
Plainwell,in an effort to stop have moved here from Corsica, S.
water.
At
the
last
meeting
when
35
Park
Reformed
church
in
KalaD.
The
De
Vrieses
live
at
41
East
the Maroons, fouled excessivelyin
CADET-MDSHIPMANHABOLD A.
Firemen of Park Township No. 2
members reported, Eugene Sheely, mazoo was guest minister at the
the first half and it took its toll in 10th St. and the Mennlngs at 129
VANDERPLOEG. mm ol Mr. and
department
were summoned about
of Holland was guest speaker. local Reformed church Sunday.
the second. Two of its leading East 15th St Both men are emMrs. H. A. VoBdtrpJotv, H4S
3:30 a.m. and remained on the
He
is
a
member
of
the
InternaThe
Senior
Christian
Endeavor
ployed
at
Chris-Craft.
They
are
scorers were forced to sit out part
South Short Dr~ bat coapfatedUs
scene until 7 k.m. Mrs. Stygstra
tional Chrstian Business Men's studied the topic, '1 Believe in
of the second half with three or related to the Rev. Ralph Menfirst roar at iho Uni tod Statot
was awakened shortly before 3:30
Committee.The club was organiz- God the Father" with Carl Kemfour fouls. Coach Tula took that ning of Central Park church.
Merchant Marine Aotrd— y of
by loud “popping”noises. She
ed
to
acquaint
members
with
me
and
Arloa
Smit
in
charge,
the
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Branders of
flags Point, NT. and wlij now be
opportunity to rest several of his
awakened her husband, whose
Christian living.
latter also serving as pianist.The
assigned to variousships el Iho
big boys, and it paid off as the Chicago have purchased a home
hearing is somewhat impaired. He
Junior
High
group
considered
the
A
regular
meeting
of
the
First
at
267
West
17th
St.
Dr.
Branders
American
Merchant
Marine
tee
a
Dutch still controlled the boards
opened the bedroom door and disReformed church Ladies Aid topic, “Who Can Be a Follower,"
iq employed with Ehrhart and
far et practical experience.At
in the final payoff seconds.
covered that the fire already was
Society was held on Thursday with Mary Drenton and Francis
the end oi Us rear at sea. Vanfirm in
Christian took a quick 5-0 mar- Karl, Inc., pharmaceutical
consuming the kitchen floor and
afternoon, March 11. Group IV Folkert as leaders.The "Bread of
derploeg will return to the AcaChicago.
gin in the first quarter, and
spreading fast.
demy to complete the final two
was in charge of devotionsand Life” radio program Sunday was
Mr. and Mrs. Milford A. Hale
looked like they were off. PlainThe couple reached for wraps
years
oi
the
four-year
course.
He
Mrs.
H.
Van
Dragt
read
the
in
charge
of
the
local
Reformed
and
13-year-old
son
of
Dearboam
well had other idks, as they
and
considered the front door as an
win
graduate
in
February.
1957.
scripture
passage
while
Mrs.
A.
church
with
the
Rev.
J.
Hogenfought back to move out in front have moved to 130 East 21st St
and receive his license as third
exit, but remembered ,it was
Van Duine gave an -interesting boom as guest speaker.
10-9 at the midway point Christ- Hale is an engineer at Bohn Alumofficer, a BJ. degree and a comlocked. Stygstra, smashed a todmeditationand said the prayer.
ian finally pulled out in front inum.
mission as Ensign. US. Moral
room window with his fist and the
The meaning and origin of Ash
Mr. and Mrs. Olen S. Strouse
16-13 at the quarter.
Beserre. Vanderploeg Is a gradtwo escaped through the window.
Wednesday and Lent was given by
The second period was a nip and and two children of Ann Arbor are
note of Holland Higli School and
Mrs. Stygstra said she called her
Miss Anne G. Huizinga. The meetSURE, AND THEY'RE ALL WEARIN' A SPRIG OF GREEN
tuck affair until the last minute. occupying an apartment at 970
Puller
attended the University oi Michiwas in charge of the president,
MARCH 17 — the Goods, the Donnellys, the Duffys, the McCor- dog, who already had escaped to
Then the Maroons caught the Tro- Lincoln Ave. Strouse is employed gan.
the safety of the bedroom, and the
Mrs. P. Madderon.
jans napping with their fast break by Elmwood Dairy.
micks, the McCarthys, the McWilliams, the McClures, the
pet, too, was rescued through the
The Ladies Aid Society of the
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Watson and
and poured in five quick tallies
O'Mearas, the O'Sheas, yes, and even the Van Raaltes,the Van
window.
First Reformed church entertainfour sons of Grand Rapids are
to take a 26-21 lead at the half.
who have known each other for a ed their husbands and friends at
Wierens,the Vandenbergs,the Vander Meulens. But, begorrah,
Fire Chief Herman Windemuller
Christian really took over in living at 253 West 16th St. Watson
long time learned quite by chance their annual banquet on Friday
there'salso quite a bit of orange in ole' Holland town. But the
said firemen were forced to use
is employed by Pent Electric.
the third stanza and led by
Gail H. Butler, sixth grader at
recently that they had a common evening, March 12. A delicious
fresh air masks because of the
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney H. Johnson
day belongs to the Sons of Erin and John 'Yocum' Woldring dons
much as 12 points in the period.
anniversary— a 25th wedding an- supper was served by the Ladies LongfellowSchool won the table
dense smoke. He said that evidentof
Grand
Rapids
are
occupying
an
Plainwell rallied on some outcoqrt
his
derby
and
cane,
plus
clay
pipe
to
join
in
the
celebration.
niversary, no less.
tennis tournament for fifth and
Aid Auxiliary.
ly oil pipes had been ruptured by
shooting at the close of the period apartmentin the Temple Building.
(Sentinelphoto)
So
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
OosThe
program
included
a
processixth grade elementary girls which
Johnson,
a
certified
public
acthe blaze, allowing a flow of oil
to pull up to a 38-30 deficit going
to "feed” the fire until firemen
countant, has opened an office at terbaan and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey sional by Mrs. John Van Peursem was staged Tuesday in Longfellow
Into the final stanza.
De Vree got together and enter- followed by invocation by the paswere able to shut off the line.
With a 10 point lead in the 188 River Ave.
School under the auspices of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed McKie am tained all their children at an an- tor, Rev. John den Ouden. Group
A truck from Park Township
early stages of the last period,the
niversary dinner at Eten House singing was directed by John Holland Recreation department. Chris Craft
Fire Department No. 1 arrived on
Dutch played “come and get me two children of Hartford are living
She won the finals by taking
last Wednesday. The Oosterbaans Yntema.
the scene to keep No. 2’s tanker
with the Plainwell defense.Conse- in an apartment at 250 East 11th
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
two games from Marlene. Dykstra,
have
two
children
and
one
grandMrs.
P.
Madderom,
president
filled. The No. 1 truck was forced
quently the locals refused to shoot St. McKie is employed by Crampchild and the De Vree* have two extended greetings.Mrs. Bernard 21-2 and 21-8.
The annual Red Cross Drive is to go to Pine Creek twice to reand were content to control the tons.
Strike
Others
entering
the
tournament
Poest gave the toast to men and
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Luce and children and two grandchildren.
ball The Trojans did come within
in progress and the Zutphenand plenish its water supply. Windewere Nancy Rypma, Sharon Huff,
Both couples were married on William H. Staal the toast to
four points, tut couldn't close the daughter of Harlingen, Tex., are in
Linda
Salisbury, Judy Van Lente,
Star school district have finished muller said 1,800 gallons of waAFL
employes
of
three
Chris
women.
gap. Plainwell outscored the Dutch an apartment at 176 East 18th March 7 just 25 yean ago.
Mary Welling, Mary Roberts, Craft plants at Holland, Algonac their canvass. Bert Van Oss, Mrs. ter was used to fight the blaze.
St. He is employed at Bohn
Mrs. Charles Van Haitsma preDamage was probably worst in
7-4 in the low scoring period.
From Fennville, we hear that sented a reading "Mabel the Very Carol Alderink, Gerene Van Put- and Cadillac went on strike Wed- H. Kamps, Mrs. A. Blauwkamps the kitchen,where the floor caved
Christian,which has a good foul Aluminum.
ten, Kathy McBride, Linda Lucas,
and
L. Brower were the workers
Mr. and Mrs. Amos W. Beedon Clifford Steanburg,school custo- Tired Maid.” Spedal music was
in at one spot directly above the
shooting average this season, was
Anne Powell Sandy Kail Janet nesday Idling more than 3,000, ac- In these
.
also off at the foul lane as they and daughter of Tracy. Calif., are dian and ardent sportsman, had a presented by the Aid quartet and Wichers, Sara Emmick, Callie cording to United Press.
A
hymn
sing will be held in the furnace. Broken glass and other
living at 106 West 19th St. He is unique experience in the line of a travelogue was given by Mrs.
hit only 10 to 25. Plainwell con
Zuverink, Karen Daniels, Lois
The Holland plant which em- local Christian Reformed church debris littered the .floor beneath a
R. Van .Hoven who told about the
employed in the office of the R J. conservation.
nected on IX out of 22.
Kamphuls, Cherrie Mannes, Sue
Sunday evening, March 21 at 9 gaping hole in the ceiling. Food
Hearing a loud commotiop late trip to South America which she Prins, Gloria Schurman, Judy ploys 762 persons went on strike p.m. This is a request program inside the refrigeratorwas still inScholten led the Dutch attack Heinz Co.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Richard Wilson at night on nearby Hutchins lake, and her husband visited recently
at 7 a m. today when workers put
tact. —
with 18 markers while Bob Afman
Stcgenga, Marcia Bosch, Judy De
for Servicemen and shut-ins.
of Montclair, N. J., are living in Mrs. Steanburgurged her husband when they attended a nurse’s conwas high for Plainwell with
In the front rooms, wallpaper
Zeeuw,
Connie
Speet,
Carol on a mass picket demonstration Bob Hennings of Western
an apartment at 72 Clover St. to get out there and investigate. vention. Slides were shown with
markers.
Moomey,
Bonita Howard, Lupe and then maintained a smaller Seminary was guest minister at hung in strips and smoke and waWilson is field executive for the Armed with a shotgun and a flash Mrs. Van Hoven as narrator. The
Box score:
ter had damaged furnishings.A
Chippewa districtand his wife is light, Steanburg found a large program closed with the singing Gomez, Judy Bouman, Nancy Van picket line. There was no viol- the Reformed church Sunday.
Holland Christian (42)
mattress and other things thrown
Leuwen,
Ruth
Zuverink.
Patsy
Edwin
Mulder
of
Western
ence.
white goose being attackedby a of "Blest be the Tie.”
FO F PF TP teaching at Hope College.
from the bedroom window were
Polinsky. Martha Penna, Glenda
Seminary
has
declined
the
call
Dick Wilson, the last newcomer weasel.
The strike was called after two
Edewaards,
3 1 5
7
still smouldering at 9 a.m.
Butler and Janine Wilson.
extended
to
hinf
by
the
Reformmonths of negotiations, it was
Sharda, f
6 2
8 mentioned, walked into the Tulip
1
The Stygstras, who returned
He recognized the goose as one
ed
church.
reported.
Scholten, c
8 2 3
18 Time office a few days ago and of a flock belonging to a neighbor,
Monday evening, Airman First home March 8 from Florida, said
chatted
with
Mickey
Vanden
Manager
H.
H.
Coll
said
the
Nykamp, g
3 0 4
6
the loss is covered by insurance.
Russell Westfioeld, who keeps
management had reached a full Gass Phillip and Mrs. Takken The couple own a housetrailer,
Buursma, g
2 Bosch who is in charge of housing. geese to weed his strawberries.
1 0 0
were
surprised
by
a
group
of
(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
agreement on all non-economic
Mulder, g
0 1 3
1 She mentioned the odd name of
neighbors at the Everett Takken which, they left in Florida rather
Steanburgfound a dub and soon
The Woman’s Study Club met
factors at the last meeting Bfarch
Vander Hill c
.0 0 1
0 the town she was addressinga
Admitted
to
Holland
Hospital
made
the
weasel
release
its
hold.
home.
They presented Mr. and than' hauling it back to Michigan.
last week at the home of Mrs.
letter to, saying it was California,
Tuesday were Nelson Klungle, 5 which was attended by both Mrs. Takken With a table lamp. They are temporarilystaying at
Then
he
carried
the
wounded
Marjorie
Billings
with
Mrs.
C.
Pennsylvania.
federal
and
state
conciliators.
Totals
16 10 18 42
route 4; Ricky Lee Kiekintveld
the home of tl]eir son. Roy Du"Why, that’s my home town," goose home and put it* in his Hansen presiding and conducting
Factors not agreed upon include Twenty six guests were present. Shane, who lives on the Ottawa
130
Dartmouth
Rd.;
Jacob
De
garage
until
morning.
The
weasel
Pvt.
James
Mast
who
is
stationthe business session and the
Dick said. Then he read the letter
hourly increases, additional inusual opening numbers. Mrs. Frell, route 5; Eugene Jackson surance benefits and additional ed near Chicago, was home Beach road, route 4. They are conand found out it was written by a got away.
sidering fixing up a brooder house
Next day Steanburg learned Bilings read t few highlights 49 West Ninth St; Mrs. Ella Ten vacations for long-time employes. for a week-end.
person who used to go to the same
Officially church.
on their property as temporarylivHe penned a postscriptto that the weasel pelt la worth $20. from the National Federation Brink, route 4; Charles Brown, 16
Up to the present, no meetings Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs.
ing quarters until their home is re“I
should
have
shot
the
goose,
Aniline
Ave.
•
Harry
Bowman
of
Beaverdam
Club
Magazine.
Roll
call
response
Mickey’s letter.
are scheduled for further negotiawere supper guests of Mr. and paired.
California, Pa., incidentally,is he mourned.
"My Ancestry” was an interest- DischargedTuesday were Linda tions.
in Washington County.
ing feature. The program topic, Ackerberg,route 1; John Stilwell, It was understood that a small Mrs. Henry Bowman.
Seep in a cab in one of our “A Foreign Country" was in route 2; Alan Waterway, route 4 number of non-union employes Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heckel
HAVANA, Cuba -The 55-foot Bub Bosch and Red Maentz are Michigan dties:
charge of Mrs. H. D. Strabbing, Clifford Prins, 77 East 23rd St. went through the picket lines and and son of Dayton, Ohio, and Mrs. $100 Fine Paid
Hilaria, a yawl owned by back in Holland, after all that ex“Any passengerwho opens the who had chosen to talk about George Japink, route 1, Hamilton; were working in the Holland Lulu Lemos of Newport, Ky.,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Hugh Schaddelee of Holland Mich, citing stuff they witnessed in door while this cab Is in operation
spent a couple days with Mr. and Raymond Hintz, 21, route 1, CoopSwitzerland, noted not only for its Mrs. Andrew Klein, 143 West 31it plant
captured third place honors in the
Washington during the wild Puer- will be liable for broken door."
superb scenery, but also for Its St; Mrs. Jake Jansen, 493 West
Assisting with negotiations the Mrs. Henry Bawman.They came ersville, paid $100 fine and $8.60
21st annual St. Petersburg- to to Rican attack.
neutralitythroughout Tnany years 20th St; Mrs. Kenneth Etterbeek, last several weeks were a federal to attend the funeral services of costs in Municipal Court Tuesday
Havana yacht race.
Laff for the day:
Bill Olive, veteran life insurance
while other borderng countries 165 West 17th St.; David Blan- mediator, Leo Mitchell of Grand a relative, Mrs. John A. Ryn- after pleading guilty to a charge
Officials announced corrected salesman, was the first to buttonSome road maps tell a motorist were waging wars. Many articles chard, Pullman; Thomas Masuga, Rapids, a state mediator, George brandt, in Grand Rapids. Mr. and of furnishing toer to minors. The
times Tuesday as 32 boats which
hole Maentz for some more life in- everything he wants to know ex- of interest from that country were 1748 South Shore 'Dr.; Mrs. Nor- Matych of Muskegon, and three Mrs. Nick Lemos of California, alternative,as imposed by Judge
took part in the 284-mile race surance.
cept how to fold them up again. shown by the speaker, whose man Klingenberg, 140 East Ninth AFL internationalrepresentatives*Ky., accompanied thpm to Grand Louis H. Osterhous, was 30 days.
were moored in the Havana
Many a woman who can’t add daughter, with husband and young St.; Mrs. George Knoll and baby, H. Pulver of Battle Creek, Carl Rapids.
The alleged offense occurred
Harbor.
Elmer Winstrom of Goleta, can certainly distract
March 11 involving two minors,
son, spent a year irt the city of 178 East 16th St.; Mrs. Melvin Cederquist of Grand Rapids and
The boats sailed from St Peters- Calif., a suburb of Santa Barbara, She not only has the seal of Berne, following World War n. Hulst and baby, route 2, Zeeland.
ages 17 and 18, both of Grand
James Collinsof Detroit.
burg at noon Saturday. Caribee, and his wife have been chosen as his approval but the mink also.
Hospital births include a daughHaven. The two youths were pickA
request from Allegan County
Ray Wallick is chairman of the InspectionNecessary
a 57-foot yawl owned by Carleton "Man and Wife of the Year” by
Red Cross Chapter for used ter, Susaif Marie, born Tuesday to plant bargaining committee. ALLEGAN (Special) —Growers ed up later that night in Zeeland.
Mitchell of Annapolis, Md., won the Goleta Lions Club for their
There are over 4,000,000 records clothing, especially for children, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sybesma, 263 Peter Van Iwaarden Is president of perennials,fruit plant or other
the race with a corrected time of leadership in establishingthe of births, deaths, marriages am
was discussed and members decid- Lincoln Ave.; a daughter, Bonnie of the carpenters union, the largand bulbs for re-sale must
40 hours, 33 minutes, and 54 Goleta Boys Club. Win tram, for- divorces of New Hampshire resi- ed to bring such articles to the Lou, born T\iesday to Mr. and Mrs. est in the plant Other unions are plants
have an inspection and be passed
conds.
mer Holland resident, moved to dents on file at the stete house in next club meeting, March 23rd. Garence Timmer, 149 Walnut
by the Department of Agriculamong the Class A Californiaseveral years ago. They Concord. The records date back Any others wishing to contribute Ave.; a daughter, Kathy Lynn, tor machinists and painters.
ture. For applicationblanks write
was Marie Amalie, a 60-foot haw two children and four grandAMBULANCE SERVICE
clothing may leave them on the bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. JulThe only privately-ownedfort C.A. Boyer, Bureau of Plant Inowned by Gabriel Glannini children.
Epicurus, a Greek philosopher porch of Mrs. Earl Kennedy’s ius Van Dyke, 171% East 14th in America is Fort Ticonderoga. dustry. Michigan Department of
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
ok New York, with a corrected
who lived about the fifth century, home or hand them to any club St.; a son bom today
\ nnd on Lnke Champlain in Northern
19 Cast
Phona 3691
'Tri'*Mltnre. T-anslne. These aptime of 40:47:06. Hilaria was thiiti Two couples living a house or B.C., is generally considered to member. Announcement was made Mrs. Kenneth Mannes, 124 West New York. Fort Hcondoroqa to'should be filed* as soon
Gilbert Vonde Woter, Mgr.
41:10:17.
two apart on Vander Veen Ave. have originated the atomic theory. of the state Federation meetng to 14th SI
been in the possessionof one fam- 1 ns p ^ -ible.
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'
LOOT TAKEN FROM NABER'S MARKET
burglary early Saturday morning

is

in a

counted by

Chief peputy Sheriff Clayton Ferry (right) and
Officer Charles Oulyea shortly after two men
were captured still cgunting the money in a
Ninth St. rooming house. More than $400 in
bills and silver was recovered plus quantitiesof
cigarettes, candy, gum, cigars and gloves.

'
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Howard Gibson, 17, and Billy Joe Raymond, 24,
both of New Richmond, waived examination
on breaking and ^entering in the nighttime
charges and were token to jail to await appearance in Circuit Court April 6. They failed
to post $1,000 bond each set by Justice C. C.
Wood Monday.

slid sideways

down 16th

St. before striking the

speed limit sign (center)and out into the field.

Riedsma is in good condition at Holland
hospital.He received
dislocated right,
shoulder. His four-year-oldson, James, a passenger, was ti. ted for minor cuts and bruises
and released. The photograph was taken from
16th St. looking northwest toward Holland.

a

J

M

(Sentinelphoto)

Mo&pilal

/

THE YAWL HILARIA is shown during a recent race in Florida.
Owned by Hugh Schaddeleeof Holland and Grand Rapids, the
sleek craft juust finished the 284-mile St. Petersburg to Havana

60 New Members

Tbiu

Admitted to Holland • Hospital
Monday were Mrs. Adrew. Cochran, route 1, East Saugatuck;

History Traced

A total of* 60 new members have Mrs. Beatrice Allen, 58 West Ninth
race Monday.
been obtained so far in the cur- St.; Mildred Bouwens, route 2,
rent membership drive operated Zeeland; Mrs. Harry C. Schemper,
by the Holland Chamber of Com- route 2; Linda Ackerberg, route 1;
.2 :i.
merce. Membership Chairman C. Alma Zwagerman, 35 Cherry Ct., General Informationon water
Neal Steketee told the board of Zeeland; John Stilwell,route 2; and its sources of supply in Holland
area was given at the third meetdirectors Monday night. He also Clifford Prins, 77 East 23rd St.
said the committee will remain Discharged Monday were Mrs. ing of a conservation series Monactive during the year.
Henry Jepma and baby, route 1, day night In WashingtonSchool.
Former Holland High School
—
A letter was read from K. Kad- West Olive; Mrs. Roy Nlcol and About 75 attended.
Lynn Miller, hydrologistwith the
well, secretary of the Tulip City baby, 221 West 28th St.; Mrs.
basketballstar Bob Armstrong has
Rod and Gun Club, thanking the Charles B,’ Ridenourand baby, 86 water resources section of the Geoemerged as one of the top scorers
Chamber for its support in the East 29th St.; Gerald Van Karr.pen, logical. Sdrvey Division, explained
for the Michigan State Spartan
the Lower Peninsula’sgeological
cleanup rehabilitationproject route 2.
team.
Miss Adeline Sybesma was spec- which will be staged April 10 at
Hospital births include a daugh- formations and the soil formations.
Bob scored 201 points during the
REGIONAL CHAMPIONS— Tournaraenl Director Holla
ial speaker at a meeting of the Holland State Park. The alternate ter, Janice Lynn, born Monday to This sectionof Ottawa County and
squad. Presentation came alter Christian had detected
22-game season, to trail forwards
Anderson presents (lie doss B regional trophy and Indidate Is April 17 in case of incle- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hulat, route Allegan County la largely sand, he
Plainwell. 43-37, In the championshipgamq at Kolavidual medalt to Coach Art Tuis and members 0/ the
Julius McCoy and A1 Ferrari. Junior C. E. meeting at the First ment weather. Harold Door has
masoo College gym Saturday night. Six (earns were
1, East Saugatuck; a son, John said.
winning Holland Christian High Schbol basketball
McCoy was high man with 409 Reformed Church on Sunday af- been named project chairman.
Holland’s first water supply wal
entered In the regional at Treadway gym.
Charles, born today to Mr. and
points while Ferrari hit for 316.
ternoon. Work was continuedon
George Copeland, chairman of Mrs. John Van Maastricht,111 started In 1893 with a city well on
Armstrong’s shooting average memorizing Psalm 1. Mary Sehip- the public relations committee, West 31st St.; a daughter born to- Fifth St. In 1900 another well waa
also copped third place honors, as
called attention to a picture of a day to Mr. and Mrs. Howard driven on 19th St. Test wells in Pina
per was leader at the meeting of
he hit an even .333.
DAV window displayat the Cham- Tucker, route 5.
Creek area in 1910 did not prove
Intermediate C. E.
ber which was reprinted in the
satisfactory, nor did testa north of
Paul Dykema, one of the brightAt the First Reformed Church
magazine.The committee
Lake Macatawa. In 1912 a well was
est lights on the local tennis scene
driven on 21st St. but It was abanevening service, Miss Judy Van also requested a reprint of Who’s
in a long time, has been ranked
Who, membership booklet.
doned in 1915 because of iron conFive Holland musical organizaNo. 6 by the Western Lawn Ten- Dyke was soloist. She sang "Totent.
R. C. Bosch reported on developtions which entered the district
nis Association in the boys under morrow May Be Too Late,” Leh- ments on Holland harbor and
Holland archers held their In 1917 a well was driven on 28th
'
band and orchestra festival in
15 division.
channel followinga hearing in weekly shoot last Thursday in- SL and in 1927 wells were develTh^r? was a meeting at the SecGrand Rapids Saturdayall receivPaul is the Michigan State
Washington which he attended in stead of Wednesday because of oped on East Eighth St. where an
ond Reformed Church Sunday afed first division ratings,a tribute
Champion in this division.
company with H. S. Maentz.
undergroundchannel at a greater
ternoon
for
all
"Sowers”
to
go
out
Prayer Day.
to school musical programs which
Last year Paul was listed No. 14
Percy Taylor reported that a
:<
depth provided available supplies
to distribute Bibles. There will
rank high in Holland.
in the division, and Hank Visscher
Marve
Wabeke
led
the
group
committee is studying a proposed
for several years. In 1945, additionThe public schools entered two
second with Bill Japinga in the also he a meeting at the First Re- city ordinanceon transient mer- with a high score of 778. Others al wells were driven cast Of HolColored slides of Pine Rest highformed
Church
at
Hudsonville
bands and two orchestras and
No. 8 spot. It’s highly unusual to
chants.
were; John Lam, 766; Don Caa- land.
lighted a program of the ChristChristian schools entered the high
have boys ranking this high for March 23 when a new film "Story
C. C. Wood presentedphoto- uwe, 742; Norma Naber, 736; In 1945. tests showed the local
Without
an
End”
will
be
shown.
ian PsychopathicHospital Circle schqol band. Arthur C. Hills ditwo years in a row. The associaA meeting of the Girl’s League graphs and a letter from Vandcn- Glenn Brower, 704; Andy Naber, supply bad 300 grains of hardnesa
tion includes Ohio, Wisconsin, InNo. 10 Monday evening when rects the high school band and orborg Advertising Co. showing large 694; Paul Barkel, 666; Bruce and 50 grains of sulphates and in
for Service was held by the First
diana, Illinois and Michigan.
billboards which Michigan Bell Glass, 662; John Schulz, 654; 1952 the qualityhad changed to 400
about 100 members and friends chestra,Carleton Kelch the Junior
Reformed
Church
Monday
evening
high orchestra and 'Granville CutTelephone
Co. will place through- Jerry Kline. 650; Warren St. grains of hardnessand 150 in sulmet in Maple Avenue Christian ler the Junior high band. Henrv
Three members of the Holland in the Church house Layettes to out the state advertising Tulip
John. 648; Dale Visscher,636; Jim phates, Miller said.
l)e Sint to Kentucky were brought
Refonned Church for a regular Vander Linde directs the Christian
Public school athleticfaculty will
Time in Michigan.
Crozier, 629; Joyce Barkel, 626;
by members.
He emphasizedthat there Is just
meeting.
high band. It was the first time
attend a state-wide conference on
Chairman Bosch of the Tou?*%! Bud Van Tak, 553 and Joey Wab- as much water in the world as
The Rev. A. Rynbrandt of Grand
in
the history of instrumental
health,physical education and reThe Ralph Heynen, pastor of
Rapids, former pastor of the Zee- and Resort committee stated that eke. 505.
there ever was. but man’s uses,
music at Christian high that a
creation at Central Michigan ColPine Rest, showed the pictures band received a top rating.
Shooting perfects were Marve particularly industrialneeds and
land First Reformed Church, was the tourist directory of chamber
lege.
guest speaker at a meeting of the members will be completed this Wabeke, 6; John Lam, 3; Andy ever increasing home uses, have
and explained work at the hospital
The superior ratings qualify all
The conference, scheduledfor
week and the office already is pro- Naber, 1; and Norma Naber, 1.* caused a redistribution problem
including the Children’s Retreat. five musical organizations to parMarch 25-27, will attract upwards We-Two Club held at the First cessing tourist and resort requests
Dr. Ernest Ellert
Reformed Church.
which is acute in many places.
Mrs. D. Zwier. president, con- ticipate in the state festival to be
Dr. Ernest Ellert will present of 400 persons. Most of the activiAt 7:45 this evening the pastor for the coming season.
He said Holland is currently enheld April 24 at Michigan State a program on teaching foreign ties will take place in Central's
Mr. and Mrs. C. Slager
ducted devotions and the business
the Rev. John den Ouden will lead
gaged in making tests for water
College in East Lansing.
new
health
and
physical
education
languages to elementary school
meeting. Special music included
discussionon "Lodgism” at a
sources. During the question perFeted on Anniversary
A total of 68 bands and orches- pupils at a meeting of Holland building.
two numbers, arrangementsof
meeting of the Men’s Brotherhood
iod. he said the use of lake surface
tras of Western Michigan partici- Branch. American Association of
Attending will be Joe Moran, diPsalms 97 and Psalm 108, sung by
of the First Refonned Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Cohn Slager were water is not generally recompated in Saturday's festival which University Women, Thursday rector of Athletics,Harold StreetMrs. Floyd Hossink, Mrs. Fred
Harold Korver, student at Westsurprised by a group of relatives mended because of terrificallyhigh
was staged in South high. Central evening. The branch will meet at er, elementaryphysical education,
Harbin and Miss Elaine Elzinga,
ern Seminary, Holland, will be
Saturday evening when they gath- costs involved. Filtration and
high
and
Ottawa
Hills
high 8 p.m. in the Juliana Room of and Ned Stuits,assistant football
accompanied by Mrs. B. Winde- schools.
ered at their home, 325 Lincoln treatment plants are required for
and head baseball coach at the speaker at the midweek prayer
Durfee
Hall.
muller, all of Protestant Reformservice Wednesday evening in
Ave., to celebrate their 37th wed- such water supplies whereas well
Adjudicators rated groups in diHighlight of Dr. Ellert’s pro- high school.
ed Church.
charge of the Women’s Mission
ding anniversary.
water is free from bacteria and
visions running from I to V. A gram will be a demonstrationby
Highlight of the conference will
Two teams remain in the running
During the businessmeeting
Circle of the First Reformed
Refreshmentswere served and a needs a minimum of treatment.
division I rating is explained "as 20 fourth grade pupils of Long- be the Chip Relays, attracting
today
for
the
Recreation
B
BasketMrs. Zwier gave a report of the
the best conceivable fellow School, who will illustrate many of the outstanding college Church. He will speak on his work ball League double eliminations gift was presented to the honored He showed two Encyclopedia BrlCPH Central board meeting held representing
among the migrants.
guests.
tannica films on water, emphasizperformancefor thg event and the the foreign language program. and university track teams in the
tournament title following 7 Up’s
last Tuesday at Trinity Reformed
Services at the Second ReformAttendingbesides the guests of ing if. cycles, distribution, contamclass of participant being judged After the demonstration. Dr. El- midwest.
Church. The
organization
ed Church on Sunday were In 56-42 victory over Kopper Kettle honor were Mr. and Mrs. James ination and general supply. The
worthy of distinctionof be- lert will discuss his experiment.
now has 13 circles, the newest and
charge of Dr. John R. Mulder, Saturday afternoon.
Slager, Mr. and Mrs. Henry second film dealt more specifically
ing recognized as a first place winA member of the Hope College Allegan Residents Urged
organization recently in Grand- ner.”
president of Western Seminary. Now 7-Up must play the unde- Slager, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Sla- with methods used by Los Angeles
faculty, Dr. Ellert is teaching the
ville Project of the group is finThe Rev. R. V’ande Bunte. pastor feated Wooden Shoe team Friday ger and Mr. and Mrs. John Van to solve its water problems.
Saturday’s festival was the German languageto a number of To Enter Hobby Show
ancing a new nurses’ home at Cdtof Central Reformed Church of night at Junior High gym. If Wood- Voorst.
A third film was a fishing film on
largest ever held in the district. local elementarypupils. The exlerville. The closing prayer was
Muskegon, w-ill be in charge of en Shoe wins, it’s all over. But if
Rocky Mountain bass.
About 3,400 young musicians par- periment follows the theory that
ALLEGAN
(Special)— Because of
7-Up
should
pull
an
upset,
another
given by Mrs. Henry Stienstra. ticipated.
services next Sunday.
Music was provided by the Holforeign languages can best be a fire in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Refreshments were served by
Group 3 of the Second Reformed game between the two teams would Gospel Singer to Appear
landaires.a women’s barbershop
Christian schools also entered learned at an early age.
Claxton Helms last fall. Allegan
decide
the
title.
the Mesdames John R. Van Til, the Cadet band in the junior high
Chuareh Ladies Aid Society will
quartet composed by Betty ComA social hour will follow the area hobbyists will not be receiv- hold a Silver Tea at the home of Kopper Kettle had the upper At Special Rally Here
Jasper Nykamp. Russel Smitterr division which played under unport, Phyllis Harringsma,Moncita
ing
written
notification
of
this
program. Miss Crystal Van Anrooy
Ben Stegink and Ben Walters.
Mrs. Isaac Van Dyke on South hand by 16-15 and 27-26 at the end
Jack Holcomb, gospel singer Steketee and Mary Ann Miller.
classifiedperformance and thus
year’s hobby show, March 27, in
The Rev. A. Rynbrandt, pastor received only adjudicator’s com- and Miss Florence Olert are
Maple
St. on Thursday afternoon. of the first two quarters. However, from Waco, Texas, will appear at They sang three special arrange7-Up came roaring out in the third
chairmen of the hostess com- the Griswold building.
of Maplewood Reformed Church, ments.
Normally, exhibitorsof past A meeting of the Priscilla and quarter and racked up 17 points to a special Youth for Christ rally ments.
mittee. •
will speak at the next meeting on
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Holland
Aquila
Society
was
held
at
the
Districtofficersare Fred Roys
years would be notified of the
Neal De Waard, long active in
April 19.
Second Reformed Church on Mon- a measley five for Kopper Kettle. High School auditorium. Holcomb the Holland Fish and Game club,
Muskegon, president Henry Vanevent by mail. But entry records
From Ihen on it was a coast for was well received in this area durday
evening,
March
8.
The
meetder Linde, Holland, vice president;
introduced the speaker.
were destroyed in the fire. Those
ing the Jack Schuler meetings a
ing was in the form of a politick the winners.
Barbara Brown, Muskegon, secrewishing to participateare asked to
Heart Attack Fatal
supper. Members brought their Jack Borr with 30 paced the win- year ago in Grand Rapids.
tary; Albert Meerzo, Whithall.
registerwith Mrs. William NorthAlthough this is not a regular Frank Bares Succumbs
own table service and a dish of ners while Red Martin with 14
For Mrs. Van Rhee
treasurer.
rup, of Allegan. March 26 is the
their choice. Glenn Coffey of AA and Wayne Poppema with 11 led meeting week for Youth for
entry deadline.
was speaker and music was pro- the lasers.
Christ, Director Gilbert Van At Grand Haven Hospital
ZEELAND (Special)—Mrs. Alice
No
age or hobby limits are set
Grand
Haven
Man
Dies
Van Rhee, 84, of 118 North CentenWynen arranged the special rally
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
vided by Miss Betty Bloemendaal.
and the show is open to all resiAustralian ranches produce to fit into the singer’s schedule. Frank Bares. 73. who lived on
nial St., died unexpectedlyof a
Tvjro junior boys from Zeeland
At
Convalescent
dents of the county. The Allegan
1,700 differenttypes of wool.
The public is invited.
US-31 at route 2, Grand Haven
heart attack Thursday afternoon at
Community Council and the local High School have been selected to
township,
died at 10:15 p.m.
the home of her son-in-law and
attend
the
annual
Wolverines
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
chapter of the American AssociaThursday in Municipal Hospital,
daughter, Mr.' and Mrs. Henry William F. Narregang, 83, of 610
Boy’s State, at Michigan State
tion of University Women are cowhere he was admitted Monday.
Nykamp of Hudsonville,where she Eliott St., died Saturdaynight at
College, June 19 to 27. The delesponsors.
He had been in ill health for the
was visiting.
gates, who are being sent by the
the HiUcrestConvalescentHome,
last year and a half. He was bom
Since the death of her husband, Grand Haven, after a lingeringillgilbert Karsten American Legion
in CzechoslovakiaFeb. 22, 1881,
George, last June, Mrs. Van Rhee ness. He was born in Greenville
Post 33, are Tom Bloemsma and
Mrs. Anna Zuverink, 55,
and came to this country as a
had been living at the Centennial Sept. 23, 1870, and married GerJohn Zwyghuizen.At this conferDies Following Stroke
child with his parents, Mr. and
ence, approximately 1,000 boys
St. home. She was a member of trude Allen on June 21, 1894, in
Mrs. Joseph Bares, settling in Chifrom all parts of the state gather
First ChristianReformed Church. Watervliet.They moved to Grand
ZEELAND
(Special)
Mrs.
cago, where he married Mary Svoevery summer to form a model
Surviving are three sons, George Haven from Benton Harbor in 1917.
Anna Zuverink. 55, wife of Bert state. They are formed into cities
bodn on May 7, 1901 They moved
G. Van Rhee of Wyoming Park and He managed the A and P store in
Zuverink of 133 West Me Kinley
to this area in 1908 and with the
and elect their own city and state
John and Edward Van Rhee of Grand Haven . from 1917-1920.He
St., died Monday at her home.
exception of 13 years in Grand
officials.They also hear outstandZeeland; two daughters, Mrs. Ny- retired as a painter and decoraShe suffered
stroke earling speakers and have a fine recreRapids, have lived here since.
kamp and Mrs. Henry Arends of tor in
r
ier this morning. She was formerational program.
Until four years ago when he
Zeeland ; a son-in-law, John Vender
Besides the wife he is survived
ly Anna Gebben, daughterof the
retired, he was a parts inspector
Kolk of HoUand; 24 grandchUdren; by five dAughters,Mrs. Albert
late Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gebat the Grand Haven brassworks
31 great grandchildren; a brother, Johnson of South Bend, Mrs. Arthur
ben and was a member of the Zeeland Man Injured where he was employed for 25
Jacob Visscher of Ovid; two sis- Rue of ScottviUe.Mrs. Hobart CarFirst Christian Refonned Church.
SOUTH HAVEN -I^eon Faber,
years.
ters. Mrs. Joe Boes and Mrs. Jen- penter of Lake Odessa, Mrs. MaMiss Marlene Joyce Wittig
Surviving are the husband; route 2, Zeeland was injured and
Besides the wife, he Is survived
nie Lubbers- of Reeman.
rine Damvelt and Mrs. Meredith Mrs. Elsie Baker of 60 East 14th three daughters. June and Gladys, his car demolishedin an accident
by a son. Edward of Grand Haven;
Neuman of Spring Lake; one son, St. has announced the engagement at home, Mrs. Philip Buss of Hol- near South Haven Monday morntwo daughters, Mrs. Tony Kross
Owen O. of Grand Haven; 18 of her daughter. Miss Marlene land; two sons. Harold and Glenn ing. Faber was treated for cuts,
Bomb Group Reunion
and Mrs. Jerry Borvansky; a
grandchildren; 20 great grandchil- Joyce Wittig, to Martin Veldhuis, of Zeeland; seven grandchildren; bruises and a broken nose and reMARY VAN SLOOTEN, 23, route 3, driving a 1950 convertible brother, Otto, and a sister. Mrs.
The 409th Bomb Group (L) will dren; a half sister, Mrs. Pearl son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veldhuis
three brothers. Bert Gebben of leased. Fred M. Pero. South Haven,
(above) was in good condition at Holland Hospital Monday
have its third reunion July 2 and Davis of Houston, Texas, and a of 532 East Main St., Zeeland.
Joseph McGarth.all of Chicago.
Zeeland and Albert H. Gebben of was arrested by state police for
recovering from facial lacerationsreceived when her cor and one
3 at Troutdale-in-the-Pines,Ever- half brother,Lynn of Florida.
Holland, Henry Van Dort of New- driving at an excessivespeed.
green, Colo. Any former. members
The estuary from the sea tha*
driven by Raymond Riedsma collided. Miss Van Slooten was
The European corn borer deof this outfit are requested to con- The Sundan is about the size of stroyed an estimated 53,000.000 aygo; one sister, Mrs. Andrew ’Pero’s car was also wrecked in the
heading west on 16th St. and Riedsma north on Waverly Rd.
Glass of Zeeland and one sister- collision when his auto skidded out
tact Bernard B. Bernstein, 6514 the United States east of the bushels of corn in the United
in-law, Mrs. George Gebben of of control in front of Faber’s car.
Both cars were judged total losses by Chief Deputy Sheriff
in several placM, so
North Albany Ave., Chicago 45, Mississippiriver.
States in 1952.
Zeeland.
police said.
Clayton Forry and Deputy Nelson
(Sentinel photo)
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By Heary OeerUags

When

Couple Marks 50th Anniversary

Kiwanians Meet

anything new is announc-

Dr. Joseph Q. Mayne, pastor
of East Congregational Church of
Grand Rapids, spoke before a
joint dinner meting of the Kiwanis Club and the Trinity Reformed

mm
i

<

Church Men’s League Monday

ed we are all interested.An auto-

night.

mobile concern has announced a
new model and it ia to be placed
T1i« KM* •t IN*
on exhibitionin a few days from
Holland CKf Wjw*
PubllahedEvery Thun- this time. Many people are talkJday by the Sentinel
FPnntin* Co. Office 64-M ing about it. With so many new
Weit Elehth StrMt, Hol- things coming to us constantly, it
land. Michigan.
is not easy to be very greatly
Entered aa aecond claaa matter at excited unlesi there is something
the poet office at Holland.Mich., we are particularlyInterested in.
under the Act of Congreaa, March S.
But let us see what this is tliat
1S79
our Lord announcedas new. When
w. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publlaher He told His disciples what it was
they must have looked at one anTelephone— Newa Itema 3193
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191 other and said, "Why that is not
new.” And in a sense it was not. It
The publlahershall not be liable
for any error or errors in printing stands back in the Gold Testament
any advertising unless a proof of at a number of places,though, of
such advertisementshall have been course not always in the same
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him In time for corrections with words. But in subsanceit was to
such errors or correctionsnoted be found back there. And how
plainly thereon;and In such case If often these men 'must have read
any error so noted Is not corrected,
publishersliabilityshall not exceed it and heard it used as a text for
such a proportion of the entire space an address or sermon
occupied by the error bears to the
But before we go too far rewhole space occupied by such adver
minding, ourselves that it was not
tisement.
new. let us turn to the other side
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
of the matter and see how now- it
One year, 13.00; six months. 13.00;
three months, *1.00; single copy 10c. was. As a matter of fact nearly
Subscriptions payable In advance and everythingwe find in the New
will be promptly discontinuedIf not Testament may also be found in
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by the Old Testament, but not in
reporting promptly any irregularity the same clear and definiteway.
in dallvery.Write or Phone 3191.
It was the way our Lord had
of getting at the meaning of the
Old Testament that gave newness
BACK TO MoKDiLET
The charge, "They want to go to what He said. Well what did He
back to McKinley” has gained con- say? He said “A new commandsiderable currencyin American ment 1 give unto you, that ye love
politic* recently.Whenever a «elf- one another." So far as the pracstyled “liberal" wants to blast tice of that commandment it cersomeone who is unwillingto go tainly was new when Jesus uttered

Approximately 125

men

were

present at the meeting held In the
church parish
^
Dr. jjlayne,who served for a
number of years as executive sec

house,

retary of the Detroit Round
Table, as well as director and
vice president of the Natioi\al Conference of Christian and Jews,
gave interestinghighlights of his
recent trips to Europe. He pointed out that religionhad suffered
in Europe because destroyed
churches were the last structures
to be rebuilt following World War

n.

wm
Mr. ond Mrs. Albert Kuypers

Mr. Kuypers is active as a
On Tuesday, March 16, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Kuypers observed building and plumbing contractor.
Mrs. Kuypers is the former Minnie
their 50th wedding anniversary by
Tripp.holding open house for relatives
The couple lias one son. John
nnd friends at the Marquee from Kuipcra, eight grandchildren and

Daniel Vander Werf. Jr., league
president, introduced the speaker
and presided at the meeting.
Special music was provided by the
Trinity Men’s Chonis under direc- 2 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m.
nine great grandchildren.
tion of Donald Brandt. Franklin
land. The scouts were- rewarded lor their line showing
FUST AID CHAMPIONS - Boy Seoul* of Iroop 30. HarVan Ry was accompanist. The inwith a lull-course dinner and movies recently. Front
rington School, nctnlly ncolrod o c/a** A award ol
vocation was given by the Rev.
row, lelt to right are: Steve Dorn. Kenneth Cook and
lit Cblppowa District Flrat Aid Coule*!. They will go to
John Hains.
/immV Robinson.Back row, lelt to right,are: Leo Van
Grand Rapid* in fal# April or early May with three
At an election of new officers
Der Hulst. Robert Klngsbott.Marty Van Dyke and Gary
other Iroop* who also reefired similar awards, lo comfor the league, Don Den Uyl was
Erink.
pete agalntt Grand Rapid* Districtscouls: The locals
named president. Paul Vander,
will be trying lo bring the championship back to Holt
j Hill vice president. Robert Koop
i treasurer. Foster Hoovers secreJudge Frederick Miles of Grand evident, the parents simply say- ?
tary, William Zonnebelt,Ward Haven addressed members of the ing "Let the state take care of
I Hamlin and Lester Klaasen, Sr.,
Holland Ministerial Association them."
j directors.
Monday morning at Durfec Hall.
In elaborating on the drink
Retiring officersinclude Vender Miles, probate judge of Ottawa problem. Judge Miles said this
Werf, who remains on the board County, discussed "JuvenileDe- also is a tremendous problem toi
for one year, Edward Oonk vice linquency.’ t
adults. He revealed that a person
Killed in
president.William Venhuizen
In an interestingand challeng- committed to an institution asth«
ZEELAND (Special)-Zeeland
treasurer.Charles Van Zylen sec- ing fashion, the judge explained result of drink may cost the
R. D. Burroughs,supervisor of
High School students competed
retary.Kenneth Weller and Jacob the many problems confronting state from $50,000 to $100,000.
for top awards in a local speech the educational division of the Van Hoff directors.
the court today. He said that Many fail to realizethat when a
state
consenation
department,
contest Friday, sponsored by
Christian witness is possible lor father is committed,the responsi(Special to The Sentinel from
spoke
at
the
Holland
Exchange
speech teacher Mrs. Marie Saundprofessional men. and is truly bility for his family, falls upon
the Michigan City News-Dis- ers.
Club Monday evening in the Warm Mn. H. Mollema’s
along with ail his near-socialistic It.
helpful in coping with serious the state. A grave observation,
patch •— John Walter Floto, 59. of
Friend
Tavern.
His
topic
was
Mrs. Phillip Haan. Mrs. Donald
I wonder if w’e may say a comproposals, he is likely to accuse
difficultiesso prevalent in the proven by medics, is that there
Chicago
and
Saugatuck,
was Kooirnan and Gordon De Pree "Land, Wild Life, and People."
Brother
Succumbs
him of wanting to go back to Mc- mandment is new until we put it fatally injured iu a two-car crash
county today.
is no real cure for alcoholics.
Burroughs
said that pioneers to
served as judges for the event
into practice in our owh lives.
Kinley.
Although from three-fourthsto
In
commenting
on
appointments
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
H.
Mollema
at 6:40 p.m. Sunday on ice coverthis country experiencedthrills
Why McKinley should be singled That seems to be partially what ed US-20 about four miles west that attracted school-wide uttenof Holland have received word of made by the Board of Supervisors, four-fifths of the delinquency
in
wild
land,
wild
life
and
wild
tion throughout the afternoon.
out is not clear, because all the Jesus had in mind. If there is one of Michigan City, Ind.
the death of Dr. W. H. Beukelman Judge Miles said the board lists cases are boys, the judge emphaPlacing first in the declamation beauty that can never be dupli- at Los Angeles. Calif. Dr. Beukel- as one of its requirementsthat a sized the necessity for a program
“Uberals” mean to say is that such commandment that people do not
Floto. vice president of Globe
cated. The 10 million buffalo that
• person wants to run the affairs practice, and we Christians may Steel Co. of Chicago, was a pas- divisionfor ninth and 10th glades roamed the region east of the man was Mrs. Mollema’s brother. person be Christian in every way. for girls,
.•
of an atomic age by the principles as well include ourselves, it is senger in a Chicago-bound car was Keith Nienhuis speaking on
The judge praised the work of/
Since all matters pertaining to
Funeral services were held MonMississippi
River,
and
the
millions
of the horse-and-buggy days. He that of loving others as they driven by his nephew, Jack M.W. "Communism—The Super Foe." of passenger pigeons that one# day at Harrison. S.D. Dr. Beukel- explicit cases arc confidential,the such agencies and homes as
Shirley Wyngarden took second
Is of course right that that can’t should. As He moved among hosts Floto, 2S. of Saugatuck. Young
Youth Haven, where authorities
nested in the TraverseCity-Char- man had practicedmedicine in judge cited general cases in his
be done. Times have changed and of people every day, He saw those Floto. an account executive with with "Dictators Don’t Laugh."
South Dakota for almost 40 years. talk.
said the majority of are anxiously awaiting expansion
In oratory open to speech class- levoix area have vanished, having
who had been reading the Old
life has changed with them.
Surviving are the wife, a daugh- boys and girls who appear in Ju- to accommodate more boys. Judg''
Campbell Mithun. Inc., a Chicago es, Sally Boone took top honors been driven out by settlerswho
Testament
for
many
years,
loving
But the implicationof the charge
advertising
firm, was in good with "The War of Words.” "Eigh- destroyed their home and food ter, a son, tive grandchildren and venile court come from homes with Miles challenged the ministers to
invariably is that the government a few persons, being indifferentto condition today in Doctors Hospithe sister, Mrs. Mollema.
little church interest.He listed face problems in the juvenile
teen-Ycar-OldsMust Vote" took supply. A few animals such as
others, and hating still others.
of McKinley’s day was not “up-toseveral explicit problems. All world today and urged a close
tal in Michigan City were he was
deer,
raccoon
and
cottontail
rabsecond for Connie Miller.
And they were the ones who had
date, ’'-or of Grover Geveland's
night carousing contributes to contact with authorities.
under treatment for broken ribs
James Katt giving "Crab Creek bit have adjusted themselvesto Former Crisp Resident
day, or of the day of any of the been taught the Old Testament and aits. The elder Floto was
The pastors assured the speaker
much of the crime, and drinking
the
new
environment.
School Program" won top humor
from their childhood.
others of that era. They are supcontributes considerably to delin- of cooperation and vital interest
Succumbs
in
Montana
dead on arrival at the hospital.
The
speaker
emphasized
that
honors in the ninth and 10th grade
Jesus said to them something
in the moral as well as the spiritposed to have been ignorant, conquency of minors, he said.
In the oncoming car were Mr. division,while Betty Van Omen with rapidly increasingpopulalike this, "Look here, you Jewish
A new law which requires par- ual welfare of boys and girls tofused, economic and social ignoraWord has been received here of
and Mrs. Marion Strycherof Go- took second with "Chatter Box."
tion free hunting and free fishing
people,you have been reading this
the death on March 6 of Henry W. ents to be liable to $300 for dam- day.
muses.
shen. Ind.. who also were taken to
A line presentationof "The privileges might soon be just
In holding that assumptionthe commandmentfor many years; you Doctors Hospital. Both received
memory.
Science
of game mana- Eelman, of Great Falls. Mont., a age incurred by acts of vandalism The Rev. G. Kok presided at
do not seem to think it means anyon the part of minors, has helped the meeting. The Rev. G. Hilson
self-styled“liberals” are merely
concessions and were in good congement might be able to delay it former resident of Crisp.
Mr.
Eelman
died
expectedly
to curb that problem to an ex- reminded pastors of the Bi-County
confessing their own ignorance of thing; you act as though it did dition today. Strycher is 37 years
for a long time, but only with
not exist, and is though you have
Driver Issued Ticket
history. The statesmen of that day
old. his wife 39.
much
larger amount of helpful of a heart attack at Columbus Hos- tent. Judge Miles said. Before the Ministerial meeting with the Allaw. and in some cases it Is still j legan County associationon April
were just as up-to-dateas are the never heard of it Let me bring It
Young Floto told Indiana state Lionel R. Alvarez. 22. Grand cooperationfrom the public, he pital, Great Falls.
forth from its dusty hiding place
Survivlne are the wife. Nell, and true, an indifferent attitude was
public men of today; tWy were uppolice the Strycher car went out Rapids, was issued a ticket (or said.
and set it before you as something
to-date of their own time. Cleveof control on the icy highway, driving at an excessive speed after
Burroughs showed a conserva- seven sisters, Mrs. M. Vinkemulland and McKinley, to name one new.”
careened across the centerline and his car struck one driven by Ron- tion film titled "Yours Is the der of Olive Center. Mrs. H. De
! World War II Mothers
What was the trouble? There crashed with its rear almost head- ald Hamlin. 37. route 4, on Doug- I .and." This showed the processes Vries and Mrs. John Dowstra of
from each party, were not behind
had grown up among different on into the Floto car. Both cars las Ave. near Beeehwood Church involved in changing rock into Grand Rapids. Mrs. Louis Kamptheir times.
I Honor State Officers
shortly after noon Sunday. The soil and the tnemendous loss of house of West Olive. Mrs. B. J.
Moreover,the basic principlesof groups of individualsbitternessof were extensively damaged.
feeling,
or
if
not
bitterness
then
two
cars
received
minor
damages.
good government never go out of
The elder Floto was born in
soil by wind and water action. Lemmen of Coopersvillc.Mrs. J.
Mothers of World War II enter*
date. The scornful "liberals’’of indifference toward one another, Chicago and for the last 20 years Deputy Nelson Lucas said.
This loss amounts to one*-half Bartels and Mrs. A. J. Meeuscn of
tained
state officers at their reguof
today might do well to return to and that was not the command- the family had been living in
million acres of land annually. To Grand Haven; also a sister-in-law.
lar meeting Wednesday evening. A
the solid foundations of an older ment of love as Jesus understood Saugatuck.Surviving are the
cut this loss down long range, Mrs. Kathryn Eelman of Grand
car was demolishedand a 6:30 potluck supper was served.
day. For Instance, economic com it. It is not enough that I love wife, Dorothy; four daughters. Declines Call
world-wideplanningof conserva- Haven, and several nieces and woman hospitalizedas the result Taljle decorations were in keeping
those
who
are
my
friends,
that
I
mon sense which holds that you
Mrs. Ralph Kohl of Milwaukee. GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tion is necessary, he said. Such nephews here.
of an accident Saturday on US-31 with St. Patrick's Day.
can’t get anything for nothing; show kindnessto a small circle, Wis., Mrs. Patricia Heller of Chi- The Rev. Alfred Walcott, pastor planningmust take into consideraabout three miles north t)f the
State officers attendingwere
that class legislation is vicious while I pass by the great multi- cago. Mrs. Caroline Stephenson of the Rccman Christian Reform- tion soil, water, forests and wild
M-21 junction.
president, Mrs. Esther Cook of
tude
whose
heart
aches
for
some
of Chicago and Miss Susan Floto ed Church for about three years, life, the four factors which are Quartets Give Program
whether in favor of capital or la
The accident occurred when a Galien; first vice president,Mrs.
at home in Saugatuck. and a sis- has declined the call extended necessary in building and mainbor; that dissipationof our little kindness and love.
car driven by Nathan Gillespie, Leona Norlin of Holland;second
At Calvary Church
It
is often true that this spirit ter, Lyda Reigeman of Rockford, him
the
newly-organized
strength all over the globe is sui
taining good fertile soil.
A program of song and inspira- 42. Chicago, slipped on the icy vice president,Mrs. Maud Watkins
of unkindness creeps into our HI
Ferrysburg Christian Reformed
cidal; that simple honesty and inhighway. The car left the road of Allen; recording secretary,Mrs.
tion was presented by eight quarChurch, it was announcedSunday.
tegrity in government are ele- churches. It gets into the societies
and overturned several times, Cecil Martin of Niles; chaplain.
tets
Sunday
evening
for
more
of the church. It may even get inThis is the first call extendedby
ments of strength; that coddling
coming to rest 120 feet from the Mrs. Mary Bainton of Buchanan;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Terpsma
Myra
Mulder
Honored
than 1.000 persons at Calvary Reto our homes. Our love towards
the new church, which was organpeople to win their votes is perpoint it left the highway.
historian. Mrs. Winifred Easterday1
formed Church.
perforothers is such a small and limited
ized May 6. 1953, with about 33 Entertain at Party
sonally and politically debasing—
At Surprise Shower
of
Hillsdale: parliamentarian.Mrs.
Mrs.
Betty
Gillespie,
wife
of
the
mances
were
given.
thing. The circle of folks it infamilies.It has about 50 families
all these things and many more
Mi^s Myra Mulder, who will bo
Quartets included the Gospel driver,was taken to Holland Hos- Katherine De Nardo of Buchanan;
cludes is anything but what Jesus
at
the
present time.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Terpsma
of
like them never grow old.
meant it should be. Correction married to Albert Van Beck on
route 2 entertained a group of Messengersof Kalamazoo; Eighth pital for treatmentof a bruised state chairman of tlie Sunshine
Going back to McKinley or to
March 19. was honored at a surmust start at this point.
friends
Saturday evening at their Reformed Quartet of Grand Rap- right shoulder and face abrasions. Hospital of Grand Rapids. Mrs.
Cleveland for such things would
prise shower Friday evening at Farewell Party Given
This is a new commandment to
home,
the
occasion being their ids. the Overisel Four. North She was expected to be discharged Marie Huizenga of Holland: state,
be entirely wholesome,or for that
most of us because we have not the home of Mrs. L. Van Tak. For Miss Vande Bante
Street Christian Reformed of Zee- this afternoon. Another woman representative of Grand Rapids
13th
wedding
anniversary.
respect for the Constitutionthat
yet been able to think kindly of 268 South 120th Ave.
land and the Maplewood Four. occupant and her 18-month-old Veterans Facilities,Mrs. Melva
cake
A
decorated
anniversary
the late Mr. Roosevelt almost gave
Hostesses were Mrs. Van Tak.
farewellparty was given featured refreshments.
Calvary Four. Calvary Crusaders baby escaped injuries. Deputy Nel- Crowle of Holland.
those who may have done us an
a mortal wound he tried to pack
Miss Lillian Van Tak and Mrs. Saturday night for Miss Hazel
Several mothers of Holland plan
injury. It is new because we are
Mrs. and Tulip City Four, all of Hoi son Lucas investigated.
Attending
were
Mr.
and
the Supreme Court. The pseudoC. Dalman. Games were played Vande Bunte at the home ol Miss
Another accident occurred at to attend the state convention to
still unable to think of the forMrs. land.
Marvin
Bosma,
Mr.
and
liberals might even go back fareigners in our midst in a sympa- and duplicate prizes were award- Shirley Hop. Miss Vande Bunte Lewis Terpsma and children,
Following two numbers by each 2:15 p.m. Friday at 15th St. and be held March 31. April 1 nnd 2
ther in time; it might be well for
thetic manner. It is new because ed. A two-course lunch was serv- will enter nurses’ trainingat Pres- T* rry and Ricky. Mr. and Mrs. quartet, the combined group of College Ave. involving cars driven in the Hart Hotel at Battle Creek.
them to go back to the days of wc are not willing to lay aside a ed.
byterian Hospital in Chicago next
Garry Overway and the host and 32 voices sang two numbers under by Gerrit Hoffman, 65, route 2.
Washington and Jefferson. The portion of our income to help give
Invited were the Mesdames week.
direction of Stuart Noordyk of Hamilton, and Mrs. Elizabeth R.
hostess.
statesmenof that day had some- the gospel to those in other lands Gcrrit Dalman. Claire Dalman,
Games were played and refreshGrand Rapids.
Torson of South Bend. Ind. Both First Grass Fire
thing that we need as desperafely
who have nexer heard of the Russell Dalman. Raymond Koot- ments served.
The 7 p.m. program was part of cars were damaged to the extent The first fire alarm answeredby
today as they did in their own Savior. And it will always be new stra. Elmer Atman. Bartel MulInvited guests were the Misses
the regular service in which the of about 5100. Hoffman was driv- Holland Township No. 2 station in
time. Former President Hoover to us until we open our hearts to der. Dale Mulder. Henry E. Terp- Evon Dalman, Ruth Dogger. El- Holland Township Filed
Rev. Raymond Denekas spoke on ing a 1938 model nnd Mrs. Torjon the last three and a half months
reports that it is possible to save that loving interest which Jesus stra. Russell Bouman. Haney dnra Goulooze,Barbara Jeffery.
'The Look of Faith." The offer- a 1953 model. City police investi- burned over an acre of land on
12 Permits Last Month
$5 or $7 billions. We hope our has manifested toward us.
Bccksvoort. Reka H a m s t r a. Glennycc Kleis, Connie Nies, Hope
ing amounting to approximately gated.
Riley St. near Pine Creek Thurselected officials help make this
If you were to mention what Chester Prins. George J Tuber- Schutmaat, Yvonne Wybenga and
A total of 12 building permits $300 will be used for the organ
day afternoon.Fire Chief Herman
possible.Remember it is not how you think this world needs most, gan. George Tubergan, Jr., and the guest of honor.
valued at an, estimated 579,475 fund and for the Dr. Goulooze Pheasants were first liberatedon Windemullersaid the blaze started}
much we tax ourselves, *but how what would it be? We devote so Robert Ver Hey.
were issued in Holland Township Book Fund for its distributionpro- the North American continent at from trash burning in a wire mesh
we use our tax dollar. Everyone much of our interest to things and
during February, according to gram.
Wolfeboro. N. H., when Colonial container.
could have more for less if we not enough to people. Our hearts
Clerk Walter Vander Haar.
Noordyk also conducted the Gov. Benning Wentworth tried to
stop the waste.
are set on money and pleasure,
The list included three new song service with Ken Lewis of establishthem on his summer es- There are some 22 million,500
If you have not already mailed and splendid material possessions
homes and garages, six houses, Zeeland at the organ.
tate.
thousand dogs in the United States.
your tax report, do it now. This and not enough on men. women,
two garages and one commercial
would be a good time to drop a and children, who are made in
establishment.
note to our congressmen. Tell the image of God.
them, along with our state legis*
lative members, what you think
Injured
about how they are running our Mrs. Damson Reviews

Ministers Hear Judge

Discuss Delinquency

Saugatuck Man
Crash

Students Win

ExchangitesHear

Speech Honors

Conservationist

At Michigan City

too.

He

Car Rolls

North
A

Over

City

-

by

Two

A

Hold Open House on Anniversary

m
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Woman
Car

affairs.

Slides into Ditch

Novel lor Gleaners Class

GRAND HAVEN

Accident Injures Child

-

SOUTH HAVEN
Six-yearold Ronnie Jillson, 75 Lakewood
Blvd., was treated for shock and
t bruised right arm at the South
Haven

Mrs. George Damson gave

To Attend Chest Meet
Plans

fr

-

(Special)
Mrs. Jean Lewis. 29, West Olive,
is in Municipal Hospital with possible back and chest Injuriessus-

a1

book review at the March meeting
of Gleaners Class Friday evening
in Third Reformed Church parlors.
Mrs. Damson reviewed “The Lady
of Arlington’’by Harnett T. Kane,
a novel based on the life of Mrs.
Robert E. Lee, who was Mary Curtis, descendantof Martha Washington.
The story of her life snd her
devotion to her husband, the great

tained at 12:45 p.m. Saturday
her car struck an icy spot
on the pavement and slid into the
ditch. The accident occurred on
Lake Michigan Dr. in Grand
Haven township. About $150 damage was done to the 1946 car. No
ticket was issued by state police
who investigated.Mrs. Lewis was

living service In family life, year*

travelingeast.
At 9:30 p.m. Sunday on 112th
AveM in Crockery township, a car
driven by Earl King, 31. Muskegon, struck the rear end of a farm
tractor belonging to Russell Davi-

war.

often interruptedby the horrors of
..

*

1

1

for a chest meeting st
Mrs. Damson was introduced by
Bumips Tuesday were discussed st Mrs. J. Olert, program chairman.
a regular meeting of Erutha Rebe- Miss Jeannette Veltman led dekah Lodge Friday evening in the votions on the theme, “The light
hall. Those wanting transportation of the Cross of Christ leads us on
are to call Mrs. Max Wei ton.
in the road of God’s providence.”
Plans also were made for a pot- Mrs. G. John Kooiker, vice presiluck supper to be held at the next dent, conductedthe businass sesmeeting, Friday, March 26 at 6:30 sion. Refreshmentswere served
p.m. Members are to bring their during the social hour. Hostesses
own table service.
were Mrs. J. Hogenboom and Mrs.
the business meeting re- H. De Pree, assistedby Mrs. Wilwere served by Mrs. liam Vander Schel and Mrs. W. F.
Nicol and bar committee.
Young.
f

.:-V

mjm m.

*

when

Hospital Saturday when
a car driven by her father, Arthur, 27, was struck by one operated by La Vesta Oesch. 29. Denvers. 111. on US-31. The Illinois
driver was issued a ticket for
(allure to yield the right of way.
Both cars were extensively dam- Civil War Central, has specific
meaning for American 'homes of
aged, police aaid.
today, Mrs. Damson said. The book
reviews Mrs. Lars youth, her
courtship,marriage ard years of

Rehekah Lodge Members

When

Mr. and Mrs. George Jonsen

On

Wednesday, March 17, Mr.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Jansen are
imd Mrs. George Jansen of 130 72 years old and in good health.
West 32nd S., celebrated their Mr. Jansen has been a painter
50th wedding anniversary
for 55 years.
Mr*. Jansen was Johanna Ten
They have four daughters and
Brink before her marriage. They three sons. Mrs. John (Henrietta)
were married by the Rev. A. Dykstra, John H. Jansen, Herman
Keizer, then pastor of Ninth Jansen. Mrs. Charles (Hcrmina)
Street Christian Reformed Overbeek,Ben Jansen, Mrs. Ralph
Church. They are now members (Alice) Hyma and Mrs. John
of Bethany Christian Reformed (Angelyn) Kalkman. There are
Church, where they will hold open 18 grandchildren.
On - Monday, March 15, tlif
house on their ahniversaryfrom
7 to 9 p.m. They will receive Jansens plan to entertain their
relatives and friends in the children and grandchildren at
dinner.
church basement rooms.
.

f

w
-

wS

m

son, 41, of Nunica, which was
parked on the highway.
King reported to state police he
had just met another car when he
saw the vehicle parked on the
highway in front of him.
Robert King. 4, suffered the loss
of several teeth and a cut lip, nnd
James King, 5, lacerationson the

lower lip.
Both were treated by a Coop*
ersville physician.Davison was
issued a summons for parking on
the* highway.About $350 damage
resulted to the 1949 King car,
and $800 to the tractor.

MORE THAN 240 WOMEN VOLUNTEERS
started

the

house

•

to -

house canvass , in

Holland Monday as part of the month-longRed
Cross fund campaign carried on all over the
nation. City residentialchairman is Mrs. William Pluim who has appointed zone chairmen

who

in turn appointed captains

and

workers.

Seated, left to right, are Mrs. Arnold Fox, Mrs.

William Venhuizen,Mrs. Roy Moeller and Mrs.
Forrest Barber. Standing are Mrs. Pluim and
Mrs. Verne Klomparens.Mrs. J. M. Peters was
absent. Holland's quota this year

is

$13,169.61.

(Penna-Sas photo)

THI HOLLAND CITY NEWS,

Let’s Plant Beauty-African Violets

Officers Track
Pair in

Are

Snow

New

Relatively

THUMDAV, MARCH

It,

H54

MoAfuial TloisA Hoilaod Hospital

as House Plants

Admitted•

Warners Selected

to Holland Hospital

Friday wert Thomai Maiuga, 1748

Folly Accredited

WCm

h

South Shore Dr.; Mr*. Gertie Dekker, 586 Crescent Dr.; Okrence

After Break-in

Anderson,53 South Division Ave.;
Marvin Van Jatenhove, route 2.

Men Admit Burglarising
Naber’t Market;
In Loot

A

Discharged Friday were Sharon
Slenk, 147 West 29th St.; Leonard
J. De Loot, 51 West 17th St.; Wesley Wieghmink. 324 West 21st St.;
Mrs. Harvey Scholten and twins,
route 1; Mrs. Harlan Melste and
baby. Hamilton; Mr*. Edward Bauder and baby, route 1, Zeeland;
Mrs. Geroge Jones and baby, route
1 Hamilton; Mrs. Robert Den Herder and baby, 160 South Pine,

$400

Recovered

dramatic three-hoursearch

in which sheriffs officers follow-

ed faint footprints in crystalline
snow ended at 8 a m. Saturday
with apprehension of two New
Richmond young men who admitted breaking into Naber's Market
a mile north of the city during
the night.
, Taken into custody were How
ard Gibson, 17, and Billy Joe
Raymond, 24, both of New Rich
mond, who were caught in the
act of dividing about $400 worth
of loot in their rented room In a
local boarding house.
The break-in was discovered at

5

a m. when owner Roy Naber
reported for work. He found
small window broken on the south
side of the building and cash and

other effects missing.
He immediately called Chief

Zeeland.

A

Ruth Zwemer speaking on "The
Hand of God," and Kenneth Vinttra whoee speech wu titled
••Headed Right," were awarded

Annual Report

Holland City HoiplUl it

in-

ed hospitalsin th« United States,
its possessions and Canada, according to the annual report of
the Jolht Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.

The commission gave full accreditation to 2,920 hospital! and
provisionalaccreditationto 498, a
total of 3,418. There are about
7,500 hospitals.

The

JMCAMWA rvumau

Store Spedalty Is

DAR Hears

Talk

Custom Fnishkig

On Conservation

had

Personals

Home

a
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Mary Lou Elferdink

list released

hybridizers who are constantly
working to improve and to develop different characteristics,we
find ourselves becoming collectors
of three new and Intriguingcolors
"The commissionapplies cer- according to the buyer's require-ence Holmquist, 436 Douglas Ave.;
and forms. The 1953 introductain basic principlesof organiza- ments. An 8 by 8 foot spray booth
Leona Postma, 47 West 17th St.
tions have gone a long way beyond the original simple purple
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. tion and administration for effi- is in the center of the 30 by 40
"Conservation in Michigan” was Merrill Rotman. 244 South 120th cient care of the patleint,pro- workshop.
violet with the yellow eye.
Streur said that most sales are
Lovely Pink Wonder, a wel- the theme of a meeting held by Ave.; Mrs. John Yff and baby, 511 motes high quality of medical and
hospital care in all Its aspects in made through photographs,the
area. Later, Police OfficerCharles come addition to the too-few Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton East Central Ave., Zeeland.
Hospital births include a son, order to give patients the great- unfinished Item being brought to
Dulyea joined the group and aid- pinks, has large blossoms of soft, Chapter, Daughters of the
American
Revolution,
Thursday
Wesley
Wayne, born Saturday to est benefits that medical science Holland and finishedhere. He also
rich
pink
with
deeper,
velvety
ed in the search.
has to offer, and promotes the refinishes used furniture making
It was not easy to track foot- eyes. Silver Lining has fully afternoon at the home of Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Risselada, 280
College Ave.; a son, Douglas Jay, maintenanceof essential diagnos- it "look like new.” At present he
prints in the snow crystals,and double light blue blossoms, white Harry F. Wetter, Waukazoo.
William Hornbaker,biology in- born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Ben- tic and therapeuticservicesin the Is in process of refinishingseveral
seeminglyafter hours of search- edged. Snow line, red, also borderhospital through co-ordinated,ef- office desks and a piano as well
ing, the men lost all clues at ed in white, has long lasting structor at Holland High was jamin Ter Haar, route 2, HamilNinth St. and River Ave. Further blossoms typical of all good speaker for the afternoon. He ton; a daughter, Jean Kay, born fort of the organized medical as putting finish on a new piano.
In addition to a large number
searches through the neighbor- doubles, and attractive leaves told of his '•experienceslast Aug- Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. John Voss, staff and the governingboard of
hood failed to yield clues, and on sharply crenated. Helen Mont- ust at Higgins Lake Training 246 West 16th St.; a daughter, Sally the hospital," Dr. Crosby explain- of end tables, desks chairs davened.
ports etc. the company can supa hunch they decided to check an gomery is a good blue lavender; School for Teachers, sponsored by Marie, born Sunday to Mr. and
The accreditationprogram was ply the Sandcl lamps and a large
East Ninth St. boarding house. Cranberry Girl, an excellent red the Michigan Department of Con- Mrs. Allyn Cook, 882 West 24th St.
And there they found the self- with scalloped leaf. Blue Iride- servation.The local DAR chapter A daughter,Sally, born Sunday started in 1919 by the Collage of choice in carpeting. Unique artiawarded Hornbaker a to Mr. and Mrs. Lester McCormick, Surgeons and was taken over by cles displayed in the showroom
same footprints leading to the scent carries tints of several other
colors. Double California Dark scholarship to the school.
25 Wrest 22nd St.; a son bom Sun- the joint commissionas a co- include a four drawer living room
door.
Hornbaker
defined
conservaPlum
is
a
beauty,
pnd
Peaches
day to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vander- operative effort last year.
chest with Chinese decorations
It was 8 a m. when they enterIt is the first year that Hol- and a Nantucket rocker, a reproed tthe room of the two young and Cream an interesting pink tion as “a way of life,” by which hill, 88 East 22nd St.; a daughter,
the manner of developing,protect- Bonnie Elaine, bom Sunday to Mr. land City Hospital was given full duction dating back to pioneer
men. catching them in the act of bicolor.
ing and using our natural re- and Mrs. Barney Schaeffer, route accreditation.For several years days.
The
care
of
the
African
Violet,
dividingthe money which amountFor your next refinlshlng job
ed to $300 to $400, much of it says Mrs. Jack Decker of Wauka- sources determinesour way of 2; a daughter bom today to Mr. the local hospital received proin coins. Also in possession,later zoo, who grows 15 hundred, is life. He illustratedthis by the and Mrs. Charles Rogers, route 1. visional approval. Early last year, contact Streur at his place of busirepresentativesfrom the joint ness or better yet meet him In
identified as Naber’s merchan- simple. "First, give them plenty state conservation department
commission visited the hospital person at -his booth at the Home
dise, were jersey gloves, cigarettes of light. They do not need direct program known as "Water-shed
and approval for Holland was Show this week. The store’s motto
Project.”
which
was
so
successful
sun.
Do
not
overwater
them.
cough drops, candy bars, life
first announced several months is "For Those Who Appreciate
savers, candy, gum and cigars. When the soil feels about dry to that it was widely copied by
the Finest Furniture.”
Close to $150 was in dollar bills the touch it is time to water other states.This year the fed- Richard Albert Cartland, 728 ago.
Other hospitals in the area
and the other cash in rolls and again. Violets like a small pot. eral government has set aside $80 Wisteria Rd., Holland, is a qualiloose change in cash bags. The You will find they bloom much million dollars for this type of fied aviation cadet pilot awaiting giving full accreditationare Alle- ICC Auxiliary Meets
class assignment, according to the gan Health Center and Grand
two men hdd put the money and sooner if you keep the roots work in all states, he said.
Hornbaker explained the water- Air Force recruiting officer at Haven MunicipalHospital. Hospi- At De Weerd
cigarettes in the lining of their rather crowded. Be sure to feed
jackets, and the money bags in them, as when they are kept in shed project which will result in Grand Rapids. Cartland, son of tals under 25 beds are not eligiMembers of the Junior Chamsmall pots they soon use up the improved water supply, more and Mr. and Mrs. John Cartland, at- ble for accreditation.
their belts.
They had not retired, and they chemicals. There are many good better , crops, more recreation tended the University of Michigan Grand Rapids ‘hospitals fully ber of Commerce Auxiliary met
were all set to leave the board- fertilizers on the market that can areas, better hunting and fishing for two years, majoring in en- approved are Blodgett Memorial Thursday evening tor a regular
Hospital,Butterworth Hospital, business session at the holme of
richer "way of life,” he gineering.
ing house and get out of Holland be used. It is well to spray them and
Hospi- Mrs. Irvin
•
Weerd. Mrs.
once in a while using warm
when arrested.
Prof. R. B. Kuiper, president of Ferguson-Drokte-Farguson
I lornbaker
colored Calvin Seminary, Grand Rapids, tal, Michigan Veterans'Facility, Myron Van Oort was co-hostess.
Taken to Holland police station, water, but be sure to keep them
Final plans were made for a
the two men readily admitted out of the sun while plants are slides of the Pine River project, will give a lecture at Central Ave- St. Mary's Hospital and Sundinner meeting on April 8, when
their part in the break-in. They wet, or the leaves will water covering100,000 acres in Michi- nue ChristianReformed Church shine Hospital.
electionof officers will take place.
said they had been "visiting some- spot." It is also recommended that gan.
next Thursday at 8 p m. His subMrs. Ed Nyland reported on the
Added interest in the subject of ject will be "Antithesis— In the
body” on Manley Ave. and were they be kept out of drafts.
Mrs. Decker gives a few sug- conservationwas given chapter World, But Not of the World."
Holland Hospital Auxiliary coffee,
walking back to Holland when
to be held April 13. All members
they decided to break into the gestions to those interestedin en- members who watched the bird Music will be furnished by the
are requested to supply baked
market. They figured they had tering their plants in flower feeding station outside the Wetter Men’s Chorus of Ninth Street
goods.
shows. "Be sure your plants a'e home. Mrs. Wetter also display- Christian Reformed Church. The
(From Saturday's Bentinol)
entered the store at 4 am.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hartgerink
Mrs. Ed. Boer was appointed
Deputy Forry returned the money correctly named. Start to groom ed a book of snapshotsshowing public is invited.The meeting is
to Naber’s at 9 a.m. Satur- your plants three to six months pet racoons who visit at the Wet- sponsoredby the Monica Christ- and son. Jan, are visiting in Zee- chairman of the sewing project
land after three years spent in for the May meeting.
day after making an accounting before the show. Turn your plant ter home.
ian School Society.
Miss Katherine Post, recently The Rev. R. Heynen. pastor at Guatemala. Mr. Hartgerinkspent
It was announced that the state
of all the loot. He said the two every day or two, about a quarmen presumablywould be charged ter turn, so growth will be even. returned from a western trip, Cutlerville PsycopathicHospital, his boyhood days in Zeeland and JCC board meeting will be held
with breaking and entering in the If an importantleaf in the low- brought greetings from two for- will speak and show newest pic- is the brother of Ivan and Elmer in Port Huron March 20 to 21.
nighttime, a felony under Michi- er circle of leaves,geti broker mer members. Mrs. Leola La Coff tures of the work at Cutlerville. Hartgerink. He is the son of the Attending will be Mr. and Mrs.
and leaves a gap, train the leaves of Phoenix,Ariz., and Mrs. Avis at a regular meeting of CPH late Mr. and Mrs. John Hartgerink. Don Gilcrest, Mr. and Mrs. Les
gan law.
Ordinarily Naber reports to on either side of the g*p to cover Yates Brownlee,charter member Circle 10 Monday at 7:45 p.m. in He was employed in the Central Deridder,Mr. and Mrs. Nyland
work at 3 a.m., but Saturday it was it up. Push a leaf over just where now of San Francisco.
Maple Avenue Christian Reform- American republic for some time and Mr. and Mrs. Van Oort.
Mrs. Harold Niles presided and ed Church. Young people of the and recently was a manufacturer’s
5 a m. The market is located on you wish to close in and put a
North River Ave. at the Lake- tooth pick along side the °tem to Miss Lida Rogers infroduced the Protestant Reformed Church will agent for American companies. John Poll, Sr., Dies
hold it in place. Eventually it speaker. Mrs. W. F. Kendrick led provide special music.
-»
The recent nationaltrouble in Guawill grow that way.
sure devotions. Assistingthe hostess
J. Roderick Van Leuwen, son temala made it impossible to re- At Municipal Hospital
there are no leaves bleached bv, were Mesdames Earl Price, of Mrs. John M. Van Leuwen, 66 new his three year visa.
PROUD PS A
the sun, no spots, no trace of Martha Robbins. Dwight Yntema West 33th St„ is undergong Cpl. Paul Vander Ploeg, son of GRAND HAVEN (Special)
disease or insects, and no dead and John Daniels and Miss Mai- clinicaltests and observation at Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vander Ploeg, John Poll. Sr., 76, of 17244 Franklin
bloom stalks.”
bclle Geiger.
Harkness Pavilion, Presbyterian 315 East Washington Ave„ left St., Strawberry Point, Spring Lake,
Hospital, N.Y.. after being ad- Monday for his basic at Camp died Saturday evening in Municipal
mitted Monday. His brother, Rucker, Ala., after spending a Hospital where he was taken Feb.
Mission
Group
Hears
wood Blvd. intersection.
Bruce Van Leuwen of Holland, week's furlough at his home here. 25. He was born in the Netherlands
Sheriff’sofficers and local pol- Seminary Student
went to New York last Saturday The Zeeland Christian School is March 19, 1877, and came to this
ice also were questioning the pair
and stayed until Wednesday.
planning to present a pageant en- country in 1903 and settled in Paris
today on other unsolved breakGuest speaker at the meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvin Zoerhoff titled "Miss Liberty's Light." The township. Kent county, where he
ins. '
the Woman's MissionarySociety are spending a three-weekvaca- pageant will be presented the eve- lived until 10 years ago when he
of Fourth Reformed Church Thurs- tion in Florida.
nings of April 1 and 2 in the public came to Strawberry Point. He
married Nellie Bolthouse June 26,
day afternoon in the church parlors Harry' Koop and Marvin Bremer high school auditorium.
was Paul Hostetler of Western of Holland have returned home The theme of this conference 1905, in Grand Rapids.
Theological Seminary.
from Columbus. Ohio, where they was "Leadership for Guidance." Besides the wife, he is survived
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hostetler attended a heating and air condi- Business meetings and addresses by two daughters.Mrs. Mamie Mulplan to do missionarywork in tioning school.
were held in the morning. In the der and Mrs. Matilda Dykestra,
Africa. He specializesin languages
AT HOME AND AT
afternoon there were to be discus- both of Grand Rapids; six sons,
THAT'S YOU
Robert, of Caledonia, John, Jr„ of
and plans to do considerabletrans- Baldridge Being Held
sion groups.
THE
lations.
A
group of women from Zealand Alto, Everett of Freeport, Alfred,
Whan you hora your home first in
Mrs. H. Van Dyke presided at In CincinnatiJail
and vicinitymet at Zeeland city Jay and Benjamin of Grand RapChoice Materials By Our Export
the meeting and led devotions.
hall
on Friday afternoon in the ic' ; 28 grandchildren; one great
Workmen
We Guaranteeyoo
Claude Baldridge,39, of ColumA
film
on
World
Day
of
Prayer
interests
of the home economics grandson; two sisters, Mrs. Winnie
Complete Satisfaction on Any Job
around the world was shown with bus, Ohio, one of four men who demonstrationgroups of Ottawa Zielinga of Indianapolis and Mrs.
We Do.
Miss Jennie Boer reading the sawed their way out of Ottawa Coqnty. "Line in Dress," a topic Gertrude Geering, San Francisco.
script. Mrs. Van Dyke sang County jail the evening of Feb. of study this year, was taught by
7. was arraigned in Cincinnati,
"Broken Hearted’’ accompaniedby
Miss Florence Rann, clothingspecOhio, Police Court Thursday after
Mrs. D. Van Der Meer.
ialist from MichiganState College,
YOU* HOSTS:
noon.
A social hour followed with Mrs.
PAUL AND IDNA VAN RAALTE C. Buurma and Mrs. C. Kammer- He was charged with burglary East Unsing. She stressed the
and unable to provide $2,000 importanceof studying one’s own
aad as hostesses.
ACROSS PROM POSTOPFIC!
bond, was held in jail for .trial figure so that clothes suitable to
the figure be chosen. She Illustraton
the charge.
ZEELAND
29
Marriage Licenses
Baldridge had pleaded not ed the illusion of line and the effect
of the figure. The meeting was
3
guilty Jan. 22 to a forgery charge
Ottawa County
CLOSED SUNDAYS
attended by leaders of various
Ivan E. Van Haitsma, 25. Zee- involvinga check passed at a Holgroups, who in turn will present
land, and Alma Brat, 23, Holland; land store. He changed his plea
the lesson to their particular
Paul C. Dozeman, 19, Holland, and to guilty Feb. 3 and was to apgroup.
pear
for
disposition
of
the
case
Marcia Lou Schut, 18, route 1,
Hudsonville; Douglas Dykstra, 19, Feb. 8, one day after he escaped
The rugged Olympic peninsula
and Arloa Nienhuis, 16, both of from the Ottawa County jail.
in northwestern Washington state
Holland; Harold Beltman, 27
takes the heaviest rainfallin the
route 2 Zeeland, and Alma Geb- John Mills Honored
Lnlted States. It reaches more
ben, 20, Zeeland; Richard Stillson
than 200 inches at some points in
18. route 1, West Olive, and Donna By Letter Carriers
Art you driving a
wet years,
Moses, 18, Grand Haven.
Rural Carriers and their wives
KX) miloB por hour cor with
F««»onr Eoiino for
The average person has about met Friday evening at the home The first national soldier's home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Mills,
165
was established in Dayton. Ohio, 40mllof por hour brnkosf
AR Models
six quarts of blood.
East Eighth St., to honor Mr. March 21, 1866.
CompletelyNew,
To« wttMftl *tr« wM Mly IwM vMf
Mills who has retired. Mills serv••"Mine Chevrolet
WafcM
ed as a carrier for 29 years.
Eickenfo
Short Motor
•ra (wmS by bok* Ha(*S Mt »r««rir
Remarks
were
made
by
George
Flue Leber
r»— < Ro Wo mmR art «l Mm bn*o
Teunii, who presented a gift to
Am. Oo row Ml raftM I*, to Sofa*
INCLUDES
the couple. He also announcedthe
Iwo oa* how tkm *ow* on tm
program, which Included a skit, 41) W. 12.4 k. Mhm MG41
Ammo Sofa-Ait Irafe Stw erteto,
• nZ
* hC
Hi"
"Hiring a Maid," by Mrs, Ella
fin# Fu.nilur* (of
• N*W Mein
• New Tlmle/ceen

Deputy Clayton Forry who was
soon at the scene of the break-in
with Deputy Nelson Lucas. Accompanied by Richard Bell, they
took off after the footprints which
led all through the neighborhood
before heading for Holland. They
found cigarettecartons and candy
cartons in the brush back of the
store and other evidences in that

lint place honora In the declamation contest which highlighted a
mooting of the Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union Friday evening
in Trinity Reformed Church. Both
received silver medals.
The declamation contest wu conducted by Mr*. Nina Daugherty.
Others participatii*in the girls
contestwere Judy Gtrlock, Roberta Wise and Gall Van Raalta, and
in the boys’ group were Eugene De

cluded in the Hit of fully accredit-

todsy is the
Percy Allen, Ganges; Mrs. Merrill first list published by the joint
Rotman. 244 South 120th Ave.; commissionsince it took over the
Sally Appledom, 677 Saunders actual hospital surveyal work
Ave.; Alana Bobeldyk, 412 West from the American College of
This 30 by 60 foot building
16th St.; Richard Kapenga, 111 Surgeons Jan. 1, 1053. The comhouses Holland’s newest furniture
mission
is
supported
by
the
East 18th St.;. Ray Reidsma, 95
American College of Physicians, store. On display are numerous
West 10th St.
Discharged Saturday were Mar- the American College of Surgeons, custom finished articles,particuvin Van Tatenhove, route 2; Ben- the American HospitalAssocia- larly living room furniture.
jamin J. Dalman, 51 “West 19th tion, the American Medical AsThe Macatawa FurnitureShop
St.; Mrs. Henrietta Dykhuis, route sociation and the Canadian Medi3; Kathleen Dannenberg,route 4; cal Association. The directorIs located at 453 West 22nd St., Is
Mrs. Peter Heydens and baby, 350 Dr. Edwin L. Crosby. Headquar- owned by Harold Streur, who
West 19th St.; Mrs. Russell Hom- ters are in Chicago.
started builness about a year and
Dr. Crosby said the joint comkes and baby, 500 West 32nd St.;
a half ago.
Thomas Parrish, 255 Washington mission is a. voluntaryeffort byNow devoting all his time in
leading
health
organizations
to
Blvd.; Sally Appledom, 677 Saunimprove standards of hospital care the shop, Streur with an employe
ders Ave.
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. Ted through a system of self evalua- spends n majority of his time in
his workshop, producinga finish
Rhudy, 1243 Lakewood Blvd; Law'- tion.

Admitted Saturday were Mrs.

It is hard to realize that the
class in the Horticulture
African Violet which now blos- section of the Tulip Time Flower
soms in almost every home was Show which calls for one single
hardly known 25 years ago. It crown African Violet will be
was discovered only 50 years ago scored as follows in judging:
in a hilly region of tropical Africa Newness of variety,10 per cent;
by Baron Walter Von Saint Paul symmetry of leaf pattern, 25 per
who sent seeds to the Royal Bot- cent; floriferousnessaccording to
anical Garden.
variety, 20 per cent; Size of
So appealing is the little plant bloom according to variety, 10
with its trim pattern of lustrous per cent; color of bloom accordleaves and its winsome flowers ing to variety, 10 per cent and
that we all want at least a few cultural perfection (freedomfrom
in our homes. And as we watch diseases, insects,and marred
for each year’s originationsof the foliage), 25 per cent.

In

Honored on Birthday

Berg.

"Any Boy in
USA," wu shown. The meeting
opened with the singing of "America," and devotions led by Mrs.

A. Dogger. Mrs. Edith Walvoord.
president,presided.

dink, Jr., and the guest of honor.

Ingenuity Creates

Photo Shop

in

Korea

Pvt. Jack W. Northulsof Holland and Pfc. Harry Ostrander
have been cited for their ingenuity in creating photo equipment In
Korea. The two member* of the
88th InfantryRegiment'sHeavy
Mortar Co. built a photo enlarger
from an old ammo box, a hunk
of plutic windshield, binocular
lenses. * sealed-beam headlight
and a salvaged battery.
The two now operate a developing and enlarging aervicf. The
only materials used are the
chemicals sent to Northulsby his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Northuls, 40 West 17th St. Aluminum
and plutic wash basins and a
nearby stream, together with
much work and patience, complete Ingredients for the photo

Arrange that apeelal bualntta appointment at The
•ter Kelder. Alroondlttenetf
with only nationally*dvor>
ttaed bavartgaa. upon tar
your oonvanlenoo from noon
until

midnight

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

shop.
Northuls* wife lives In Grand
Rapids.

0*

Scrappy says:

Wo

buy what no ono ovor Intends to

make

always buying

—

scrap.

SCRAP

mattrial.

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
120 Rhror Avo.

Holland, Mick.

STATE FARM

MUTUAL

OFFERS

CAREFUL DRIVERS
Many Advantages

-

In Addition to

LOW COST!

BEN VAN LINTt, Afoot
1

77 CollegeAvenue

Phono 7133

GOODS

FRESH BAKED

TO EAT

Wo

Maintain

Hlfh Quality

HUB

ROOFING CO.

Phyllis Luidens.
A film entitled

V

Be

MODI

Root and Robert Wagner and Mias

ed by Mrs. Speet and Mrs. Ralph
Cumerford
West Virginia wu the only
Guests Included Carol Elfer- state admitted to the Union durdink, Connie Speet, Carol Speet, ing the Civil war. It wu admitMary Ann Cumerford.Karen Jsan Ud u a result of the war.
Cumerford. Mary Ellen Mrok,
Elsa Vanden Berg, Myra Ten
Have, Lois RoNofs, Mary Cobb,
Carol Molenwyk, Darlene Bouwt.
Joan Elferdink, Howard Elfer-

Zeeland

Geo.

Vanderborgh, Paul HInkamp,

Julia Hornbaker.Kathryn De

A

De

TWO GOOD PLACES

rett

profusion of vari-colored
The annual wood crop In the
balloons decorated the Speet
home. Each guest was presented United States would ring the earth
a corsage. Refreshmentswere 379 times with a one-inch board a
served by Mrs. Elferdink. assist- toot wide.

showed

PEACOCK

Fouw apd Wayne Overway.
. Judges were the Mesdames Gar-

A surprise birthday party was
given Friday evening for Mary
Lou Elferdink,who celebratedher
13th anniversary.The party wai
given by her mother, Mrs. Howard Elferdink.at the home of her
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Speet, 620 Michigan Ave.
Games were played and prizes
awarded to Karen Cqmwford,
Carol Molenwyk and Elsa Vanden

•

—

Contest

Tasty Products
At

FAin PRICES

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL AVE.

PHONE

2677

EAST
PHONE

Wriiiig

BRAND NEW

AiRONeemenls

CHEVROLET

tong sheeto PftlE with eaeh
order of Wedding Stationery.

MOTOR

Special
Prilling

’

_

—

CrtliuM,

**
^***

St*

SERVICE

FURNITURE SHOP

COMPLETE SERVICE

•
•

2*<•* c«*.h

All

imh.ii

IUDMT PAYMfNTS AVAIUIU

Robf.

macatawa

krahM

Ks

Beerings

J hZ

ROAD

Authorised

De Nooyer Chevrolet, Inc.

l"vnATN,N™

Malts

mUum

Chryaler-Plymouth
Doalor

g/w*"
B
w. Mk

Van

Uere. Mrs. Margaret Veurink and Mrs. Anna De Boer. Remarks also were given by Gerrit
Veurink. Mrs. Anna De Boer gave
a talk on "Retirement”and Mrs.
Gertrude Kronemeyer, on "Wam-

Nr?eV>rp?o*!§724all
* two^oun» toneh was aervStreet
Phene 7R4* I ed by Mr*. Teunis. Mrs. Veurink
and Mrs. Sy Van Haitema.

__

_

__________

FoihionobliHomo

FURNITURE
_ CARPET
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING
Opm Krwrf Aftsmm «ad
M*. . Wet • M. Breafe*

UMFS

A.

& B.

SUPER SERVICE
o*

—

Heitferlak

III W. Ob

It

Ham

DoMMrciil
Prilling
Ut

os do on year printing!Quality prassvork,deptndcbla

lonricQ, prompt dalhrory •

,

, satisfoctioa guarantied!

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS
COMPUTE PRINTING SERVICE

Btofc

rime 7777

M
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Fine Offensive

Ottawa* County
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Play Gives Easy

18, 1954

College Play Cast Gives

Dutch Lose Out

Brilliant Performance

In Final

Minutes

Everybody had a, wonderful time ease and her .well modulated
—cast and audiencealike— at the voice in repose and under stress
Kenneth Rouwhorst and wf. to opening of "The Royal Family’’ had a vibrancythat many profesFelix B. Pytlinske Jr. Parcel in Friday night given by Palette sionals would envy.
Sec. 6-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
and Masque, Hope College drama Still queen of the family is 76KALAMAZOO (Special)— After
A fine Plainwell basketballsquad Raymond Gerrits and wf. to group, in the little Theatre in year-old Fanny Cavendish all set
stood between Holland Christian ClarenceKoomen and wf. Pt. SVi the Science building.
fop a new road tour in a revival. leading all the way until early in
and a state regional cage cham- Stt SW14 204-13 Twp. George- The three-act comedy on hilar- Joyce Vanderborgh in this role the final quarter, Holland High’s.,
pionship today, following the Ma- town.
ious incidents in America’s lead- provided the backbone of the en- basketball team fell behind, then
played on even terms, but lost out
roons’ brilliant 67-36 win over FreGrand Haven Building and Sup- ing theatrical family will be tire play.
mont, in a semi-final clash at ply Co. to Donald J. Rymarczak given again tonight and Monday But having the most fun of all in the hectic final minutes to the
Kalamazoo ’college’sTreadway and wf. Lot 11 Bottje Sub. Twp. and Tuesday nights at 8:30 p.m. was Don Prentice in the madcap Battle Creek Bearcats Thursday
gymnasium Friday night. The two Grand Haven.
Well cast and particularlyweU part of Tony Cavendish whose night.
The class A regionaltournament
clubs will battle for the regional Louis H^Osterhousand wf. to paced, the lively play moved along lively actions whether fencing with
title of southwesternMichigan in Howard W. Fant and wf. Pt. NE& in such a manner that the small a *xaer or yelling at the top’of his. game was played before a fairly
the finals tonight at 8 p.m. on the NE% 4-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
but appreciative audience seem- lungs in family arguments tended sparse crowd at Western Michigan
Kazoo court.
Essenburg Building and Lumber ingly became a part of the action, to steal nearly every scene.
College gym and means that HolEd Kellogg enjoyed his part land is' through for the season. BatThe upset-mindedTrojans were Co. to Raymond Rosendahland wf. and the surprisingly abrupt endnot being taken lightly by Coach Lot 35, 36 Pinecrest Sub. Twp. ing left the audience momentarily as the less than popular relative, tle Creek now must play the KalaExterior changes will include altered entrance
VAST CHANGES to the interiorof Carnegie
stunned. But the final applause a hanger-onof family generosity mazoo Maroon Giants— victors over
Art Tuls and his Christian club Holland.
ways and new areas of glass brick in the walls.
gym will be started this summer as a tribute to
followingtheir victory Friday Richard L. Miller et al to Floris plus applauseat the end of each but a role that is still regarded as rand Rapids South— tonight.
No matter which way you look at
Total cost of the changes will come to more
night. Coach Harley Pierce’s out- Van Schaik and wf. Lots 114, 115 act was the type that \yas a trib- a plum.
John H. (Jack) Schouten, active for more than
Supportingroles, all adding to it, the game was a toughie for Holfit already sprang one surprise in Sheldon Heights Add. City of Grand ute to the hard work of cast and
than $50,000. The project is being sponsored
40 years in the Hope College athletic departthe production, were played by land to lose. The Dutch were sharp
director.
the tournamentwhen they bumped Haven.
by the Hope "H" Club.
ment. Only the shell of the building will be left
Oscar E. Beyer Jr. and wf. to
Most
effectiveof all in the ac- Nina de Maagd, Norman Ratering, on both offense and defense during
top-rated
Buchanan
out
of
tourney
(Sentinel photo)
standingas the entire interioris remodeled.
play. Pierce said at the start of the Richard Donald Sheppard and wf. tion-packedplay were the con- William Means, Tom Moore, Bar- the entire first half and a good
tourney that his ball club was a Lot 8 Peter’s Plat, City of Grand fusion scenes sprinkled liberally bara Brookstra, Hope Schutmaat, share of the third quarter.Their
-k
-k
throughoutthe three acts. Here Bob Cook, Jerry Kruyf, Ron shooting percentages were good
darkhorse, and they certainly Haven.
Edward L. Johnson and wf. to Director Elva Van Haitsma’s Brown, Gene Stoddard and Bar- those first two quarters— 7 out of 19
proved it against the Bucs.
Local
Lloyd M. Mudgett and wf. Lot 56, coaching showed real brilliance bara Brinks.
in the first quarter and 7 out of 16
Plainwell shared the title in the
The stage setting was particu- in the second quarter.
55 Brandt & Gilleland Sub. Twp. and such scenes seemed to cover
Wolverine league with Allegan and
Spring Lake.
up any small weak spots which larly effective with its two lev- But during the third quarter the
have dropped only a few games
John W. Ten Brinke to Margery might have shown up elsewhere. els, providing maximum move- percentages nosedived to just 4 out
this season. They came through a
O. Hamilton Pt. Lot 21 Add. No. 1
Frances Frye, Chicago junior in ment space in an area usually re- of 23 and 4 out of 16 during the
tough district meet last ,week by
Vanden Berge’s Add. City of Hol- the role of Julie, current theatri- garded as strictly pocket handker- final quarter. For the evening it
William
Bettison, Jr., one of downing both Otsego and Hastings
Plans are almost completedfor
land.
cal queen, played the role with chief size.
was 22 out of 74.
three Grand Rapids Community in good ball games. Although they
a 1550,000 refurbishingof Carnegie
Roy
La
Huis
and
wf. to Arnold
Holland started strong and
Ambassadors
to Europe last year, have no individualstars, they are
gymnasium on Hope College camDreyer and wf. Pt. NE14 28-6-14
breezed ahead to a lopsided 17-8
a
well
balanced
club
and
have
good
spoke to Holland Rotary Club
pus, as tribute to John H. (Jack)
Twp. Blendon.
advantage at the end of the first
led
Will
Thursday noon at the Warm size for rebound work. They were Clayton Zaagman and wf. to
Schouten.
quarter. Coach Fred Weiss started
Friend Tavern. Bettison, who at- a real scrappy ball club against
Donald W. Breitwisch and wf. Lot
with Dick Plagenhoef and Paul
Schoutenstepped down officialtended Grand Rapids Junior Col- Buchanan and didn’t crack under 36 West Highlands No. 2 Tup.
Beukema at forwards, Ron Israels
ly as baseballcoach and trainerin
Instructors
lege, Hope College, and received the strain in the final moments.
Spring Lake.
at center,Paul Mack and Bob Van
1932 after more than 35 years in
a B.S. degree in chemistryfrom
But to come back to the locals’ Loren E. Pitsch and wf. to WilDyke at guards.
the physical education departUniversityof Michigan, is now- fine win over the Fremont Packers
liam Finkler and wf. Pt. N«, SEM
Plagenhoef contributed 8, Beument. During that time he was
employed with Haviland Products Friday night. Christian turned in 1-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
FENNVILLE (Special) — Fri!or
kema 5, Mack and Van Dyke 2
largely responsible for developing
Company.
its best tournament game to date
Otto F. Klempel and wf. to Wil- day night’s severe electricalapiece during that quarter.Holland
the department
and one of it’s greatest perform- liam Robert Beihl Pt. NWU NEK sleet storm was consideredthe
The
speaker
spent
two
months
was beating Battle Creek at its own
Chapter Will Pay
Schouten was already working
in Yugloslavia where he lived with ances of the season, particularly 24-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
direct cause of a fire which levelgame — speed — during, that first
part-time for the college when the
To Aquatic School
a Slavic family of four — the in the first half. The Dutch hit on Bernard D. Poll and wf. to Jacob ed a large barn on the Lee Galeight minutes and the locals, also
present Carnegie gym was planned
parents, a young boy and girl. The 40 per cent of their shots, as they Bakker and wf. Pt. SWK 33-5-15 breath farm, one-half mile south
were
stealingthe ball from the
shortly after the turn of the cenFor InterestedPersons
father had helped many American cracked the much-heralded Fre- Twp. Holland.
of Fennville on the Hutchins Lak^
Bearcatson numerous occasions.
tury. The gym was built with a
Water safety instructorswill be fliers during World War II and mont zone defense, in a methodical
Howard Beelen and wf. to James Road, causing a lost estimated at
However, the Dutch did lose the
$20,000 grant from Andrew Carne- needed for Red Cross swimming
his 26-year-old wife had served fashion. The Maroons, aided by a R. Voss and wf. Pt. SWK SEK 32- more than $12,000. ,
ball quite a few times on long
gie on conditionthe college raise a instruction at Port Sheldon this
as a lieutenant who led 12 men large court, worked the ball 5-15 City of Holland.
Mrs. Galbreathand a neighbor,
passes on the spacious Western
like amount
summer.
around, and then when they had
into battle at the age of 19.
LeRoy Decker and wf. to William John Case, both noticed the fire
floor— they seemed to be having
Joe Moran, South Ottawa County
The gym was dedicated in 1906,
the open man spotted in the overG. Buis and wf. Pt. Lot 4 Village at the same time about 8 p.m. and
Bettison described the Slavs’
trouble gauging distances.
and two years later Schouten as- Red Cross water safety chairman,
said that they could see the patattitude toward Americans as loaded offensivezone, took a good of Cedar Swamp, Twp. Holland.
Each team scored 15 points dursumed responsibilityfor the col- announced today that it appeared
"good." He said they crowd shot. Jun. Buursma packed the Jacob Heyboer and wf. to Albert tern of the electricwiring all
ing the second quarter to leave the
likely
that
there
would
be
an
unlege baseballteam. In 1919 he was
American informationcenters to dynamite that split the Packer de- Faber and wf. Pt. Lots 5, 6 De ablaze in the barn. The high
same 9-point advantage in Holnamed full-time directorof physi- precedented demand for swimming
read newspapers and magazines fense as he hit on four straight Haan's Sub. Village of Hudsonville. winds were believed to have rubland’s favor at halftime.In the secinstruction
this
summer.
cal education,a post he held until
and praised the work of these one handers to spurt the Dutch into Henry Assink to Lloyd Bakker bed off the insulation resulting
ond quarter Van Dyke scored 4,
There will be need for swimming
his “retirement"
a long lead.
and wf. Pt. NEK SWK 244-16 in the blaze.
agencies.
Beukema 2, Jim Vande Wege 4,
Actually Schouten has remained instructors and Holland young
The structure was a well-built
He
describedtheir attitude to- Another potent factor in the Twp. Port Sheldon.
Mark de Velder 3, and Bob Sauna familiar figure on the campus, people who qualify are urged to
ders 2.
ward the Russians as anything Dutch success is that they beat Erne Miedema and wf. to Floris 40 by 60 foot frame bam with a
Miss Betty J. Bouwmon
serving as trainer not only for apply. Applicants should have a
but friendly, and toward their Fremont with the Packers'most B. Ykema and wf. Pt. WK SWK 20 by 60 foot adjoining shed. The Mr. and Mrs. John Bouwman of Coach Weiss started to substitute
college players but high school Water Safety Instruction Certifiowner was able to save five head
western European neighbors, the dangerous weapon— a fast break. 24-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
1350 Giddings S.E., Grand Rap- freely during this period as the
athletesand townspeople who are cate from the Red Cross. Moran
French and Germans, as not too While the superb Christian defense William T. Cole et al to Kenneth of cattle, the tractor and the ids, announce the engagement of Dutch built up first an 11-point,
bothered with injuriesor merely recentlyreceived gn announcement
was stifling the Fremont fast H. Van Wieren Lot 38 Essenburg's family car. Included in the loss
then a 9-point and later a 12-point
kindly.
want advice.
of a National Aqua^c School to be
was a large quantity of hay and their daughter, Betty J. Bouwman, advantage.
The average working wage there break, the Dutch surprisedthe Sub. No. 2 Twp. Holland.
to Jack E. Stegink. son of Mr and
In recognition of his effortsat held June 16-26 at Owasippe Scout
northerners with a blisteringone
Gerrit Veenboer and wf. to Jer- numerous tools.
is $25 a month. In a town of 135,The Bearcats came steaming out
developing the physical education Camps, Whitehall.
The
Fennville Fire Department Mrs. Benjamin G. Stegink, 235
of their own. Consequently by half000, probably 50 have automobiles.
ald Dozeman and wf. Pt. SEK 24like a bunch of caged lions at the
program for both men and women,
If there are young people in the
responded
to
the
call but directed West 17th St.
time
the
Dutch
were
riding
high
5-15 Twp. Holland.
The wedding will take place outset of the third quarter and
Schouten has been honored by community who have a Senior Life Less than one per cent own their on a 39-14 lead. Once again, Ken
homes, he said. Bettison cited the
Harold Jesiek and wf. to Ella A. efforts -in saving two dwellings April 14.
started to use their vaunted speed.
both the New York Alumni Club Saving certificateor are strong
lack of technical knowledge, Scholten, Rich Sharda and Carl Frodin Lot 49 Jenison'S Park Tup. across the road owned by Sam Miss Bouwman. a graduate of They continually outgunned the
and the Hope Board of Trustees. swimmers and who are at least 18
Robinson, Jr., and Case. Firemen
Edewaards did great work on the Park.
especially in construction.
Grand Rapids Christian High Dutch in getting down the floor
In 1949 more than 150 Hope col years of age and who will promise
Bettison also experienced a talk boards, completely controlling
Derwin
DeJonge
and
wf.
to
Put out several fires which had School, is employed as bookkeep- and it paid off on the scoreboard
lege alumni gathered at West End to work in the summer swimming
both.
started
on
the
two
dwellings
locatwith Marshal Tito during his visit.
Henry DeJonge and wf. Pt. EK
as they outpointed Holland 16 to
Collegiate Reformed church in program,the Ottawa County Chaped directly west of the blazing er at Hekman Biscuit Co. of
Although the Maroons held as
New York where Schouten was ter of the Red Cross will pay their Visiting Rotarians were Everett much as a 34 point lead on the NEK 30-7-14 Twp. Allendale.
Grand
Rapids.
Mr.
Stegink,
a 12 to narrow the gap .to 44-39
Thomas of Saugatuckand Charles
Peter Engel Sr. to Bernard Cor- barn.
as the horn ended the period.
presented with an inscribed por entire expenses to this Aquatic
The wind came from the east graduate of Holland Christian Van Dyke accounted for 5,
Packers at one point in the third bett and wf. Pt. Lot 9 Blk 8 MonKooyers
of
Zeeland.
trait Amidst a three minute ova- School.
High
School,
is
employed
at
Schip1*
At a board of directorsmeeting, frame, they were content to hold roe & Harris Add. Grand Haven. and did not threaten the GalBeukema, 2, Israels,1, Mack 2,
tion a host of former athletesreTentative plans are for two the following officers were elect- the ball and make the defense
breath home, located north of the pers Texaco Sendee.
and
de
Velder.
2.
called what an important role he four-week classes to be held at the
bam. Two large evergreensin
come after them. By the end of
For the first time since the
had played in their development. Port Sheldon Red Cross swimming ed to assume duties in July:
front of the Robinson home were
the
third frame, Christian was
Robert
Kouw,
president;
Larry
early minutes. Battle Creek took
Specific scholasticrequirements
area. The first class is scheduled
badly damaged.
the lead with 4:35 remaining.
were set aside by the Trustees in to begin on July 6 and end July 30. Wade, vice president, and Bruce holding a 57-23 lead. Once again.
Firemen were on the alert all
Tuls had plenty of opportunity to
Mikula, secretary-treasurer.
From then on it was see-saw
1943 when Schouten was awardThe seoond class will begin Aug.
night. The cattle were housed in
use his reserves. He rested his big
all the way until the Cats went
ed an AJ3. degree. He had attend2 and end Aug. 27. Last year’s
the barn of a neighbor, Oscar
boys early in the first half already,
ahead by the three-point differed Hope preparatory school and record-breakingenrollment of 1,200 Bridal Shower Fetes
Cross
Thompson, professor at Hope Col- In
and jerked them almost entirely in In Traffic
ence at the .29 second mark.
summer school classes at the Uni
boys and girls will likely be exlege.
the final period. He used 12 men
It was wild and hectic as both
Shirley Oosterbaan
versity of Illinois, Michigan apd
ceeded by a considerable number
all told.
Zeeland city was the first to go teams were having trouble hitting
Notre Dame.
Twelve persons appeared in rethis summer as local and suburban
A miscellaneous bridal shower Buursma connected for 18 mark- gular traffic court Thursday
over the top in Red Cross fund with any degree of accuracy.
The projected changes will interest mounts.
was given Tuesday evening for ers to lead his mates, but he was night before Municipal Judge
campaign in Ottawa County.
Passes were intercepted by both
leave only the shell of the buildSuburban school districts who Miss Shirley Oosterbaan by her followed closely by Scholten with
Under the .direction of Mrs. N. teams but in the end it was just
ing standing. Sponsored by the
Cornelius vander Meulen.
carried the brunt of the organiza- mother, Mrs. Gerrit Oosterbaan. 14 and Sharda with 10. Both ScholJ. Danhof, Zeeland city volunteers a little better luck in the shootHope "IT Club, the entire inFive persons were referred to
tion and transportation problem The party was held at their home, ten and Sharda were potent offenhave collected$2,173.25or $138.92 ing department that paid off for
terior will be renovated with the
trafficschool, a four-weeksafety
for their young people last year 108 Vander Veen Ave. Miss Ooster- sive weapons as they worked well
the Cereal City lads.
over the quota of $2,034.33.
most modem innovations.
course
operated
by
The
Holland
are expected to do the same this baan will be married April 23 to together from the forward to the
With 4:21 minutes to go it was
Almost simultaneously,a Zeeland
The entire basement is being
Adult
Evening
School. Appearing
coming summer.
center slot.
Raymond E. Busscher.
township also reported going over 50-49 in favor of Holland; 51-51
rearranged, with separate faciliwere Eugene Chrispell,18, route
Holland and vicinty pupils were
Fremont, coached by Ed Klum 4, Ronald Green, 20, route 6.
A last minute scoring play by the top. turning in approximately at the four minute mark; 51-53
During the social evening, games
ties for both men and women
transported by the Holland Public were played and prizes won by and formerly of Benton Harbor,
the
Knights at Junior High gym $700 against a quota of $642.42.
in favor of Battle Creek at 3:36;
classes. Following the modem
Jack VV. Tuinsma, 20, 231 West
School buses and the program was
Mrs. Bert Vande Wege, Mrs. Her- never posed as a serious threat 24th St., and Jerold Riemersma, Thursday night failed to beat the
These two units were the first 53-53 at 3:20; 56-55 at 1:23 and
trend, shower facilities and lockrun with the cooperationof the man Stoel, Mrs. Ed Overway and after they knotted the count at 4-4
ers will be for one class only,
23, .route 1, all on speeding clock and the collegianslost out to report in the Ottawa county 56-all at the 45 second mark.
Recreation Department.
Mrs. Ben Bosman. Gifts for the in the first period. From this charges. Gaylon Greer, 17, of 353 to 7-Up in the RecreationB fund campaign traditionallycar- Scoring honors for Holland went
while baskets are used to store
Suburban school districts who bride-electwere placed beneath a point on the Dutch took command
clothing of other groups. This is
West 17th St., appeared on basketball league double-elimina- ried on during the month of to Van Dyke with five field goals
March. The county’s goal is $36,- and four, free throws for 14
the same system used at the wish to transport children to the decorated umbrellain a pink and mont fouled excessively, making charges of no plates and leaving tion tournament.
Port Sheldon area are urged to green color scheme. A two-course first quarter. Christian's defense
Final score was a close 37-35 690. Holland city’s quota is $13,- points. Close behind was Plagenpublic high schools.
the scene of an accident. They
Large drying rooms are includ make their intentionsknown to lunch was served by the hostess, did a great job of double teaming will return after completingthe and thus the Knights are out of 169.61; Holland township. $1,498- hoef with 12.
the competition with two set- .98; Park, $1,391.91;Olive, $428.28; High for Battle Creek was
ed, as well as special rooms for Moran soon. Local organization assisted by Mrs. Ken Oosterbaan the Packers’ two biggest threats course.
will be about the same as last year
and scoring aces, speedy Wyss
visiting officials.A class room for
Pori Sheldon, $214.14;Jamestown, Guard Don Roderickwith 14 foland Mrs. Martin Busscher.
Four others returned for sen- backs.
The winners started strong and $749.49; Georgetown,$856,556; lowed by Center Joe Armstrong
some phases of physicaleducation with buses transporting boys and
Invited were the Mesdames Cora Miller and Roger Schuiteman. tence after taking the four-week
girls to classes which will run Bare man, Bert Van Kampen, Ray- Each boy was able to get just course in traffic school and fines built up a 8-0 first-quarterlead Blendon,
with 14.
,
is also planned.
Holland made 13 out of 19 free
Allegan county also is carrying
Major change to the main floor from 1-5 in the afternoon.A small mond Vanden Brink, Bert Vande one basket and only five points in each case were suspended. which they extended to 18-14 at
will consist of a new* floor, and fee will be charged to partially Wege. Ken Oosterbaan, Martin between the two of them.
They are Robert C. Johnson, 22, the end of the half. However, the on its annual compaign, and plans throws to 14 out of 26 for Battle
Once the going got rough, Fre- of 158i West 14th St., stop Knights came back strong in the are under way to canvass the Creek.
changes of entrance ways. The defray expenses.
Busscher, Grace Dykema, Herman
Box score:
mont
fouled excessively, making street, $8 fine suspended^Garry second quarter and narrowed it to Maplewood area south of Holland
present entrance cornes directly
Stoel, Gerrit Mouw, Ben Bosman,
Holland (57)
in the middle of the west end of Mrs. Laura Jean Young
Harvey De Vree. Glenn Van Rhee, it easy for the Hollanders to up Lee Elzinga, 17, of 651 East 18-14 and it was 29-25 at the end by teams working under FillFG FT PF TP
the building. Changes will put
more Township. Bill Masselinkis
Howard Dyke, Eibert Van Kam- their margin while several Pack Lincoln, Zeeland, speeding,$7 fine of the third quarter.
12
6
0
4
Plagenhoef.
f
er
players
were
nearing
the
foul
The
long
uphill
climb
by
the
Diet
in
Grand
Haven
township
chairman
and
the
quota
separate entrances coming straight
suspended; Robert ChisneD, 22,
pen, Henry Overbeek, William
9
2
4
1
limit, as early as the first half. of 240 West 10th St., failure to losers resulted in a tie ball game is $400. Among his volunteer Beukema. f
in on either side of the present
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Wicksall, Vernon Van Oort, Paul
6
2
2
1
opening.
Mrs. Laura Jean Young, 28, wife Brower. Gerrit Van Kampen, The Dutch hit on 23 out of 41 have car under control, $12 fine jvith one and a half minutes to go. workers are Mrs. Harold Mulder, Israels, c
5
5
3
Mack,
g
1
tries
from
the
foul
line,
while
Fre
Play
see-sawed
back
and
forth
Two handball courts and physi- of Edmond Young, route 1, Grand Douglas Harmsen, Ed Overway,
Mrs. Donald Caauwe, Mrs. Edward
suspended; David L. Schrotenboer
14
4
3
5
cal education faculty offices are Haven, died Friday night follow- John Koning, Agnes Van Dyke, mont connectedon 13 out of 25 18, of 165 East 32nd St., speeding, with no scoring until 7-Up talli- Pelon, Mrs. Marinus De Jonge, Van Dyke, g
0
2
0
, o
ed two points that proved the Mrs. A. G. Van Noord, Mrs. Julius Teusink. g
included.
ing a two weeks illness in Munici- Dale Boes, Wilson Huizenga and attempts.
$5 fine suspended.
4
0
Vande Wege, f 2
1
Hugh Johnson led the Fremont
Exterior appearanceof the pal Hospital where she submitted John Hamm and the Misses Donna
Two other drivers also appear- eventual margin of victory.
Kcmpker and Mrs. E. Anderson.
5
3
de Velder, c
1
1
attack
with
eight
marker*,
fol- ed, but were not referred to
The
Knights
had
the
ball out
building will center around the to surgery on Feb. 24.
Bosman, Dena Bareman, Rena
0
0
Goulooze, c
0
1
new entrances, set off by lime- She was bom Laura Jean Wills Bareman, Carolyn Bareman and lowed by Bob Wolters and Substi- safety school. Lyle M. Meldrum of bounds with a half-second to
2
0
Saunders,g
1
1
tute Dennis Ford with six points 25, route 2, Fennville, and Wal- go and tried to set up a scoring
stone similar to that on the pre- on March 31, 1925, in Spring Lake Esther Bareman.
Scout Roundtable Held
apiece.
play.
However,
the
clock
beat
the
sent Dun'ee hall.
lace
Hasty,
31,
of
613
Butternut
and lived in this vicinity all her
57
22
21
Totals
13
Holland Christian (6?)
Sandblastingwill sharpen
At Lakeview School
Dr., paid $10 each on speeding effort.
life. She was married in Spring
Battle Creek (60)
FG F PF TP charges.
the old brick, and glass windows Lake June 28, 1947 and was a Auxiliary Will Sponsor
6
3
2
Charles Friley, biologistat the Bivens,
Edewaards,f
2
2
3
6 Vernon Maatman of Holland dewill eventually be included. Pre- member of the First BapUst
Blame Bad Visibility
Two Children at Camp
3
1
1
1
Swan Creek Wildlife Experiment Waterman, f
Sharda, f
3
4
sent windows are completely in- Church of Grand Haven, treafurer
1 10 manded examination when he was
14
2
2
6
Station, was a guest at the Boy Armstrong,c
4
6
4 14 arraigned earlier this week on a For Two-Car Accident
adequate,but were limited be- of the Ladies Missionary Circle Plans to sponsor a local boy and Scholten, c
4
15
girl at camp next summer were Nykamp, g
6
3
g
cause of the old bleachers in the and a Sunday School teacher.
3
7 forgery count and furnished $500
1
5
ZEELAND (Special)— Bad vis- Scout roundtable Wednesday at Roderick,
1
1
11
Birkhead, g
5
main auditorium. Plans call tor Besides the husband she is sur- made by members of the Veterans Buursma, g
7
4
0 18 bond for his appearance Tuesday ibility was blamed for an accident Lakeview School.
2
3
11
5
• 3
making large areas of the wall vived by her mother, Mrs. Edna of Foreign Wars Auxiliary at a Mulder, g
5 at 10 a.m. He is charged with at 11 p.m. Friday on M-21 west of
Plans were launched for "Con- Eanes, g
1
2
regular meeting Thursday evening Vander Hill, c
glass brick.
0
0
3
0 forging a $74.80 check with in- Zeeland near the 106th Ave. in- servation Good Turn,’’ a national
Wills of Grand Haven; two sisters',
60
14
23 14
Totals
at the club house. The group will
projectof the Boy Scouts of Amer0
2 tent to defraud Willard Schaap tersection.
1
1
Mrs. Calvin Baldus of Grand send the two children to the state Vryhof, g
ica,
which
will
include
kick-off
0
0
0
0 and Julius Sale, doing business as
Nykamp
W..
f
Cars driven by Marvin KlomHaven and Ema Mae Wills of VFW children’scamp, Camp TrotYouth Riding Motorbike
meetings in troops, packs and
0
2
2 S & S Trucking Service.
Disselkoen, g
1
parens, 25, of 123 West 15th St.,
Chicago; four brothers,George of
ter, Newaygo, for one week.
Myrick, c
0 1 2
1
Others paying fines in Munici- Holland, and John Van Dam, Jr., posts to set up conse'rvationpro- Harlem Charch Guild
Injured in M-21 Mishap
San Diego, Calif., Lewis of MusMrs. Douglas Harmsen,* presi0
0
2 pal Court were James G. Vance, 17, of route 3, Holland collided jects, distributionof conservation
1
kegon and Earl and Dennis of dent, conducted the business meet- Dykema, f
Has Panel Discussion
Everett Sees, 17, of 229 West
St. Joseph, speeding, $5; Junior near the Zeeland approach hill posters during wildlife week,
Grand Haven and the grandpar- ing in which reports were given by
Eighth St., Grandville, received
Totals
22 23 21 67 Resseguie, 28. route 1, speeding west of the city limits at the March 21-27, publicizingan "outFriendship Guild of Harlem Rea fractured left thigh, fractured ents, Mr. and Mrs. William E. members who attended an eighth
door code for Americans" (pocket
$15; David ’Angus, 47 East 13th height of Friday’s storm.
Fremont (38)
Lewis of Flint.
formed Church held its monthly
left leg and multiple abrasions
district rally last Saturday at Johnson, f
card), conducting a series of work
5
8 St., parking, $2. Parking costs of
2
.4
Zeeland police said driving conmeeting Thursday evening at the
Otsego. Included were Mrs. Martin Schuiteman, f
and bruises Thursday at 8:30
2 $1 each were paid by Curtis Hays,
0
2
1
ditions at the time were bail. projects, exhibits and demonstra church. After Singing of a hymn,
p.m. when the motorbike he was Lyle Wright, Watchmaker, Kole, Mrs. Stanley Daining, Mrs. Wolters, c
2
2
3
6 of 55 West Uth St.; Tony Ross, Klomparens’ auto, traveling west tions and "ConservationCamMrs. Francis Dykstra opened with
riding was struck by a car on
Ben Cuperus, Mrs. Mary Headley, Miller,g
4
3 of 226 West 11th St. Julius Sale, on M-21, and the aVn Dam auto; poree" to be held May 7 and 8.
1
1
prayer and Mrs. Carl Bakker read
M-2L a half mile west of Jenison Dies of Pneumonia Here
Sixty-five
Cub
Scout
and
Ex
Mrs. E. Stanford,Mrs. Marvin Holcomb, g
0
5
-2
of
93
West
28th
St.
1
going east on M-21, were both
scripture.
Lyle
Wright,
40,
of
131
West
32nd
on the divided highway.
0
Caauwe and Mrs. Harmsen. The Hendrie, f *.
0
0
1
damaged to an estimated $175. plorer leaders attended the dinner Mrs. Donald Berkompas read
Driver of the car was J. E.l St died Friday night of pneu- next district rally will be held in Kolk. g
served by committeesand parents
4
0
0
0
Police are continuing their investiabout Arabia and also gave the
Rev. Baker Addresses
Green, 66, of 20 South Church St., monia at Holland Hospital where Eaton Rapids on May 8.
of troop 42, pack 3042. Lee Natres
0
6
2
2
Ford, f
gation.
closing prayer. A panel discussion
he
had
been
taken
last
Saturday.
Grandville.Both the car and
exhibited a large display of craft
4 Harderwyk Charch Clab
2
0
1
Mrs. Harmsen requested all Sharlow. g
was held on "Building Christian
He was born May 31, 1913 in chairmen to meet at the VFW club Willis, f
motorbike were traveling east at
4
4
1
materials.
0
the time and the cai* caught the Conklin. The family has lived in house <hi Thursday, March 18, at Dykman, c
Cub leaders discussed "Black Character in the Home.”
0
0
0
1
The HarderwykMr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Dykstra presided at the
bike. Green told Deputy Bud Holland for 16 years. Wright has 8 p.m., when annual reports will Cook, g
Gold," a story of oil which will
0
0
1 Club met Thursday evening in the
1
Gryzen who investigated,that he been employed at Post Jewelry be prepared. The next regular Dok, f
be the theme for April activities business meeting and Mrs. Gar0 church basement and heard their
0
0
0
Midday League
didn’t see anything and then felt Store for J6 years as a watch- meeting, on March 25, will feature
under leadership of Ivan De Neff ence Johnson and Mrs. Bernard
pastor, the Rev. Henry Baker,
the impact. He stopped at the maker. He was a member of the election of officers.
and Boy Scout and Explorer Assink were hostesses.
Crampton No.
35
14 27 36 give a talk on "Russelism."
Totals
ecene and at first thought it was Masonic lodge at Us\>on, Mich.
leaders discussed conservationproThe business meeting was in Crampton No.
31
After the meeting, refreshments
a motorcycle.
Surviving are the wife, Mar' were served by the social commitjects under leadership of Friley
Anarctica has the highest mean charge of the presidents,Mr. and Holland Hitch No.
26
Marriage Licenses
The injured youth was taken to guerite, four children,Patricia, tee.
Holland Hitch No.
2i 35 and Otto Dressel.
elevationof the world’s seven Mrs. Carl Reimink.
St. Mary’s Hospital where his Wayne, Lyle Darell and Guy Leon;
Ottawa County
Hugh Rowell, general chairman,
continents. Its mean elevation is
Following a social hour refreshHigh games— J. Lipchik, 216; H.
condition is reported as "serious.’’ his parent*. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Jerry P. Lookerse. 28, Zeeland,
It took about 221 million pairs 6,000 feet. Europe, with an aver ments were served by Mr. and Kruilhoff, 199, 191; H. Cramer, 194. announced final plans for the disGryzen is continuing his investiga- Wright of Conklin and one brother, of shoes to outfit American worn- 1 age allitude of 980 feet, is the Mrs. Robert Boes and Mr. and High series — J. Lipchik,553; H. trict Scout circus to be held April and Marian Vander Wall, 20, route
tkm.
2, Hamilton.
f
2 and 3 in the armory.
Harvey Wright of Fruitport
en in
lowest.
Kruilhoff,518; H. Cramer, 503.
Mrs. Gene Gort.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Kiddie Kamival Planned

WANT-ADS
LOANS

Douglas
^n

Ganges

decorations for the annual event, ^ru^4e
S' swhich will open at 10 a.m. and down the MissUaippi to the Marti

p.m.
^ Grl^sbooths
Pi®!
at-

continue until 4
G™5 ^
A variety of kid carnival
will be set up, and a feature
.g1^
tracUon will be “Meet Jean Hill,
StorylandLady.” Mrs. Hill will
be at the carnival from 2 to 4
nnH will
will make records with
«*.«»«
Slpimer,
and
_____

»

W<Sl

molrap.m.
the

^

kke

J

„

CMa

M^'
the

^k°‘

shore

home

Edward Wark celebratedhis

individualchildren.
There will be a allhouettebooth,
fi)lh Mr. and Mrs. Harold Van Syckle
rides on kiddy cars,
’ win have Kerned to Douglas
after
ponds, elephant peanut toss,
^.oupglas
bags, clown toss, cotton candy ,and
Mf
tater at PaM Chris*

bean
^
th

to ^

decoratedSorklds^
«..wvrc4 ui iiujiur oi mrs.
by Junior Charles Welch Tuesday evening.
League members. There'll be a
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kretschmar
booth where chocolate eggs will
tho phiiHron'.
on
a three-weekvacabe decoratedwith the
childrens***
tiQnaway
^
South
names.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Quade have
A real clown will be on hand returnrt^m
throughoutthe day ...... —
tr°m a month s vacation
the
da7 •“
£
keM an<1 Mr- ,md Mrs- Robert
?hiiHrp
and Wick8 have al*° ^turned from
watch over children who come their Florida vacations,
S.n?.y.EaSt0,': hata^and^

made

^

“

i,™ T
nr^pnf
u

to the carnival without parents.
The carnival for children is an
annual affair sponsored by Junior
Welfare League for the children’s
entertainment.Several business-

Vriesland

r*

unii

a"„donatln« Mr. and Mre. Henry Spaman,
equipmentfor the event. However, Mrc
un#1
nmnii fAnc
Mrs. Herbert Schout end child*
small fees will be charged for the
various features to meet expenses. ren were Thursday guests in
Bill Forberg

and

Mrs. Martin.

i

The regular Pomona Grange
the running and favored to take player provides most of the music
the class C crown. They were along with the “Star Spangled meeting will be held at the
Ganges Grange Hall tonight
champions of the Capitol City Banner."
league.
evening, March 18, at 8:30 pm.
As Naw Ministers Received Commissions for Work in Conodo
One of the complaintsabout Former members from all the
Three young men from the pastor of Third Church; Rev. The, Rev. John Hains of Trin- All of the coaches in attendance the Grand Rapids Stadium as a County Granges will be present
Netherlandswho have been at- Heldring, Rev. Molenaar,the Rev. ity Reformed Church gave the Wednesday night, and there were basketballcourt is its poor playing
The Parent Teachers club of
tending Western Theological Sem- Jelte Van Kuiken of Hamilton, sermon on the subject, ‘‘We many, were tremendously impress- floor. The floor fs portable and Reid school will hold a regular
inary for the last six months were Ontario, the Rev. Cor Bons and Preach Christ.” The Rev. Harri ed with the performar(T?esof the placed a few Inches over the regu meeting Friday evening at the
ordained at services Tuesday the Rev. Jacob Blaauw.
Zegerius, director of denomina- two Grand Ledge guards. John lar ice rink. Players report many school house. Mrs. Clifton Batey
Rev. Heldring will assume a tional worjf in Canada, gave the Betty, a phenomenal shooter and dead spots with the ball hardly will have charge of the program.
night in Third Reformed Church,
preparatoryto taking over char- charge at Dunningville, Ontario. charge to the newly-ordained driver from his guard spot, plays bouncing when dribbled. It has The refreshmentscommittee are
ges among the Dutch immigrants Rev. Molenaar at London and ministers. Rev*. Blaauw is chair- with a lame left arm. In spite of glass backboards, but the baskets Mrs. E. H. Gilliam and Mrs. Clyde
in Ontario, Canada.
Rev. Bons at Brockville. Revs. man of the Canadian committee the handicap, the boy is terrific— are so loosely attachedthat they Sisson.
Ordained were J. A. Heldring, Heldring and Molenaar were mema great tributeto his courage and move every time the ball hits the
Forty-three were present at the
a graduate of the University of bers of Third Church during their for the Board of Domestic Mis- determination.
rim.
Appreciation Dinner sponsored by
sions. Rev. Walvoord presided.
Groningen; Gerrit Molenaar, grad- stay in Holland.
the W.S.C.S. of the Ganges Methuate of Free University of AmsterRev. Van Kuiken, who went diMusic was provided by the senv ran fell from a ladder and broke
odist Church. This dinner was
dam, and Cor Bons, graduateof rectly to Hamilton after airiving inary mixed chorus under the di- her leg. She was taken to Holland
given for the members of the
the University of Utrecht. All had in America last spring, came here
adult choir and their husbands or
rection of Roger Rietberg. A re- Hospital where the leg was set.
for the ordination and gave the
studied theology.
wives. It was an expression of
The Mission Circle of the ReIn above picture, left to right, closing prayer in the Dutch lan- ception followed in Fellowship A daughter was bom to Mr. and
gratitude for the wonderfulconMrs.
Ralph
Troutman
at
Douglas
Hall.
formed
church
met
/
last
week
are the Rev. Christian Walvoord, guage.
Hospital Monday night. She has Wednesday evening. The presi tributionof the choir aftd its leader, Robert Gooding to the worship
been named Cindy Lynn.
dent, Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis, service of the church. Mrs. Alva
their leader, Mrs. A. Teall on home of Mrs. Allen Santora. SymMrs. Irene Brady has returned presided at the business meeting. Hoover and Mrs. Monroe Eaton
March 1 and March 8. They work- bols for Indian names were disDevotions were in charge of Mrs.
ed on their towels. Sandra Broker cussed. Games were played and from a visit with her family in Evwere in charge of the arrangeWallace Klein. A solo "An Eventreated with paddle pops on the refreshmentsserved by Sandra anston and Chicago, 111.
ments. Mrs. Orrin Ensfield, Jr,
Mrs. Eva Simpson has sold her ing Prayer” was sung by Mae acted as toastmlstress,represent1st and Joanne Belt and Candy Santora. March 8, the girls met
Kolkema. Sh» was accompanied ing the W.S.CJS. She read a
Schaeffer treated on the 8th.
with their leaders, Mrs. William home on Spear St., and is leaving
by Mrs. Willis Brink. The pro- clever poem compoced for the ocThursday
for
Winter
Park,
Florida
. The Perky Blue Birds of Lake- Brower and Mrs. Vernon Santora
gram was about Migrants and casion by herself. Six members of
view School met on March 8 with at the home of Mrs. D. Sillivan. where she will make her home.
Mrs. Beatrice Finch entertained the topic was "A Day to Rem- the W. S. G S. assistedin serving.
their leader, Mr. Lound. Mrs. Work was done on the scrap book
ember.” The leaders were Mrs.
Jonker and three Camp Fire Girls for the hospital. Sharon Sillivan her bridge club Tuesday evening at
Mrs. Percy Allen fell Saturday
her home. Mrs. Henry Hopper was Gus Holloman and Mrs. Ray- while at her work, injuring her
taught the girls some Came Fire served lunch.
On Feb. 15 and 22 the Helpful
mond Slotman.They were assistThe “Winata” Camp Fire group co-hostess.Mrs. Marlon Bale en- ed by Mrs. John Klynstra, Mrs. knee. She is confined to HoUand
Blue Birds of Longfellow School songs. Linda Keene treated.
Hospital.
The
“Ne-top-pew”
Camp
Fire met in the basementof Van Raalte tertainedthe club March 9.
met at the home of Kathy Eggers.
Merle Top, Mrs. Melvin DanncnMr. and Mrs. William Mitchellof
Mrs. Bessie Ensfield and Mrs.
Mrs. Eggers started the girls on Girls held a Council Fire March 8 School with their leader, Mrs.
berg and Mrs. Frank Voorhorst. Gertrude Walker have arrived
at the home of their leader. In the Welling. The girls made scrap- Hotel Butler have returned from
knitting and they also made decorFire Lighting ceremony around books for the hospital. Linda Lucas Louisiana and Florida where they The meeting was closed by re- home from Biloxi, Miss., where
ated plates for Washington’s birthpeating the Lord's Prayer.
they spent the winter months.
spent the winter.
the fireplace were Sharon Oudemo- brought the treat.
day. Kathy treated with root beer
The Mission Guild of the Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Simons
len, Judy Jordon and Sandy KolenAfter
a
months
visit with the
floats. On Feb. 16 they visited
“Lu-ta-we-to-ma-chick”
Christian Reformed church met and son Allen of Oak Park, HI.,
brander. After singing, saying the
Heniz with two other Blue Bird
Camp Fire group visitedthe Swift Rev. and Mrs. Masselink and fam- last week Thursday evening
spent the week-end here at their
Camp
Fire law and answeringroll
ily at Burlington, Iowa, Charles
groups. Mrs. Kalkman and Mrs.
Ice Cream Company and worked
call to their Indian names, each
Parrish has returned to Saugatuck. Opening devotions and Bible les- home on U. S.-3L
Speet drove the girls. On March 1
on their memory books.
Waldo E. Phelps, sons, Eric nr ’
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wilson are son were in charge of the Rev.
they met at Janice Kalkman's girl was awarded the honor beads
On March 3, the “Tekawitha” vacationing in Florida.
John Medendorp. The vice presi Michael left Saturday for Roc’she had earned so far. Mothers athome. They made bracelets from
Camp Fire group of St. Francis
tending were Mrs. Nelson Bosman
Mrs. Donald Switzer and sister, denUMrs. Richard Wolters, pre- ter, Minn, to be with Mrs. Pin*
colored straws and elasticthread.
de Sales School met with their
and
Mrs. John Sawle. Fruit punch
Miss Mary K. Betties, visited their sided at the business meeting. A She will undergo surgery t’;
Janice treated. On March 8 they
leaders Mrs. Fabiano and Mrs.
duet was sung by Mrs. Melvin week.
met at the home of Carole Speet. and cookies were served by Mrs. Miller, and visited the Nether- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bet- Nyhof and Mrs. Arthur Dykhuis.
Mr*. Mary Bartholomew accomCharles Conrad and Mrs. Frank
ties, In LaPorte, Ind., one day last
They made finger puppets with a
land's Museum and Hobby Show.
They were accompanied by Mrs. panied Mrs. Stauffer and her broWorking.
'
week.
St. Patrick’s theme. Chocolate
On March 10, they met with their
On Tuesday, March 2, the 'T-yoMr. and Mrs. L. R. Brady re- Albert Zoet. The meeting was ther, Harold Lamb to Chicago
milk and graham crackers were
leader and held a short business
pta” Camp Fire group met at the
turned Sunday evening from Lake closed by repeating the Lord’s where she was a week-end guest
the treat. Mrs. George A. Speet is
meeting.
Prayer. The social hostesses were in the home of the Slaters. Mrs.
home of their assistant leader,
their leader.
The “Kon-tah-wee”Camp Fire Worth, Fla., where they spent Mrs. Donald Wolters and Mrs. Stauffer and Mr. Lamb continued
Mrs. Don Lappenga.They discussthree weeks.
The Ten Little Blue Birds met
group met in the basement of
on to Harvey, I1L, to visit relaed how to decorate their lunch
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Phelps re- Eugene Wolters.
at the home of Mrs. Van Alsburg,
Beechwood School with their lendPrayer day services for Crops tives.
boxes. Mrs. Lappenga was in
turned from Florida Saturday and
their leader. The girls planned a
ers, Mrs. Dale Shearer and Mrs.
Arthur Colby and son of Chiwere held in the Christian Resong for their puppets to sing. charge of the games apd she also Winfield Ball. The girls are plan- are back in their store this week.
formed church last week Wednes- cago spent Saturday at their farm
served a treat. On March 8, the
Miss
Cornelia
Koning
entertained
They also worked on their scrap
ning to make felt symbols for
group fhet at the assistantleader's
Miss Ruth Turner, Miss Jean day evening and on Thursday home here.
books.
Mrs. Arnold Green accompanied
evening in the Reformed church.
home and played games and their boleros.
Camp Goldsmith and Mrs. Percy Webb at
The Fairy Blue Birds of St. Donna Lappenga served the treat. The “Faloki-Cantewaste”
a
party in her home one evening
Allen
Voorhorst
returned
to by several members of her Sunday
Fire group has been taking paintFrancis met with their leader,
The West “Wacahanapew” Camp
last week.
camp again Sunday after spend- School Class, went to the movie
Mrs. O’Meara, and their assistant Fire Girls met at the home of Sara ing lessons from Mary Wood and
The annual business meeting ing a short furlough home. Der- in Holland Saturday.
leader, Mrs. Gibson, and made Dixon. They cut patterns and lea- Nancy Mouw. They recently met
Emory BodfUh of Sasco has
and family night will be held at the win Timmer and Richard De Boer
shamrocks for St. Patrick's Day. ther for moccasins.All the girls at the home of Dorothy Morrison,
Methodist church Monday evening, are also enjoying furloughsat been spending a few weeks at the
Diane Francomb is scribe.
home of his daughter, Mrs. Clardonated money for the National and at the home of their leader, March 22. A potluck supper will be their parents homes.
The Dancing Daisy Blue Bird Building fund in New York. The Mrs. Johnston, they elected offience Decker.
served at 6:30. Dr. McKean, SupMr. and Mrs. Howard Molegroup met at the home of Mary next meeting will be held at the cers: President, Marcia Bosch;
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Turner,
erintendent of the Grand Rapids wyk became the parents of a son
Lou Brewer. They worked on their home of Linda Vandenberg.Mrs. vice president,Vivian Riemersma;
accompanied by their daughter
district of the MethodistChurch, March 9
treasurer, Linda Salisbury,and
Blue Bird pins. Mary Lou treated Vandenberg will be in charge.
will be present and preside at the
The Girls League of the Re- and family of Muskegon, spent
and the meeting was adjourned. On March 8, the East ''Waca- scribe, Gloria Schurman. They disSunday with the former's mother,
business
session
when
reports
will formed church met last week
Lynda McBride is their leader and hanapew” group met at the home cussed a potluck supper for their
Mrs. Mary Kate Paine at the
be given of the year’s work.
Wednesday
evening
with
Dorothy
Barbara McBride and Bonnie Van of Mrs. Andrew Dalman. The girls mothers and fathers.Mardi JohnRhodes home.
Miss Margaret Toogood visited Lampen as program chairman
Dyke are the scribes.
A birthday dinner honoring sevmade place mats and nut cups for ston treated the girls with cup her parents In CooeprsvUleover
The Sunshine band of the eral
cakes. At the last meeting at the
On March 1, The Pleasant Blue their St. Patrick’s Day party.
birthdays in the Ensfield
the week-end.
ChristianReformed church met
Birds and their leaders, Mrs. Leenfamilies was held Sunday at tha
In the past two months, the home of their leader they discuss- Mrs. Carl Bird has .returned on Monday evening.
houts and Mrs. Groenewoud visit- “Aowakiya” Camp Fire group of ed the pot luck supper which is to
from a visit with relativesin InWilliam Dykhuis was the guest Orrin Ensfield home. Guests Ined the Maerose Glass Company. Longfellow School held many meet- be held in March. They decorated diana.
cluded were Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
leader in the Christian Endeavor
The girls were shown how mirrors ings with various features: They their chart with their symbolEnsfield of PainweU; Miss Maty
Mrs. Percy Webb visited her sis- meeting in the Reformed church
are made and the designs put in had their first council fire, went grams. Jean Holmen treated.
ter, Mrs. Melvin Smeck, In Chi- last week Tuesday evening. He Ensfield and Miss Christine Findthem. They were treated with ice skating, made velentines for
lay of Kalamazoo.
cago last week.
discussed the topic "Manners Atpaddle pops and each girl was the hospital,received instruction
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Johnson
At the meeting of the Saugatuck tend Church Too.”
given a small blue mirror. On in baby care, had a roller skating
are the parents of a son bom at
PTA Monday evening the follow- The Male quartet consistingof
March 8 they met at the home of party, learned artificialrespiration
the Douglas Hospital Tuesday,
ing officers were elected: Presi- Dale Voorhorst, Wallace Folkert,
Mrs. Leenhouts and played games. and life saving and had a tobogThe Bruner-FrehsePost Ameri- dent, Mrs. Lucille Gardner; vice Alfred Lampen and Lester Klein- March 9. He has been named, JefPlans were made for a rhythm anning party, as reported by can Legion and Auxiliary Unit will
fery Lynn.
president,Harley Henderson; sec- heksel took part in the slngspira
band. They looked at samples of scribe, DoloryceVink.
Miss La Verne Stevens of
celebrate the 35th birthday of the retary,Mrs. June Gorz; treasurer, tion in the Calvary Reformed
instruments.
The “Ket-chawapakiya’’Camp Legion with a joint meeting Mon- Jack Hedglin; historian, Mrs. church of Holland Sunday even Fennville was guest soloist at the
Ganges Methodist Church Sunday,
The Friendly Blue Birds of St. Fire Girls of Pine Creek met at day, March 22, beginning with a George Hungerford. Installation of ing.
Francis School met Tuesday, the home of their leader, Mrs. dinner at 6 :30 p.m.
officers will be held at the April
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Brink singing "I Believe" and *The
March 9. After playing games Walter Kimball. The girls discussMr. and Mrs. Glenn Peck of Car- 19 meeting.
motored to Kentucky*last week- Lord’s Prayer."
Wednesday evening visitors in
they made St. Patrick’s Day fav- ed the Camp Fire Birthdayparty son City spent the week-end with
end to visit their son, Pvt. Jarvis
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William
ors. Margo Culver furnished the and decided on a skating party on their son, James Peck, and family
Brink who is stationed at Fort
treat.
Broadway were Mr. and Mrs.
Friday night.
at the Peck home on Gilman Road.
DPlTflfl Iff
Knox.
Andy Busscher and sons Gary and
The Happy Blue Birds of Van
March 1, the “Lu-ta" Camp Fire While cleaning the walls in her
Randy of Hamilton.
Raalte School met at the home of Girls met with their leader at the home Monday Mrs. Andrew CochMr. and Mrs. Leslie Bekins' atMr. and Mrs. Fred Thorsen
tended the 25th wedding anniverraaf-aa,
were in Kalamazoo Friday where
sary celebrationof Mr. and Mrs.
they spent the day at the home of
Hubert Heyboer in Vriesland Montheir son, Frederick, Thorsen and

George Dalman are general chair- Several of the local childrenare
men of the carnival. Mrs. Julius confinedto their homes with the
Karsten is in charge of booths,
mumps.
Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr., decoraMrs. A1 Bos of Zeeland was a
tions; Mrs. Carl Van Raalte, publicity; Mrs. Bill Venhuizen, prizes, Thursday caller at the Henry
Mrs. Frank Lievense and Mrs. Boss home.
Bob Wolbrink,sound and insurMrs. Nick Brower and Lila
ance.
Brower of Drenthe were SaturMrs. Joe Borgman is in charge day guests of Mrs. Louis Beyer.
of the Easter hats; Mrs. Robert
The Ladies’ Missionary and Aid
Vanderham and Larry Green, Society held its annual meeting
decorated eggs, and Miss Lou on Thursday, March 11 at 2:00
Jonkman, baskets. League mem- pjn. in the chUrch basement. The
bers have been working on .the meeting was in charge of Mrs.
various Easter noveltiesat the J.G.J. Van Zoeren. Mrs. A1
regular Tuesday night meetings. Kamps sang a solo with Mrs.
Will Vander Kolk as accompanist,
Mrs. J. T. De Witt gave a reading.
Mrs. Kamphouse of the Holland
City Mission, told about the work
that Mr. Kamphouse and she had
Miss Joan Pritchard whose mar- done in, Arkansas in the past and
riage to Donald L. Prosch Jan- about the work they are doing in
sen will be an event of March 20, Holland at present, a Dutch psalm
was guest of honor at a personal verse was sung. The offeringtaken
and miscellaneous shower Satur- amounted to more than 30 dollars.
day evening. Hostesses for the af- Refreshmentswere served by the
fair held at the Hospitality House Mesdames G. Schermer, C. Wabwere Mrs. Charles Luplow and her eke, and A1 Kamps. Guests who
two daughters, Mrs. Robert Mel- attendedcame from Holland and
lon and Miss Dawn Dineen. Of the Zeeland.
22 guests present some were from
The Sewing Guild met today at
Grand Rapids, Holland, Allegan 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. John Hoeve
and Fennville.The gifts were serving as hostess.
found at the end of ribbons that
Mr. and Mrs. Syrene Boss of
fell from a small green parasol Galewood were guests of Mr. and
hung in an arbor that held a Mrs. Henry Boss, Mrs. Jennie De
large white bell. The refreshment Witt last Thursday evening.
table was centered with a bridal
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Spaman,
dullk green tapers with individual Mrs. Herbert Schout and childnuts cups and parasols.
ren were guests in Martin last
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Johnson Thursday.
went to Escanaba Tuesday to arMr. and Mrs. George Van
range for the Michigan Sheriffs Zoeren of Zeeland were Thursday
Association convention to be held supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
in that city in July. Johnson is J.G.J. Van Zoeren.
secretary-treasurer of the assoA fine attendancewas present
ciation.
at the Prayer Day Service on last
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Barrington week Wednesday evening, a pray-,
returned home Saturday from Flo- er meeting for industry and crops
rida where they went early last in 1954, in the local church with
fall. Barringtonresumed his for- the Rev. T. Byland in charge.
mer work at Blood Bros, of AlleMen’s Brotherhoodmet on
gan Monday.
Thursday evening, March 11. DarMr. and Mrs. S. M. Newman, rell Franken of Western Seminary
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Haney and Holland, told about his past work
Kela, and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne in East Harlem, N.Y.
Wright and Grant, all of Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jousma, Hfrr.
Rapids spent Saturday with Mrs. and Mrs. Paul Drooger and famiAnna Morse and son, Cleon. The ly of Holland were Saturday
birthdays of Cleon and Mrs. guests of Mrs. K. Jousma, Mr. and
Wright were celebrated. Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma.
Mrs. Newman were overnight Terry Alan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
guests.
Alvin Hop received the sacrament
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Simpson and of infant baptism administered by
David went to Battle Creek Sun- the Rev. Theodore Byland at the
day to get Michael. Michael had Sunday morning service in the
accompaniedhome his grandmoth- local church.
er, Mrs. Phila Rawson who spent
Mothers Club met on Monday
two weeks here while Mrs. Simp- at 8 p.m. in the Vriesland school.
son underwent surgery.
Junior CE met on Sunday at 2
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Hart- p.m. They considered“What It
esveldt,Sr., have gone to Florida Means to Follow Jesus Christ.’’
for a vacation trip. Among the
The Girl’s League met at the
many places they will visit will home pf Helen Hungerinkat 8
be their son, James and his wife, pm. on Monday evening.
who are now in their newly built
"Hour Of Power" was held on
home at Boyntop Beach.
Tuesday evening at 8 p.m. *
Archie Bushee is a medical paThe ' Rev. Theodore Byland
tient at Douglas Hospital for a preached on the following subnerve vertabrae
___ on
___ _Sunday
_____ _ March
_____ r. 14,
,T"Pre4
jects
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Haggar pare With Diligence, ” and 'The
are parents of a boy bom March Mutilated Bible."An instrumental
31 at Douglas Hospital.They have trip of Forest Grove furnished the
named him Roger 'Wesley. Mrs. specialmusic at the evening serHaggar was formerly Doris Haan. vice.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Barnes be- Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
came parents of a girl bom March Bos, a son, Gary Lee on Friday,
11 at Douglas
March 12.
Johh Arnold is the name given
Young people’s catechism and
the boy bom March 13 at Douglas Senior CE met on Wednesday at
hospital te Mr. and Mrs. Donald 7 pm. and 7:45 p.m.
Atkins. The Atkins have a girl,
Gerry Schermer submitted to
Joyce, who is staying with her surgery at the Zeeland Hospital
grandparents,
and Mrs. on Thursday morning.
Lawrence Bale.
Mrs. R. Allaban of Grand RapThe Misses Norma Crane and ids was a Sunday guest at the
Jane Van Hartesveldt, students at Henry Boss home.
Kalamazoo, spent the week-end
Golden Chain CE meeting will
with their parents Mr. and Mrs. be held in the Harlem Reformed
U. S. Crane and Mr. and Mrs. church tonight at 8 pm. Darrell
William Van Hartesveldt,
.
~
Franken of Western Seminary
in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Johnson Holland will speak about East
are parents of their
second son Harlem, N.Y.C. Instrumental
----- ----------bom March 9 at Douglas hospital, music will be furnished by KenIfe has been named Jeffry Lynn, neth Evink and John Zwghuizen
*•- of the U. S.
a colored film will be shown on
Rodney ai.i*.
Galbreath
Navy spent the week-end with March 23 at 8 o’clock Shelter In
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lee the Cumberland*" portrayingthe
Galbreath. Rodney had just been work of faith told about in the
released from the Great Lakes book "It Happened In The Hills
Naval Training Station hospital Of Kentucky."
where he had been a medical paThe brooder house of Henry
tient five weeks. He expect* to Boss was destroyed by fire on
start his hospitalapprentice train- Sunday afternoon.
ing which had been delayed by
his illness.
First meeting of a free outdoor
Mrs. Harry Becker of Battle sketch group will be held SaturCreek visited the home of her day at 2 pm. at 3561 West 17th
mother, Mrs. George Mechem here St. Students and adults wishing
Wednesday. She reports Mrs. to join the art experimentgroup
Mechem
•etum to her are to provide their own paint
hone here until May.
land brushes.
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Bernice Steenwyk of

will

family and visited their little
grandsonStephen Thorsen at Borgess Hospital where he recently
underwent a hernia operation.
Mrs. Bessie Ensfield will be
hostess to the Ganges Bridge club
at her home Monday, March 22.
The meeting begins with a 1 pjn.

Zeeland

ed Church evening service last
Sunday. She was accompanied by
her mother at the organ and her
sister at the piano. She sang "The
Holy City” and “In the Beautiful
Garden of Prayer.’’
The Men’s Brotherhood met
Monday night in the chapel. Slides
were shown on Africa.
All the women of the Reformed
Church are invited to attend a
special meeting in the Christian
Reformed Church this evening at
7:45. Mrs. Anna Hoek from Grand
Rapids will give a book review.
The Golden Chain C.E. Union
will meet tonight at 8 p.m. in
Harlem Reformed Church. Daryl
Franken, seminary studlent will
show slides and speak. Cars will
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Engagement Told

sang special mulic in the Reform-

Mr.

Jr.

LOANS

LOANS
Holland fans certainly supportOne of the first to congratulate
$25 to |5Q9
ed Holland Christian Wednesday Coach Art Tula following the vicHolland Lon Association
night against Grand Ledge. Athle- tory was Coach Bob Quiring of
10 West 8th Stmt, Holland
tic Director Raymond Holwerta the Kalamazoo Central squad.
Ad?.
said that 1,368 fans bought tickets Christian and Kalamazoo shared
through the school Tuesday and the same locker room. School
Wednesday. This did not include colors of both schools are Maroon
the great number of fans who and White.
went to Grand Rapids on Tuesday
and bought huge blocks of tickets.
Wendy Emery of the Grand RaThe Baptist IMoaijr
One complete side of the huge pids Recreationdepartment,did will meet this afternoon at
stadium,plus part of the other hit usual fine job of managing the the home of Mrs. Gragdon Chap*
side was loaded with Christian quarter finals tourney at the sta- man. Mrs. Arnold Green will have
fans, and when they yelled, it dium. Everything was in readiness, charge of the program and will
sounded like a massive riar.
Including plenty of room for give a review of the book, "Congo
scorers.He was ably assisted by Camoea", by Kathryn Mabie who
Grand Ledge, a town of about Charley Davidson of Ottawa Hills. for many years was a missionary
4,500, was also out in great numin Africa. Mrs. Alex Boyle will be
bers. They carried huge banners,
Although Christian was a regu- assistantleader.
"Go Comets" and "Win Comets" lar performer at East Lansing
The J.U.G. dub met Friday afwhich were waving high in the semi-finalsand finals as a class C
ternoon at the home of Mrs. Ha*
huge stadium. They were a rabid school, this is the first time they
ris Lynch. A cooperative dinner
outfit and were sitting in the stand will be there since they became
was served.
long before game time, giving out a B school, some seven or eight
The regular meetings of the
with one cheer after another.
years aga Previously the Dutch
Granges
Communityand Juvenile
had not advanced beyond the
Granges were held Friday evening
Grand Ledge had won 19 games quarter-finalsas a B school
at the Grange Hall State Depuwhile dropping two games before
losing to Christian.Their only deThe state does not permit any ties, Mr. and Mrs, Grover Grigsby
feats were handed them by St. school bands to perform at any were present to explain the issue
Johns, Christian’* semi-final foe, of the quarter-final,semi or final of Blue Cross insurance for Grange
and Lansing St. Mary’s still in games. Consequently the record membera.

HoUand Armory will be colorful . CapttaPd y?'
with Easter bunnies and spring "tur??1

Mrs.

ItM

to the Ministry

of the Junior Welfare League.

baskets, all

II,

27

At Armory on March
All children of Holland and tub*
urban areas are invited to a gala
Kiddie Kamival, to be staged on
Saturday, March 27, by members

Three Dutch Theologians Ordained

NEWS, THURSDAY, MARCH

”

HOLLAND HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL J. J. RIEMERSMA.
noted, con/eri with facoHr aemben who hooded fob
nrrer steff. left to right Autto Bochaoan. Bobert
Slocac and George Lumtden. The throe, aided hr other faculty memben. mureyed dlNrftHia ei workersia

mm

and Industry oad other pertinent Information
to aid In guidance and setting up training facilities at

the high school Staff members ere arailableas
speakersto explain the fob surrey report.

dessert luncheon.

3,

Mrs. Arthur Kays entertained
at a birthday party Saturday evening in honor of the fifth birthday of her son, Gary.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Buckberry have returned from Florida

where they spent a few weeka
vacationing.

The farm, formerly known as
the Dressel farm, has been sold
by Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Brunson
to Chicago parties who have taken
possession.
Robert Ensfield had his tonsils
Miss Belvo Nyenhuil
and adenoids removed Friday rt
The engagement of Miss Belva the Douglas hospital and is \
Nyenhuls to Kenneth Rigterink is covering nicely.
announced by her mother, Mrs.
Henry Nyenhuis of 242 West Alvin J. Bos, sonarman third
17th St Rigterink, home on leave class, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
from the Air Force, is the son of Henry Bos of 129 West 29th St.,
Si
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Rigterink,route is participatingin

leave the church at 7:30.
The Rev. Jay Weener’stext’s for
next Sunday’ssermons are “Prepare to Meet Thy God”, for the
morning service. For the evening
service he has chosen “A.W.O.L.”
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Veens tra
and children from Groningenwere
Sunday evening visitorswith Mr. 1, Hamilton. He has been sta- maneuvers in Caribbean
and Mrs. Harris Veldman and tioned at Turner Field in Georgia aboard the high
Marcia and attended the evening and will go to Alaska followinghis
worship service.
leave.
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Hope College Students
Give Muskale at Club

•

Plans Arranged
For Aflegan

Showing exceptional talent, a
group of Hope College student*
presented a musicale for members
of the Woman’s Literary Dub
Tuesday afternoon.

4-H

In announcing the

Winter Project Work
Will -Be

Mrs.

on Duplay

At Griswold Building

ALLEGAN

For Mmisters to

president,noted the many musical
treats in store ‘for people of Holland. She pointed out the recent
in
awards to Holland High ‘School
and Christian High School bands
and orchestras in competition. Three young
from the
Watching young people progress Metherlands were ordained
in their musical training from the Tuesday evening in Third Reformelementaryschools through to ed Church by the Classis of Holfinished performers at college land for work in the rapidly growlevel is
most satisfying ex- ing churches in Canada. These
perience, she said.
men have been residents of the
Opening the program, Miss Lois City of Holland for the past six
Maier played a clarinetsolo with months while they took special
ease and fine tone qualities. She preparation for their work at Westwas accompanied by Miss Rose- ern Theological Seminary.
mary Morrison.
All three of the men are graduJames Neevel, baritone,pleased ates in the field of theology from
the audiencewith his easy style one of the universities in the
as he sang three numbers varying Netherlands. J. A. Heldring gradufrom an aria from ^he Elijah to ated from the University of Gron"Homing." Miss Ann Blootfcood ingen in March, 1953; Gerrit Molwas his accompanist.
enaar from the Free University
In the third section of the pro- of Amsterdam in 1953; and Cor
gram, Mips Betty Schepers gave Bons from the University of Utfinished performance in her recht in 1952. Following these depiano selections,a Chopin Etude grees the men have completed

Canada
men

nual spring 4-H Achievementshow

a

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Committee chairmen are completing plans for special features of
the program.
In charge of the style review are
Nina Bares of Cheshire, chairman,
assistedby Mrs. Maurice Johnson
of Miner Lake, Miss Bonnie Hamlin of Pullman,Mrs. Carol Whittridge of Wayland and Mrs. Irene
Wanders of Allegan.
The program committeeincludes

Maurice Johnson,Gladwin Miner
and William J. MacLean, club
agent. Miner, who is with the
MapleviewDub, will be master of
ceremonies.
The three-day affair will feature
two special programs.Open house
and a program in the auditorium
will be held Tuesday, March 22,
from 7 to 9 p.m. First year members, parents of all club members
and the general public are invited.
More than 1,500 exhibits of cloth-

HERE IS AN ARCHITECT'S sketch of the new
hermetic motor plant for the General Electric

The office building at
US-31 but all access to the
establishment will be from Adams St. Commonwealth
Associates, Inc., of Jackson, are the architects.The

Company which will be built on the southwest corner
of Adams St. (East 16th St.) and new US-31 about a

¥ 4

¥ ¥

¥

a building permit lists an outlay of
The permit has been filed with Holland
Township Clerk Walter Vender Haar. The company

mile east of the city limits.

application for

left will front on

$1,200,000.

expects to start construction this spring.

¥

a

General Electric Co.
Seeks Building Permit

and a Debussy number.
Two movements from

their examinationsalso for licen"Cello sure to preach- in the Netherlands
Sonata" by Handel were well-play- churches.
ed by Robert Ritseraa,violin-cell- An originalgroup of six men and
ist, with Miss Morrison as ac
their wives landed in Canada last
companist.
October with the purpose of beMiss Eleanor Casper, soprano, coming ministers in the Reformed

General Electric Co. Tuesday
an application for a $1,200,000 building permit for constructing a manufacturing plant and
office building in Holland Townfiled

Junior League
Has Guest Night

woodworking,electrical, knitting, conservation, food preparaMembers of Junior Welfare
tion, tractor safety and many othLeague
entertained their husbands
ers will be on display.A style reand
guests
at an informal party
view. awards and entertainment
will be included in the program in Tuesday evening in the Woman’s
ing,

ship.

The

application

was

pleased the audience with her
three songs and showed her versatility in closing with an aria
from Puccini’s "La Boheme.” She
was accompaniedat the piano by
Miss Schepers.

filed

with Walter Vander Haar, town-

ship clerk.
Plans call for the plant to be
a single-story building of fire-resistant construction to be erected
on a 35-acre plot on the souththe auditorium.
west comer of Adams St. (East
Literary club rooms.
, On Wednesday, March 24, local
About 40 couples attended the 16th St.) and the new US-31
i-H leaders and second year and
about a mile east of the city
advanced members will be admit- event, which featured square limits. In all, it will have 100,000
ted by ticket only. The morning dancing under instructionand di- square feet of working space.
program will include free movies rection of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
The new plant will have a conand a tour through Blood Brothers
crete floor slab on the ground,

Ketchum.
Manufacturingplant.
A highlight of the affair was a steel framing and steel roof deck.
More than 150 members of the hilarious skit presented by nine The offices of the building Will
nearly 500 enrolled in the clothing
guests, husbands of league mem- have masonry walls with brick
projectwill participatein the style
bers. Lavishly dressed in feminine facing, and the factory portion
review. Melvin Thompson, internafashions and loaded with jewelry, will have concrete block walls to
tional farm youth exchange delethe nine “lovelies”did a take-off sill height with insulated panels
gate, will tell of his experiences
on a regular Junior League meet- above. The development of the
living with a farm family in Turproperty will include adequate
ing. The original script was writkey. Colored slides will illustrate
ten by Mrs. Lincoln Sennett, pre- parking facilities for employes.
his talk.
The company expects to start
sident of the league.
The “Misery Four." popular Appearing in the performance construction this spring, pending
Otsego quartet, and the Otsego were Jay C. Fetter as president; action on the building permit
High School Choir will provide Ken Zuverink as secretaryand which will be referred to the
special music. Assistant
Les Deridder, Bill Forberg, Clare township board of appeals for
ladders Mary Woodward and
Van Liere, Juke Karsten, Bill consideration in view of the fact
Maurice Hill will present notiui Venhuizenand Don Williams.
that the property at present is
rolls and awards.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Winchester zoned agriculturaland must be rewere prize winners in the opening classified industrial.This involves
“mixer.”
Refreshments, prepared by Mrs.
Jack Leenhouts,were served by
members of the committee-incharge, including Mrs. Leenhouts,
Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr., Mrs. John
Percival,Mrs. Bill Venhuizen and
Mrs. Carl C. Van Raalte.

Bass River

a 10-day notice and a public hearing.

held at the home of Mrs. Tuttle on
April 13. ’
‘
Charles McMillan,who has been
ill the last six weeks, is able to be
up and about again.
• Mrs. Edith Wilson and daughter,
Janice, of Lajnont, spent Sunday
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett and daughter, Marcia.

‘

and Mrs. Floyd Lowing

spent Wednesday afternoon with
their cousin, Mrs. Earl Jones, at
Butterworth Hospital, where she
recently underwentsurgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Van Huizen
of Sparta spent Sunday with relatives here.

Mr. and Mrs. Dave Smead and
daughter. Patty, spent Sunday
evening with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Dennis of Bauer.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing
spent last Tuesday evening with
their son-in-lawand daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. William Behrens and
family of Bauer.
of

Grand Rapids, formerly of Bass
River, called on former neighbors
here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dekker and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Van Slooten and
children. Jerry and Nancy of Holland. spent Sunday afternoon with
Mrs. Dekker’s mother. Mrs. H. J.
Tuttle.

Mrs. Forrest Snyder. Sr., of
Spring Lake, called on relatives
here Tuesday.
Week-end visitors at the Floyd
Lowing home were Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lowing and two children of
Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Lowing. Jr., of Gratton, Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Lowing and daughter,
Loma, of Conklin, and Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hodgson and children.
David and Carla of Fruitport.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Snyder and
two children, Yvonne and Jack,
spent Saturday evening with their
cousins,Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Manglitz and Mary Kay of Grand
Rapids.

Church serving in Canada. Two
are already in active work among
the Dutch immigrants in Canada,
the Rev. J. Van Kueken and the
Rev. J. W. Falkenburg. The three
to 'be ordained will go within a

A woodwind quartet concluded week to their respective charges
the program by playing four in Ontario.The sixth of the group
movements from the

suite "For
the Gentlemen.”by Oliver Shaw.
Blending well in tone qualities
were Louis Stempfly on the flute,
Carol Franz, oboe, Mary Hesselink, bassoon, and Miss Maier

will continue his studies at

clarinet.

The entire group was under the
direction of Dr. Robert Cavanaugh.
Next week’s program will feature Dr. Carl E. Martenson, minister of Park* Congregational

j
Richard Ten Haken and Rojolind Smith

Hope Music Department
To Present Comic Opera

Philathea Gass

Has

Church, Grand Rapids who will
speak on “The Flowers in the
Valley." *

Swedish Smorgasbord
A Swedish smorgasbordwas

ar-

ranged for 75 members and guests

Gerrit Zuidema Feted
An unusual program will be
presented by the Hope College of Philathea Class of First Metho- At Birthday Party
dist Church last Friday evening.
Music Department on Thursday, Mrs. Sally Scott and her comGerrit Zuidema was guest of
March 18, at 8:15 p.m. in the mittee served the meal.
honor at a party Tuesday evening
Memorial Chapel. Students of the
Hors d’oeuvres were served in
voice class of Norma Hark Baugh- Byrnes parlor and dinner was at his home, 143 East 17th St,
man will present the one-act served downstairs from a circular the occasion being his birthday
comic opera "The Telephone" by table decorated with jonquils, anniversary.Refreshmentswere
About 200 fifth and sixth grade the popular Italian - American
served and a gift was presented to
shamrocks and green candles.
the honored guest.
Camp Fire Girls and their leaders composer,Gian-Carlo Menotti.
Devotions were conducted by
Those present were Mr. and
Heard hi the leading roles will Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand, using the
gathered at the Woman’s LiterMrs.
Gerrit Zuidema, Mr. and Mrs.
ary club house Monday afternoon be Rosalind Smith, a soprano theme "Words to Live by.”
from Milwaukee,and Richard Ten * Speaker for the evening was William Van Der Heide, Mr. and
for the annual elementary birthday
Haken, baritone from Clymer, Miss Connie Ferguson, Holland Mrs. Jake Zuidema,Mr. and Mrs.
party.
N.Y. Betty Schepers of Holland High School teacher who spent Harold Bonzelaar, Mr. and Mrs.
John Bronkema, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Each girl brought her own box will be at the piano.
three months studying at a Paris
Zuidema, Mr. and Mrs. Ed WaAlthough
opera
is
not
generally
university. She illustrated her talk
lunch, with boxes artistically and
thought to be a great American with slides of her travels in beke and Miss Sadie Zuidema of
cleverly decorated in the Camp
pasttime,Menotti has produced Europe and also sang a French Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Fire birthday theme, the St. PatZuidema of Overisel and Mr. and
several such works that have song.
rick’s Day theme and "Let’s Be
Mrs. Conrad Van Den Bosch of
started a whole new trend in
Special music included a clarinet
Different Together’’ theme. The
American concert halls. "The solo, "Duexieme Andantino," play- Zeeland.
latter is the Camp Fye birthday
Telephone" along with two other ed by Sandra Dressel accompanied Unable to be present were Mr.
project for this year.
and Mrs. R. G. Hoekstra of Chicompositions of Menotti, “The by Helen Louise Wade.
Prizes for the best boxes were
cago.

Camp Fire Has

Birthday Party

West-

ern Theological Seminary and begin his work this summer.
The Rev. John Hains, minister
of Trinity Church, preachedthe
sermon at the ordination service.
The Rev. C. H. Walvoord. minister
of Third Church and President of
Classis, presided.
Rev.
Harri Zcgerius, director of the
Canadian work,
the
charge to the newly ordained
ministers. Also participating in
the program were the Rev.
Jacob Blauw, chairman of the
Canadian committee of the Domestic Board; Dr. Raymond Van
Heukelom, minister of First
Church ; and the Rev. J. Van Keuken, minister of the Reformed
Church of Hamilton, Ont. A mixed

The

gave

chorus from Western Seminary,
undei the directionof Roger Rietberg, will lead the musical part
of the service.

JtoAfuial

TlotU

Since company officials were in
Holland last December to complete details on site selection,
‘Admitted to Holland Hospital
most of the building design work
Thursday were David Griep. 172
has been completed by CommonEast 37th St.; Mrs. Eugene Growealth Associates, Inc., of Jackters, 62 Madison PI.
son. The Jackson firm is doing
DischargedThursday were
the architecturaland engineering
Jacob Terpstra, route 4; Mrs.
Aid Entertained
work for the proposednew plant.
Donald Tague and baby, 105 East
Test borings also have been made
21st St.; Mrs. Roger Lankheet,
By Friendship Circle
on the property and reports have
947 Columbia Ave.; Mrs. Calvin
Vannette and baby, 376 West 21st
The Friendship Circle of Beech- proved satisfactory,officials said.
St.; Mrs. Mike Vander lest, route
wood Reformed Church entertain- The company currently is about
2, Zeeland; David Griep 172 East
ed members of the Ladies Aid at to advertise for bids for the gen37th St.
a meeting Tuesday evening in the eral contract, accordingto Ab
Martin of Fort Wayne, Ind., gen- awarded after judging by Mrs. Medium" ahd "The ^Consul,"
Hospitalbirths include a daughchurch basement.
pleased critics and audiences alike
ter bom Thursday to Mr. and
Theme for the evening was eral manager. Officials plan to Joe Moran, Mrs. Carroll Norlin
in New York and on tour with Driver Charged
Western Horse Show
Mrs. Henry Jepma. route 1, West
"Lepers” and a play in keeping come here in five or six weeks for and Mrs. Clarence Becker. Winresulting runs longer than many
GRAND HAVEN (Special) further
planning.
Olive; a son, Paul Allen, born
with the theme was a feature of
ners were: In the Camp Fire
Meanwhile, E.S. Weaver, resi- theme, Barbara Kuite, Shirley Broadway favorites. "The Tele- Gordon Langereis, 24, Grand Ra- Scheduled at Allegan
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
the evening. Taking part in the
phone"
in
its music and humor pids. was charged with following
15 East 30th St.; a
play, entitled "Why Not the Nine," dent engineer of the General Elec- Hopkins, Judy Dorgelo, Donnd
ALLEGAN (Special) — Three Wolbert,
has an immediate appeal to the another vehicle too closely foldaughter, Laurel Jayne, bom
were Mrs. Marvin Vanden Bosch tric Realty Corp., has arrived in Lapenga, Vicky Ziel and Peggy
listenerand on first hearing pro- lowing an accident at 9:20 a.m. local organizations will share the
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. George
as the superintendent; Mrs. Den- Holland to handle construction of Bosma; St. Patrick theme, Mary
vides an enjoyableevening’slisten- Tuesday on M-104 in Spring Lake duties of host for the tenth anthe
plant
for
General
Electric.
It
Knoll, 178 West 16th St.; a daughAnn Heuvelhorst, Judy Rummler,
nis Roelofs as the nurse, and the
ing. The opera is under the direc- Township in which his car hit the nual Michigan Western Horse
ter, Marsha Rae, bom today to
Mesdames Bernard Rowan, Arn- is expected the plant will be com- Nancy Rypma, Doris De Fouw, tion of Mrs. Baughman.
Show
scheduled
at
the
Allegan
rear of a 1953 model driven by
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hulst, route
old Sloothaak, Fenna Wehrmeyer, pletwl in about a year. Plans call Nicky Bolhuis and Janet Wichers;
fairgrounds
in
mid-July.
Included on the program with Eugene F. Dice, 31, Muskegon
2, Zeeland.
Harvey Becksvoort, Gerrit Bruur- for employing about 400 persons. birthday project theme, Vivian the opera will be a group of inThe show, which annually atHeights. Damage to both cars was
sma, Gordon Tenckinck, Harvey The company is building the new Riemersma, Ann Powell, Judy Wy- strumentaland keyboard soloists
minor. State police investigated. tracts between 400 and 600 horses
plant
for
the
manufacture
of
herJohnson, Lawrence Prins, George
benga, Linda Walvoord, Mary including: Lois Maier, Union
from all parts of Michigan,will Changes Plea
Lawrence, Donald Dekker, Rob- metic motors for use in the rapid- Ellen Van Zanden and Gloria Beach, N.J.. Charles Lindahl,
be sponsoredjointly by the AlGRAND HAVEN (Special)
ert Meyer and Misses Patty Zim- ly expandingair conditioning and Schurman.
Frait Spray Meeting
legan Improvement Association,Oscar Alfredson,37, Grand Haven,
Chicago;
Robert
Fortiner,
Westmer, Audrey Newhouse and Carol refrigerationindustry.In addition, Entertainmentincluded skits by
ALLEGAN (Special) - A. E. the Allegan County Riding Club who pleaded innocent a week ago
field, N.J., and Erma Derks, ZeeRiemersma. Mrs. Clarence Over- the npw plant also will be the the various groups.
land. in a clarinetquartet; David Mitchell of the Horticultural De- and the 4-Bar-H Club, made up to a charge of drivingwhile under
headquarters
for
the
hermetic
The Ketchawapakiyagroup, Mrs.
beek was soloist.
De Jong, Persian Gulf, pianist, partment of Michigan State will of 4-H club members interested the influence of intoxicating
The play was directed by Mrs. motor department. Other her- Walter Kimball leader, acted out and Muriel Elzinga, Hamilton, meet with Allegan County fruit in riding.
liquor, changed his plea to guilty
metic
motor
plants
are
in
Fort
Richard Groeneveltand Mrs. Lethe record “Walking My Baby organist.
Mrs. Beth Nichols,Riding Club Tuesday in MunicipalCourt and
growers Wednesday, March 24, at
Wayne,
Ind.,
and
Tiffin,
O.
roy Brookhouse.
Back Home." Mrs. Atlee Berger’s
8 p.m in the Vocational Building. president, and Clifton Schelhas, was assessed $100 fine and $5.10
The site includes about 22 acres Cantekoda group gave a skit callBecause of the illness of the
Our word "chocolate"comes Spraying and spray materials will will be co-chairmen for the two- costs. He was arrested by city
of
city-owned
property,
formerly
president and vice president, the
ed “The New Group;” Mrs. Willis from the Aztec word “choclat"
police.
be discussed.
day
secretary, Mrs. Ken Oosterbaart, an airport site, 12 acres and a Welling’s Winata Group, “Riot in
presided at the meeting. Mrs. house previously owned by Mr. Cell Block 11;’’ Mrs. William
Gerrit De Ruiter led devotions. and Mrs. Ivan Kouw and a small Pluim’s Ishpeming group, "The
Refreshments were served by the triangular piece of property of an Flora Dora Babies,” and Mrs. Joe
hostesses,Mrs. Richard Bell. Mrs. acre or less which is necessatw Highstreet’sLu-ta-we-to-ma-chick
Gilbert Elhart. Mrs. Dennis Roe- for a spur from the C and O rail- group recitedthe Trail Seekers de-

(From Wednesday’*Sentinel)
West Allendale Community Club
held ita March meeting last week
Tuesday jat the home of Mnf. Theresa Bquwman. The day was spent
sewing. Dinner was served at noon
by the hostess and her committee.
Mrs. Flora Tuttle and Mrs. Ida Ladies
Schipper.The next meeting will be

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Weller

program,

Leuwen, dub

Work

(Special)- The an-

next week in Griswold Auditorium
will attract more than liOOO 4-H
students who will exhibit their
winter project work.
Articleswill be on display next

Mr.

Bruce Van

Ordination Set

I

—

event.

Mrs. CorneliusIsraels and road.
Mrs. Gerrit De Ruiter.
lofs,

.

sire.

In a brief business session. Miss Geiger Hostess
Reckless Driving Case
Mrs. Walter Kuipers was elected
To
Board Members Dismissed by Justice
new president pro tern.

AAUW

Miss Maibelle .Geiger, West 15th
GRAND HAVEN (Special) was hostess to board members
A reckless driving charge against
of Holland Branch, American AssoAndrew Dykstra,26, of 87 Wilson
Enforced in County
ciation of University Women,
St., Grand Haven, has been disThe Ottawa County Road com- Thursday evening.
missed by Justice FrederickJ.
Mrs. Orlie Bishop, president, Workman of Spring Lake for lack
mission today called attention to
road weight restrictions which still conducted the meeting. Committee of evidence.
are in force and will remain so reports were presented by various Dykstra, who pleaded not guilty
until future changes are publi- chairmen. The board selecteda to the charge, was arrested upon
nominatingcommittee to prepare complaint of Lt. Verne C. Dagen
cized.
Present restrictioas on conchete a slate of officers.Mrs. Henry of Michigan State Police. Dagen
roads call for 13.500 pounds per Mouw is chairman, assisted by alleged Dykstra’s car rammed
axle and 19.500 pounds on tandem Mrs. Titus Van Haitsma, Mrs. into his car which was parked on
axle. On blacktop and gravel Clyde Geerlings and Mrs. Donald Main St. in Hudsonville on Jan.
roads, the restrictionsare limited Brown.
11 while the officer was attending
Miscellaneous Shower
Mrs. Bishop and Mrs. H. C. Mcto 11.700 per axle and 16,900 per
a polio meeting.
Clintock were named official deleHonors Florence Tien
axle on tandem axle.
Deputy Bernard Gryzen who inAccording to the commission, gates to the regional AAUW con- vestigated,did not issue a sumMiss Florence Tien of Hamilton weight restrictionson all county ference to be held in Indianapolis
mons to Dykstra after the accident
was honored at a miscellaneous roads east of US-31 are still im- April 23 and 24. Alternates are
which occurred during a *nowshower at the home of Miss Lois posed and enforced.
Mrs. Henry Steffens and Miss storm.
Lugten last Friday evening. It was pointed out that county Laura Boyd. The board also voted
Games were played and a two- road restrictionsare governed by to continue it* membership in
course lunch was served by Mrs. the county road commissioners and Michigan Council for UNESCO. All Meat Firm Fined
Joe Lugten, Mrs. Henry Lugten, do not follow changes made by the members of AAUW therefore “are
HesselihkMeat Co. of Grand
Mrs. Henry Van Doomik, Sr.,, and Michigan State Highway Depart- eligible to attend the UNESCO con- Rapids, Harold Hesselink, presiMrs. Bert Tien.
ference to be held April 3 at Cen-. dent, paid fine and costs of $29.ment on their concrete roads.
Invited guests were the Mestral MichiganCollege,Mount Plea- 30 in Justice C.C. Wood’s court
Tuesday on a charge Involving
dames Howard Pieper, Frank Colsant.
lings, Gerald Pepper. Merle Top, Tanker 'Meteor’ Open*
The hostess served refreshment* short weight of bulk link sausages.
The arrest was made by a repreLloyd Hoops, Gordon Boerigter, Local Navigation Seaton
following the business meeting.
sentativeof the bureau of marketKenneth Bolks, Marvin Van Doornik and the Misses Joyce Lampen,
The local navigation season Light from the sun requires ing enforcementand a local
Faith Lampen, Mary Kleinheksel, opened Monday when the about eight minutes to reach the official.
Erma Deters, Charlotte Nykerk, tanker “Meteor" tied up at the earth.
Automobile manufacturer*say
Yvonne Bartels, Joyce Busscher. MontelJoPark dock to discharge
The oldest existingsettlement of that in 1940 there was one car in
Eleanor Schievink and Elaine Van one million gallons of gasoline for
Doomik.
the 13 original, states is Albany, use for every five Americans.
the Texas Company.
Miss Tien will become the bride
The ClevelandTanker Corp. N. Y. A fur-tradingpost was set They estimate that in 1953 there
of Henry Van Doomik, Jr., of tanker brought the gasoline from up the^e by the Dutch in 1686. It was a car registered for every
was chartered as a city in 1686 three and a half neraon*.
Hamilton in April
Indiana Harbor. Ind.

Weight Restrictions

St.,

•

STUDENTS AT LONGFELLOW SCHOOL recrotfr r*co*nlat<f "Brotherhood
Week" with a poppet show porttaring tight differentcountries.The entire
sixth grade class under Mrs. Kenneth Van Wrk made poppets, background.
scenes and wrote accompanying material lor each country. Working on the
protect were: Cdndy Barber. Gall Bailor,terry WUdechut. Mary A/iis Van
luWv OulM. Calllm Zuvmrbik. David Sandahl.Katl Hamlin, lea

rmnMR

Broodyko,Larry Nixon, Charles Hotkey. Bob Poll Korea Daniels. Carol#
Aardema, Ken Taylor. Ann FowolL tanke Quiet. John Van Alsbarg, Bichard
Johnson. Margaret Johnson, Marlene Dyketra, Douglas Nason. Billy Scott,
Connie Spoof. Myra Books. Marcia Bosch. Hogtr f Jungle and Jerry Israeli.
The class is shown with the rarkut sceneryend puppets.

